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TO MY MOTHER



PREFACE

HT^HE inclusion of this Jewish document in a series of

* Biblical and Patristic studies will, I venture to hope,

commend itself to students of Christian antiquity as helping

to illuminate the common background of Paganism against

which both Christianity and Judaism were set. Even if we

possessed much more first-hand information than we do con

cerning the life of the Christians of the Roman world under

the early Empire, we could not afford to overlook so important

a factor in ancient thought as the development of Jewish

religion during that critical period. But when early Christian

literature is so scanty, and when pagan writers of the first two

centuries A.D. constantly fail us at the points where we most

desire knowledge, it is unpardonable to neglect, as has been

too much done by Christian scholars in the past, the field of

contemporary Jewish literature.

It is true that the Mishna, of which this tractate, Aboda

Zara, forms a part, did not assume the precise form which it

now bears until about 200 A.D. But the decisions- which it

records are in the main the crystallized result of discussion in

the Rabbinical schools during several generations previous to

that elate. The legislation, therefore, which Aboda Zara sets forth

arose to satisfy the religious scruples of the orthodox Judaism

contemporary with Apostolic or sub-Apostolic Christianity (cp.

Abrahams in Cambridge Biblical Essays [1909] pp. 184, 185).

There is indeed an obvious parallel between the position of

Jew and Christian in the age of Paganism. Both were idealists,
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and both were striving to preserve their religious convictions

inviolate in the face of immense practical difficulties. An in

structive illustration of this fact is found in the resemblance

between the tractate here edited and the essay in which

Tertullian treats the same subject from the Christian stand

point. A summary of this essay (&quot;

De Idololatria
&quot;)

is given in

Appendix I, and I have frequently referred to it in my notes

on the text. These quotations, however, could easily be supple
mented from other Patristic writings.

Aboda Zara treats of the relations which, according to the

Rabbis, ought to be observed by orthodox Jews in dealing with

the heathen peoples amongst whom they lived, and with whom

they were inevitably involved in social and commercial inter

course. The ritual of pagan worship penetrated so deeply into

the fabric of ancient life that, although this tractate is interested

in heathen affairs only in so far as they affect Jewish religion,

commercial and social, no less than religious, customs come

under discussion in its pages. We are afforded some interesting

glimpses of the medley of heathen cults which flourished in

Palestine and Syria during the period of the Roman dominion.

Students of classical antiquity will find that a curious light is

thrown upon the Hellenised civilisation of the Empire. We
have here a picture of that civilisation as it was seen from the

standpoint of an alien people a people included in its social

life but dissociated from the beliefs on which it rested. Further,

we see it as it existed not in Rome itself, regarding which we

already possess considerable information, but in a province of

the eastern Empire.
The attention of scholars is called to the variant readings,

published here for the first time, from the 1511 Pesaro edition

and from the Genizah fragments of the Taylor-Schechter col

lection in Cambridge University Library. The full collation

which I have made from all the chief sources of the text

may be of service for investigating the relation between the

Palestinian and Babylonian recensions of the Mishna.
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As far as possible I have sought to make the edition avail

able for readers unacquainted with Hebrew : a translation is

given, and the headings of the several notes on the subject-

matter are taken from the translation as well as from the

Hebrew text. A brief account of the Mishna and other works

of early Rabbinical literature is provided in the Introduction,

in order to furnish an explanation of those technical phrases

which must necessarily be used in discussing the Mishna.

Those who are acquainted with Biblical but not with Post-

Biblical Hebrew will, it is hoped, find in the grammatical

section of the Introduction, in the pointed text, and in the

Vocabulary sufficient assistance to enable them to grasp the

chief peculiarities of Mishnaic Hebrew.

It remains that I express my indebtedness to the two

brief but very useful German editions (both containing

punctuated texts) by Prof. H. L. Strack and by Dr Hoffmann.

In especial my gratitude is due to Mr Israel Abrahams, who

has suggested various references to Rabbinical literature, and

whose advice and encouragement have throughout been

most valuable to me. Mr H. M. J. Loewe kindly assisted

me in the technical description of the Genizah fragments

used for my text. I have derived useful suggestions from

several friends, including, besides those mentioned by name

in my notes, Dr Rouse and Dr Schechter. Most sincerely do

I thank those who have assisted me by reading the work in

proof: Mr McLean and Mr Abrahams of Christ s College;

Principal Skinner of Westminster College ;
and Dr M. Berlin

of Manchester.

To the Readers and Printers of the Cambridge University

Press I desire to express my gratitude for the unfailing courtesy

and skill \\ith which they have carried out all my wishes.

\\. A. L. ELMSLIK.
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LIST OF COMMON ABBREVIATIONS

A./. = Aboda Xara.

I !.H. = Biblical Hebrew.

Dahnan = Dalman, .lra&amp;gt;naisch-\ci&amp;lt;/u-

hriiiseht s I Vorterbnch .

I )nreml)erg et Saglio = Daremberg et

Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquiti s

Grec&amp;lt;}
ties et Romnines.

Ency.Hib.(EJi.) = Encyclopaedia liiblica.

Gemara (Gem.) = Gernara of the Talmud

Babli on Aboda Xara.

Hastings, D. /?. Hastings, Dictionary

of the Bible.

II offmann = Hoffmann, Aboclah Sarah.

in Mishnaiot, Seder Nesikin (Berlin,

1899).

Jastrow = Jastrow, Dictionary of the

Talmud.

/./.. = Jewish Encyclopedia.

JQR Jeivish Quarterly Review.

Kaut/sch = Gesenius-Kaut/sch, Hebrew

(irammar (trans, from 26th German

edition).

Krauss= Kraiis^. dricchische nnd l.atein-

iac/ie Lehnworter itn Talmud, Mid-

nischy und Tar^nm.

Kniger=KrUger, Abodah Zarah (Tit-

bingen, 1907).

MGWJ = Monatsschrift fur Gcschichte

nnd \Vissenschaft des Jtidentnms.

M.H.lfUn*k Hebrew.

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;\f. \A-\. ~ lliouii, hiivcr, and Brings

Hebrew and English

Roscher = Roscher, Lexicon der Grie-

chiachen nnd I.ateinischcn Mythologie.

kou-c, (/ . V. O. = Rouse, Greek Votive

Offerings.

Schiirer= Schurer, Jewish People in the

time of Jesus Christ (1885 1890,

trans, of 2nd German edition). The

latest German edition has also been

consulted.

Segal (Segal, Gram.) = M. H. Segal,

Misnaic ffebreiu and its relation to

Biblical Hebrew and to Aramaic.

(Reprinted for private circulation

from the Jewish Quarterly /vYr /&amp;lt;? -.

July 1 908. Reprint pp. i 91 =/.(?. R.

vol. \\, pp. 647737.)

Strack^Strack,
lAboda Zara (Leipzig,

1909).

Strack, Einl. =Strack, J-.inlatnng in

den Talmud (Leip/ig, 1908).

Tb = Talmud Babli.

Tert., De Idol. -Tertullian, De Idolol-

atria.

Tj = Talmud Jerushalmi.

/.//// .

Zeitschrijt fur die alltesta-

mentliche Wissenschaft.

/.eitsclirift der deutst hen mor-

Gcselhchaft.

A&quot;. / . The following signs are employed
in the critical notes.

: is used to separate variants upon the

-aim- \\oid 01 phrase.
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|

is used to separate variants upon one

word or phrase from those on

another.

] is used to separate the word or phrase
in the text from the variants upon it.

When positive evidence is quoted in

support of the reading of the text,

it is given between the word or

phrase and the square bracket.

(!) is used to call attention to readings

obviously incorrect.

- between two words taken from the

text denotes that the intervening
words of the text are included.

scr. pl.
=

scriptio plena.

scr. defect. =scriptio defectiva.

For explanation of the abbreviations

used to denote the several MSS.

and edcl., see Introd. pp. xxv xxvii.

Transliteration of Hebrew Words

N, unrepresented : H, initial by h ; final unrepresented : Fl by h : D by t :
*
by y :

3, 3, by kh, k : y by :
]&amp;gt;
by 9 : p by q. This system has been followed, except in

the case of a few familiar words such as Torah, Talmud Terushalmi, Sidon
; Kal,

Niphal, Piel, Iliphil.



INTRODUCTION

THE MISHNA AND KINDRED LITERATURE

I. The Mishna

(a) Origin and meaning of the term. The term Mishna, or

Mishnah rOfc^D, is derived from shana, n3G#, &quot;to repeat,&quot; a verb
T : T T

which in Mishnaic Hebrew acquired the sense &quot;

to teach,&quot; and

esp. &quot;to teach by means of oral repetition&quot; (cp. Aramaic &OH)
1

.

The derivative noun MisJina, P13CPD, &quot;instruction,&quot; was used
T

;

with several meanings : (i)
&quot;

instruction in the Oral Law &quot;

as

contrasted with Mikra, tflpD, &quot;reading in the Written Law,

the Scripture.&quot; (ii) concretely,
&quot; the contents of the Oral Law &quot;

(i.e. as developed down to about 200 A.D.). (iii)
&quot; the substance

of the teachings of an individual Tanna&quot; (a Rabbi of first two

centuries A.D.). (iv) &quot;a single text of the Oral Law.&quot; (The

word Ilalakha, HD/H, is used in a similar sense.) (v) &quot;anyT T ~:

collection of such texts,&quot; e.g. that compiled by R. Aqiba.

(vi) &quot;the standard collection made by R. Yehuda ha-Nasi,

200 A.I . This collection is &quot;The Mishna&quot; par excellence
,
and

the term is generally employed in this sense.

(b) Form and Contents. The Mishna is divided into six

main sections (D^TID &quot;Orders&quot;); each Order
(&quot;Tip)

into

several Tractates (TTirODp); each Tractate (TODD) into

1 Tin- \\oid \Ii&amp;gt;Ima li:^ aUo been regarded as a feminine form of the noun

(cp. Deut. I?
8
), e.g. by the Church Father-, who translated it by Sfirrtpwra. See-

Miel/iner, IiitivJiittion to Talmud, p. 6; Strack, Einlcitnn^ in d, ii / al&amp;gt;nntt, p. ?.
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Chapters (D p^S); each chapter (|T))
into short paragraphs,

each of which may be called a Mishna H^p (pi. Mishnayoth

nVJBto), or Halakha PoSn.
T : T T -;

The following are the six Orders :

i. D*XHT
&quot;

Seeds,&quot; i.e. the Law on agricultural matters. This

section is prefaced by a Tractate on prayer (rtDIS
&quot;

Blessings &quot;).

ii. &quot;Wto
&quot;

Festival,&quot; i.e. Laws of the Sabbath and other

festivals.

iii. D^fcJO
&quot;

Women,&quot; i.e. Laws of marriage and divorce.

iv.
pp^tt

&quot;

Damages,&quot; i.e. Civil and criminal law. ( Aboda

Zara is the eighth tractate of this Order.)

v. D^BHp
&quot;

Holy Things,&quot; i.e. Laws of sacrifice, Temple

ritual, etc.

vi. ni*intp
&quot;

Purifications,&quot; i.e. Laws on ritual purity.

Altogether these six Orders contain sixty-three tractates,

and the list given immediately above shows that between them

they deal in a comprehensive fashion with the manifold activities

of daily life.
&quot; The subject-matter of the Mishna includes both

law and morality, the affairs of the body, of the soul, and of the

mind. Business, religion, social duties, ritual are all dealt with

in one and the same code 1
.&quot;

(c) Language of the Mis/ma. The language of the Mishna

is often described as New Hebrew (N.H.) to distinguish it from

Biblical Hebrew (B.H.). But, as Hebrew subsequently under

went further development, it is advisable to adopt the term
&quot; Mishnaic Hebrew&quot; (M. H.) in order to define more closely the

language of the Mishna itself and of the kindred Rabbinic

works composed during the period 200 B.C. to 200 A.D. Whether
this form of Hebrew is

&quot; an artificial and mechanical creation of

the schoolmen &quot;

or &quot; a living language spoken by the Jews in

Hasmonean times
&quot;

;
whether it is

&quot;

nothing but a Hebraized

Aramaic&quot; or a &quot;natural and direct development of B.H.,&quot; has

been a much-debated question. For full information on this

matter, see the article
&quot; Mishnaic Hebrew and its relation to

1
Abrahams, Short History ofJewish Literature,
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Biblical Hebrew and to Aramaic
&quot;

by the Rev. M. H. Segal

(Jewish Quarterly, July, 1908). The conclusion there reached is

in substance as follows: &quot;Aramaic has affected Mishnaic Hebrew

only in vocabulary, and its wide influence in this respect would

probably be seen to be far less than at present appears, were it

not that our knowledge of ancient Hebrew is confined to the

O.T. writings. As far as strict grammar is concerned, M.H. is

absolutely independent of Aramaic
;

it is identical in the main

with B.H., and where it differs from the latter the genesis of the

differences can generally be traced back to an older stage of the

language, out of which the new forms have developed in a

natural and methodical manner. M.H. grammar, so far from

being artificial, has a strongly pronounced colloquial and popular

character, which helps in many cases to distinguish in B. H. col

loquial and dialectical forms and phrases from the literary and

polite ones M.H. must therefore be regarded as a natural

living and popular dialect, developed gradually and systematically

out of old Hebrew The presence of Aramaic words and

phrases may be compared with the Latin element found in the

English vocabulary, a fact which does not negative the Teutonic

character of our
speech.&quot;

The following are the main points of grammar and syntax
where M.H. differs from the normal features of B. H. Very

many of the forms enumerated below find parallels in sporadic

instances of classical B. H. or in the later O.T. writings. (The

examples, where possible, have been taken from Aboda Zara. )

(A) THE ARTICLE. It is used as in B.H. except
that (i) more frequently than in B.H., nouns, which to

us are indefinite, are made definite in the mind of the

speaker and therefore receive the article. (2) Sometimes

the article stands with the adjective only, e.g. SpDiH *lit?

v.y.

(B) THK PRONOUN.
&amp;lt;,/&amp;gt;

rcrsonal. (i) ^ &quot;I&quot;

(never ^K, except in Biblical quotations); ^X &quot;we,&quot;

(cf. K thib of Jer. 42
6
), e.g. iv. 75(2) Jfltf

often 1 = (B.H.)

1 The linals
j
and D are somewhat promiscuously used in the various \i-,s. and

edition- of Mishnaic Hebrew writings. Final
j

for D is very common in 3 in. pi. of
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DftK, &quot;ye&quot;;
and

JH
often = (B.H.) QH &quot;they,&quot; e.g.

III. 5- (Perhaps &quot;this is merely a phonetic change
which is very common in M. H., but which may partly

be due to the influence of Aram., in which these Pro

nouns end in
J&quot;

Segal, p. 10; see also the footnote.)

(b) Demonstrative, (i) Fern. sg. IT (B.H. HXT), e.g.

III. 7; Plural !)W (B.H. rh$). (2) nWl (cp. B.H.

njWl) &quot;that,&quot; e.g. IV. 12. (3) HN (the B.H. accus.

sign) is often used as a demonstrative, i. with a suffix

anticipating a noun, e.g. K^NPl ifiitf
&quot; tnat man,&quot; I. 3.

ii. by itself, introducing a clause, e.g. ^n^TlK &quot;that

which,&quot; III. 4. (c) Relative, always jj$&amp;gt;* (cp. Phoenician

E&amp;gt; ;
rare in B.H.). (d) Interrogative. M.H. (prefixing

X to
PIT, IT) has a new formation HPN, 1PN. It is often

strengthened by enclitic tfH, N PI 5 e.g. tf*n 1PK HI. 7.

(C) NOUNS, (i) The Masculine Plural ends often 1

in
j* (cp. late B.H. and Aram.), e.g.

J tpWJf-l
I- 8.

(2) The Feminine Plural ends regularly in fti but

sometimes in JliX_^
&amp;gt; esp. with foreign words

; e.g.

nifcflfrnfc, ni^Db^ I. 7- (3) The genitive is expressed

often by means of the construct state, but also regularly

by use of the particle ?$ (7 + lfcW), cp. Phoenician

and late B.H. Often an anticipatory suffix is attached

to the first noun, as in Syriac, e.g. JVpj?^ 7133

II. i. Note. Sometimes, esp. with compound expres

sions, the suffix is attached to ?&amp;gt; instead of to the

noun direct, e.g. iW
jnj5Tl

HI. 3; }nW JOPrn nfiH

II. 6. (4) Many verbal-noun forms occur in M. H.,

Personal Pronouns and of the Pronom. Suffix,
j&quot;

1 for D*1 is very common in Participles ;

less common with Adjs., e.g. pn? II. 4 ; and still less common in nouns, e.g.

fO-tn II. 4, and remark in the names of the Orders of the Mishna }*pt3 but
1 See the previous footnote

;
and p. xiii, The Regular Verb, (a).
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which are rare or lacking in B. H.; they replace the

nominal uses of Infinitive of B. H. Such are (&amp;lt;t)
Fnnn

tlie Kal. (i) plS tDp e.g. nS DK II. 7; with the affix m~

e.g. rVO SG? II. i. (ii) topJp
or

^pfc (cp. Aram. Inf.

Peal), e.g. Nfc^p III. 6. (b) From the Picl. (i) ^fcp

e.g. !|n II. 2. (ii) nStS)j5 (cp. Aram. Inf. Pacl), e.g.

may (rtw-r/r. rQ3? v. 7). (&amp;lt;o
F/W/* //i*

///&amp;gt;//*/.

(i) SOBPI e.g. IBbn or &quot;lEOn II. 7 see Segal, p. 61.

(ii) nfotJpPl e.g. npSlPl Sabb. II. 6. (5) Diminutives
T T I;

- ITT :
~

are frequent in M.H., e.g. Pl^Sp 6p) II. 7.

(D) THE REGULAR VERB, (a) The 2nd masc.

pi. Perf. ends in JH for B.H. DH. (b) In Niphal Inf.

the preformative H is often omitted when Inf. is joined

with h- (c) The Pual (except in Ptcp., e.g. rHPPp I. 4 ;

see also ^n^pHH IV. 12, note) has been replaced by a

Nithpael formation, (d) The Hophal is very common,
and always -1H i.e. H, with 1 mater lectionis in unpointed

text. (B.H. usually Pi, /*#.) (*) Nithpael is also regular

in place of B.H. Hithpael, and has same relation to

Piel as the Niphal to the Kal
; e.g. VlSiriBO V. 2. It

is thus used both reflexively, and passively (cp. (c) above).

(/) Many quadriliterals are found, e.g. DD&quot;lp
III. 10.

(E) WEAK VERBS, (a) On Infinitive forms, see

note
&quot;jS

S I. 4- Remark ^h (V. 7) from IfcN ;
other

N&quot;fi verbs form Infin. regularly, (b) Verbs
y&quot;y

tend

to be assimilated to regular triliteral forms, but many
biliteral forms occur, and are indeed always found in

causative stems, e.g. jV III. 9. (c) The Niphal pre

formative ^ in V y verbs is pointed ^ (on analogy of

the regular verb), e.g. fiTJ III. 6. (d) N S and H S
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formations are sometimes equated, e.g. V313 (ifcO^l) III. 7-
T : T ;

(e) Imperative of pilPl (=PlVl) is IP! V. 5.TT TT &quot;V:

(F) PARTICIPLE. The Ptcp. is used more freely

than in B. H., less freely than in Aram, (a) It is used

regularly, with the auxiliary verb p|Vt, to express fre

quentative and continuous actions, e.g.

II. 5. Remark the common formula

(v^Btat nVl) where the auxiliary verb is omitted.
TT

(b) The Ptcp. is negatived regularly by
j
tf, but some

times by X7 (in cases where B.H. would require
J
tf, esp.

in such compound expressions as PWD ?1 P?1^ **7

IV. 9). (c) The plural of the Ptcp. active is common
in various shades of meaning with indefinite subject, e.g.

p?to one buys; p&IK J
N no one says;

J fefy
J
K

one may not make, (d) On DtftO see note V. 2.

(G) SYNTAX. (0) Consecutive Tenses have almost

vanished, (b) Verbal Nouns see (C4
) above replace

B.H. nominal uses of the Infinitive, which in M.H. is

used only in a gerundive sense, united with the pre

position -7. For the common B.H. Infin. with H, D,

M.H. paraphrases with W3 (=1B&amp;gt;*O) e.g. N^POI III. 4.

(d) The literary style of the Mis/ma. The literary style

of the Mishna is suitable for the purpose of conveying legal

traditions in a clear and concise form, but it must frankly be

confessed that it is very deficient in elegance. It is highly

technical, compressed, and elliptical. No attempt, moreover, is

made to avoid the repetition of formulas, and this is apt to

convey a sense of heaviness and monotony. Notwithstanding
these faults, the language in many respects makes a favourable

impression. Although the style may be awkwardly terse, it is

at least simple and direct. Above all it is strong and practical,

and possesses a range of expression unknown in B. H., suggesting
a power of adaptation sufficient to meet the needs of new ideas
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and experiences. Further, it is swift and graphic in narration

(cp. A.Z. IV. 7). All criticism, however, of the style of the

Mishna must have regard to two cardinal facts. First, the work
uas apparently arranged with a view to facilitating the process
of memorising the contents. Those curious digressions, which
at limes interrupt the proper theme (e.g. A.Z. IV. 79; Yoma
III. 9, 10), are really mnemonic aids based on the principle of
association of ideas. Second, the work is both academic and

legal in character. We do not judge the English language by
the form it assumes in a Parliamentary Act. Similarly the
crudities of the Mishna must not be made the standard by
which we are to estimate the literary power of its compilers,
the Tannaim. That must be sought for in the Midrashim
(see 2&amp;lt;)

and in the literature of devotion. The style of the
Mishna is one which presents peculiar difficulties to the
translator. A literal version appears grotesque in English.
Therefore in the: translation given in this edition, although
I have aimed at a close rendering of the Hebrew, for the sake
of clearness I have allowed myself scope (i) in replacing the

|Iebrew pronoun by the noun for which it stands, (ii) in using
ie English passive voice to render the M.H. indefinite plural

Participle active, (iii) in supplying a few words to show the true
sense of certain elliptical phrases, of which as a rule a literal

version is given in the notes.

(e) Origin and development of the Mishna. We possess no

satisfactory information regarding the precise origin and history
*bf the laws and customs set forth in the Mishna. The later

Rabbis believed that the entire oral tradition was delivered by
God to Moses along with the written code of the Pentateuch.
Ihus R. ShinYon ben Laqish gave the following exposition of
Exod.

24&quot;, &quot;I will give thee tables of stone and a law and
commandments which I have written

;
that thou mayst teach

them. Tables, these are the Ten Words (i.e. the Command
ments); Law, that is the Scripture; and Commandments, that
s the Mishna

; which I have written, these are the Prophets and
the Writings (i.e. the Hagiographa) ;

to teach them, that is the
Cirmara: thus we are taught that all these were given to Mo
from Mt Sinai 1

.&quot;

1 Berakhoth
5&quot;.

B-

t
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Again the Mishna-tractate, Pirqe Aboth I. i, gives the

following account of the Torah, by which is to be understood

the oral as well as the written Law. &quot; Moses received the

Torah from Sinai and delivered it to Joshua, and Joshua to

the Elders, and the Elders to the Prophets, and the Prophets
to the men of the Great Synagogue.&quot;

Moreover, even in the days when this belief had become

more nominal than real, the principle that the whole of the

traditional Law was implicitly contained in the words of the

Pentateuch and was legitimately deduced therefrom met with

general acceptance.
&quot; The conviction was widely held that

everything wise and good, be it ethical or ceremonial in its

character was at least potentially contained in the Torah....

The principle was, the words of the Torah are fruitful and

multiply/
l &quot;

&quot;

Everything which any student will teach at any
time was already communicated to Moses on Mt Sinai 1

.&quot; The
traditional account of the origin of the Mishna is not maintained

by modern scholars. Any element of the Mosaic period, which

it may contain, is to be sought not in the words of its precepts,

but in the ancient customs to which they at times bear testimony
The origin of the Oral Law dates assuredly from the peric

following the acceptance by the Jews of the Pentateuch code

as the rule of life
;
that is, from the era of Ezra and Nehemiah.

The attempt to apply this code to the affairs of daily life

must inevitably have led to discussion of the -meaning and

scope of its laws. New interpretations would be attached to

its precepts, and thus a body of case-law would quickly arise.

Later a doctrinal basis would be sought for the various practices
of the legal system, and the interpretation of the written law

would in this process be still further advanced and slowly

systematized. Both legal and allegorical expositions of Scripture
were rapidly developed by the zeal and industry of the schools

of religious teachers, which flourished in the last two centuries

B.C. It is a point of curious interest to the modern mind that

the great mass of knowledge and opinion, which thus arose, was
retained in the schools for the most part, perhaps entirely,
without the aid of writing. It was transmitted by memory
alone, through the process of oral repetition, whence indeed

1 See Schechter, Studies inJudaism [1896], pp. 227, 228.
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comes the title &quot;Oral Tradition.&quot; Exactly to what extent and
for how long the oral tradition remained unwritten is uncertain.

The question is discussed in Strack, EinL, pp. 10 17. In the

Rabbinic account the transmitters of the oral tradition were in

turn the Sopherim (Scribes), the men of the Great Synagogue,
and the Sanhedrin, with its pairs of leaders (Zugoth i.e.

&quot;yokes,&quot;

&quot;equals&quot;). Our information about these schools is slight and
rests on dubious authority. But in the last of the so-called

Zugoth, Hillel and Shammai, we reach safer historical ground.
These great Rabbis lived about the commencement of the

Christian era, and were the founders of the two rival schools of

Rabbinic study, called by their Masters names Beth Hillel and
Beth Shammai, respectively. It seems fairly certain that these

Rabbis or their immediate disciples made some attempt to

arrange the mass of the legal traditions (the Halakha)
1

, isolating
them from the expository and homiletic material (Haggada

2

).

It is this first collection of Halakhic sayings, which in the final

completed code of the Mishna is alluded to in the term &quot;

First

Mishna,&quot; rrflB*n rWD, see e.g. the notes to IV. 8.

We now reach the period of the Rabbis who lived in the first

two centuries A.D., and were called the Tannaim
(&quot;teachers&quot;).

Although the schools of Hillel and Shammai had done some

thing to simplify the Oral Tradition, confusion grew apace during
the troublous times when the Jewish State finally perished.
After the fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70 a synod of scholars,

1 It is necessary to understand the usages of these terms Halakha and Haggada.
(a) Halakha is used to denote i. the custom, the norm of practice, which the I .i\\

nids; ii. the I-iw, which regulates custom; iii. particular legal tenets and

culled ions of such tenets JYG^n (see i a, H^TD iv. v.) ; iv. as contrasted with

Haggada, it denotes the whole or any part of the legal material of the Oral Tradition.
All matters of law, ritual, custom are classed as Halakha; v. &quot;The Halakha is with
KaMii /..&quot; means,

&quot;

/. &amp;gt; opinion on the point in question agrees with the view which

ultimately prevailed as correct&quot;
(/&amp;gt;) Haggada is used only in contradistinction to

Halakha, and mean&amp;gt; a talc, explanation, homily, U well as itoriei and legends relating
io P.iblical and post-Biblical saints. Such topics as astronomy, medicine and magic,
mysticism and similar subjects, and folk-lore in general, \&amp;gt;..

. -ada. It thus
denotes the expository spiritual side of Rabbinic teaching, as distinct from the legal,
halakhic, element.

2 On the origin of the word Haggada (or Aggada or Agada see p. 429) see
in /(M f

iv. pp. 406 430.. Also, Bacher, Ag. der Tann? I. 4504;
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convened at Jamnia, undertook the task of examining the claims

of conflicting legal rules (Mishnayoth), and of thus preserving

the unity of Jewish doctrine. Doubtless the multitude of

Mishnayoth were by this time arranged according to some

system. But it would seem that the system was unsatisfactory,

for the credit of systematising the whole tradition in the

order which was finally adopted by R. Yehuda in the existing

Mishna is ascribed to the famous R. Aqiba, who belonged
to the younger group of the second generation of Tannaim

(90 130 A.D.). His method and general plan of arrange

ment was perpetuated by his disciples, in especial by R. Meir,

who also became famous by the compilation of a code of

Mishna. In Meir s collection was included, besides the bulk

of Aqiba s work, much which had been rejected by Aqiba
and also a great deal of new material drawn from other col

lections. Despite the wide influence of Aqiba and Meir, the

mere existence of other collections, emanating from schools with

different methods and arrangements, sufficed to continue the

confusion in the Jewish world. There was sore need for a great

Rabbi, endowed with learning and judgment adequate to deal

wisely with the existing collections of Mishnayoth, and also

possessing influence and authority sufficient to win general

acceptance for his version. The difficult task was finally ac

complished by R. Yehuda ha-Nasi (i.e. &quot;the Prince,&quot; N^H,
see Appendix II.) who lived about 150 210 A.D.

&quot;

By virtue

of his eminent learning, his dignity as Patriarch and as head of

a celebrated Academy, he succeeded in accomplishing his task.

Taking the unfinished work of Aqiba and Meir as the basis,

and retaining in general its division and arrangement, he ex

amined and sifted the whole material of the Oral Law, and

completed it by adding the decisions which his Academy gave

concerning many doubtful cases. Unanimously adopted decisions

he records without the names of their authors or transmitters,

but where a divergence of opinion appeared, the individual

opinion is given in the name of its author, together with the

decision of the prevailing majority (
the Wise/ D*MH ) or side

by side with that of its opponent ;
and sometimes even with
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short arguments/;^ and con 1
&quot;

Whether R. Yehuda s collection

remained oral or (as seems more probable) was committed to

writing by him in old age, it is certain that the Mishna as we
now have it has reached us substantially in the form which he

gave it. It was, however, subjected to repeated revision at the

hands of the scholars of R. Yehuda s academy (the If If). By
them the most serious defects of the Master s work were removed,
and there were added not only many of R. Yehuda s own decisions

(e.g. A.Z. IV. 5), but also others made by later Rabbis (e.g.

R. Yehuda II., A.Z. II. 6), of whom some even contradict

Yehuda s opinion. Thus at last the standard version of the

Halakha, the legal side of the Jewish tradition, was established.

In turn this code itself became the subject of discussion and

exposition by Jewish scholars, whose labours are preserved for

us in the vast commentary on the Mishna, which is entitled the

Talmud.

2. Literature kindred to the Mishna

i. The Talmud*. The voluminous work called the Talmud
is an elaborate commentary upon the Mishna. In the previous

section it was explained that the Mishna is the outcome of

the work of the Jewish scholars who lived in the first two

centuries A.D. and are known as the Tannaim (from Aram. JOfi
T *

= Hebrew FOfc? to repeat}. Similarly the Talmud is the product

of the researches and discussions of the Rabbis who flourished

in the period 200 500 A.D., and to whom the title Amoraim

(from TjpN), &quot;Speakers,&quot;
is applied.

During this period there were two centres of Rabbinic

lore, Palestine and Babylonia
3

. In consequence there came to

be two distinct schools of interpretation and exposition, the

Palestinian and the Babylonian; and these found literary ex

pression in the two corresponding forms of the Talmud, the

1
Micl/incr, Introduction to the Talmud, p. 5.

S track, Kinlcitnn^ in d&amp;lt;-n Talmud (41)1 ed. Lcip/ig, inoM) ; Mu-I/iner,

Introduction to the Talmud (Block Company, Chicago, 1894).
:| In Palestine, specially at Til&amp;gt;i-iia&amp;gt;. Srpphoijs, and i ,n Babylonia, at

Ncliardca, Sura, and i uml&amp;gt;L-ditha.
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Talmud Jerushalmi (Tj) and the Talmud Babli (Tb). Of these

the former, the Palestinian, is written in the West-Aramaic

dialect and is by far the more concise and practical. It is much
freer from the long casuistical discussions and the haggadic
narratives which are so prominent a feature in the Babylonian
Talmud. But precisely on this account, and for other reasons

also, it attracted little attention in the middle ages compared
with the Talmud Babli. The importance and value of its

tradition is now, however, recognised. But the Talmud Babli,

not only by its sheer bulk but also by its supreme influence

on centuries of Jewish life and thought, remains for ever the

Talmud par excellence. The Talmuds differ also as regards the

method by which they deal with their material. In the Talmud

Jerushalmi the whole chapter of the Mishna is first given, and

the discussion upon it then follows. But in the Talmud Babli

the Mishna is quoted paragraph (Halakha) by paragraph, and

each paragraph is followed immediately by the commentary of

the Amoraim upon it, whilst the several sections of the com

mentary are introduced by repeating the particular word or

phrase to be discussed. The commentary-part of the Talmud

is known as the Gemara (from *1D3), a term usually taken
- T

to mean &quot;

Supplement
&quot;

(i.e. to the Mishna). But although
the phrase Talmud strictly includes both the Mishna and the

Gemara upon it, it is frequently applied loosely to denote

the Gemara as distinct from the Mishna. The object of the

Gemara has been thus described
;

&quot;

the interpretation of the

Mishna, tracing its sources, giving its reasons, explaining obscure

passages, as well as real or seeming contradictions, by the aid of

parallel passages in the external Mishnas (see 2, 3, below), and

illustrating its matter and expanding its contents (especially in

the branches of civil law) by giving such cases as life and altered

circumstances were constantly furnishing
1

.&quot;

2. Baraitha. By this term, which probably means &quot; The

Outside,&quot; is denoted any tradition of the Tannaim, which was

not incorporated in the Mishna compiled by R. Yehuda. The

1 See article &quot;Talmud,&quot; by Schechter in Hastings D.B. (extra vol.). Note, the

Talmud Babli is cited according to the Tractate, the leaf, and the page: thus A.Z.

45
b = Talmud Babli on Aboda Zara, leaf 45, the second page of the leaf.
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relation of the Baraithas to the authoritative Mishna is usually

compared to that existing between the canonical books of the

Bible and the Apocrypha. The Baraithas are not to be found in

a separate collection, but large numbers are preserved to us by

quotation in the text of both Talmuds, where they are cited as

evidence for and against the Mishna under discussion. There is

little doubt but that they reflect Tannaitic tradition in an earlier

form than that shown in the Mishna. At times the Baraitha is

in direct opposition to the teaching of the Mishna. Further,

whilst the Mishna is almost exclusively halakhic in character, the

haggadic element is considerable in the Baraithas. Of special

interest are those Baraithas which record the Halakhoth given

by Shammai s school which Aqiba and his disciples rejected
1
.

3. Tosephta. In the work called by this name we have a

collection of halakhic material of a similar nature to that which

is recorded in the Mishna. The Tosephta not only deals with

the same subjects as the Mishna, but it follows the same arrange
ment of them. This fact is generally regarded as proof of the

traditional view that R. Aqiba, whose work is the basis of

R. Yehuda s Mishna, was also the first to organise the Tosephta
in the form it now bears. But the questions of its authorship,

and of the precise relation which it bears to the official Mishna

as well as to the Baraithas recorded in the Talmud remain at

present matter of dispute. Compared with the Mishna, the

Halakhoth of the Tosephta s tractates are generally given in a

fuller and probably a more ancient form. They are therefore of

first-rate importance for the criticism of the official Mishna-.

4. MidrasJi. This term (from B^TOi which in general means

&quot;exposition of Scripture,&quot;
is used concretely to denote a number

of early Rabbinic works of an exegetical and homiletic nature.

In the desire for spiritual guidance, the ancient Rabbi, like

the modern preacher, used to seek in the Scripture a deeper

meaning than that of the literal word. In their wide range of

subject-matter the Midrashim correspond to modern sermons.

They served moreover a similar end of spiritual edification.

1 Si-- ( i in/1.rri; on /&amp;lt; &amp;lt;inii(/ta in /. !..

I ..uitril .icli on /I
.,-////,/ in /.A ., nn-1 on the importance of the Totephta for

N.T. tv Al.r. ill. tin iii ilic ( \i /. &amp;gt;/ I , l&amp;gt;;i lical Essay* \ inio], |&amp;gt;. i.Sy.
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Every variety of literary form likely to advance this end tales,

legends, parables, and illustrations of every description are to

be found in the Midrashim. In actual form, however, they may
be more fitly compared to an exegetical commentary ;

for they

are, indeed, commentaries on the several books of the O.T. They
differ from modern books of that type in the nature of the

exegesis ;
for whereas the latter deal chiefly with the literal

sense of the verses (what the Rabbis would call the
&quot; Pe

shat,&quot;

&quot; the Simple meaning&quot;), the Midrashim endeavour of set purpose
to discover some hidden meaning in the letter of the text.

Unless this fact is borne in mind, the Midrash will seem

singularly bizarre to modern readers.

Naturally the great majority of Midrashim were expository,

haggadic, in nature
;
but (perhaps to meet controversial needs)

legal, halakhic, Midrashim also appeared. Such, for example, are

the books, Mekhilta, Siphra, and Siphre, which are commentaries

on parts of the Pentateuch.

How then does halakhic Midrash differ from Mishna? In

form rather than in matter. &quot;The Mishna presents us with an

aspect of the Tannaitic legal tradition as a whole, arranged under

various subjects ;
the halakhic Midrashim embody much similar

Tanaitic material, but in the form of a verse to verse commentary
on the Pentateuch The Talmud (i.e. Mishna and Gemara)
takes tradition by tradition and seeks a Biblical basis for each.

In the halakhic Midrashim, verse by verse, the tradition was

derived from the text 1
.&quot;

3.
lAboda Zara

(A) Subject

Aboda Zara,
&quot;

Idolatry,&quot; is the eighth tractate of the fourth

Order (pp^) of the Mishna. It treats of the precautions which

must be exercised by the Jews in dealing with idolaters. The
contents of the tractate are as follows :

Chap. I. i 4, Regulations restricting intercourse of

Jews and idolaters during the heathen festivals. 5, List

1 Abrahams, Short History ofJewish Literature, pp. 29, 30 ; and cp. the note
&amp;gt; III. 4.
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of articles, whose sale to idolaters is restricted or for

bidden. 6 9, Of the sale of animals, the construction

of buildings, land-produce, and house-property.

Chap. II. I, 2, Restriction of intercourse with

idolaters. 3 6, Rules wholly or partially restricting
u M; of &quot;articles belonging to or made by idolaters. 7,

Circumstances in which such articles are allowed.

Chap. III. i 4, Prohibition of idolatrous images.
What is to be reckoned as an idol ? (Story of R. Gamliel
in the Hath at Akko.) 5, Of idols worshipped on hills.

5j n, Of houses adjoining idol-temples. 7, What is to

be reckoned an idol-temple, an altar, an Ashcra ? 8 10,

Rules concerning Asheras.

Chap. IV. I, Of stone-heaps, beside a &quot;

Merqolis.&quot;

2, Of votive- offerings laid upon a Merqolis statue.

3, Of property owned by an idol. 4 6, Of the pro
fanation of idols. ( 7, Why God does not destroy idols.)

8 12, Of wine, its preparation and treatment; when
to be reckoned &quot;

libation-wine.&quot;

Chap. V. I 8, Further rules as to libation-wine.

9, List of prohibited articles, contact with which renders
other articles prohibited. 10 u, Of libation-wine,
and wine-presses. 12, Of tlie cleansing of utensils

purchased from idolaters.

Some remarks are given in the notes to the text (e.g. I. 1,4;
II. 2) regarding the spirit shown by the enactments of this

tractate. In general it is to be noted that, although many of
them must seem over-scrupulous or even casuistical, they are

the outcome not of a mean and pettifogging spirit but of the

attempt rigidly to carry out a high ideal, difficult of attainment.
These laws are not enacted for the mere purpose of harassing
the heathen, nor from motives of general misanthropy (cp. how
ever, notes II. i, 2); they result from tin- practical application
in daily life of an unbending determination neither to share
in heathen rites nor to seem guilty of aiding and abetting
the idolater in his worship. That this was a task of immense
difficulty is obvious to all who understand tin- extent to which
idolatrous act- entered not only into the religious worship of the
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ancient world but also into its commercial and political activities.

Further if we realised more fully the gross immorality of average
life in those days, we should not be surprised at the sternness

with which the scrupulous Jew sought to keep his monotheism

unspotted
1

.

The same problem confronted the early Christians, see note

II. 3. It was the hope of St Paul that Christians would avoid

the perils consequent upon the inevitable association with

heathen neighbours, not through the elaboration of laws, but by
the guidance of a conscience directed by whole-hearted obedience

to the ideals of Jesus Christ. Towards the close of the Apostolic

age the necessity for the Christian community adopting an

unanimous attitude towards certain wide and pressing problems,
tended to the formation of rules. In the essay of Tertullian

on Idolatry (circa 200 A.D.), we find an attitude not unlike that

of the Mishna. Parallels from this work are cited in the notes
;

and a summary of its contents is given in Appendix I, page 91 ff.

(B) Textual Material

(a) The Text

The text of A.Z. followed in this edition is that of the

famous .Zfomberg edition of Talmud Babli, Venice 1520 [B].

This edition has been printed in the text throughout, except

that (i) Where B appears seriously at fault, the preferred

reading is printed in the text enclosed in square brackets, and

the reading of B is recorded below in the critical notes, together

with any support found in other MSS. or editions, (ii) To
facilitate the pointing of the text, liberty has been exercised

regarding the scriptio plena of * and 1 which is very frequent

in the unpointed text of B (e.g. &quot;iDp
for B TYjfc; POTX for B

rom; nrriv for B TTJT; pn for B pnn). when, how-
..... ... i

ever, the retention of or 1 does not cause difficulty with the

pointing e.g. when the letter following does not require

Daghesh Forte they have been kept in the text (e.g. fVrpTl;

but inWinD for B in^nnD).
1

Cp. A.Z. II. i.
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(0) The Critical Notes

As regards the system adopted in the critical notes, I have

to remark that, in collating the text of B with the other MSS.

and editions enumerated below, I have not recorded (i) Variants

where the difference is a mere scriptio plena&amp;gt; except in rare

or foreign words, (ii) Variants of final Q or
J,

which occur

with i;rcut frequency and irregularity in all MSS. and editions,

(iii) Variants due to the fact that in quotations from the Bible

the MSS. and editions differ occasionally in that some give more,

some fewer, words of the particular text quoted.
With the exception of the three particulars mentioned imme

diately above, the following MSS. and editions (cited in the crit.

notes as B^CPKNAO) have been
////#&amp;gt;

collated. (N.B. Wherever

therefore the reading of any of these MSS. and editions is not

quoted, it is implied that it agrees with B, or in the cases

referred to in (a. i) above with the reading, printed within

square brackets in the text, which replaces B s error.)

(1) [B
p
]

The very rare first edition of the #omberg text,

printed at /*esaro in 1511. I have collated from the copy in

the Bodleian Library at Oxford (see Steinschneider, Catalogue,

p. 227
a
). Its evidence is here printed for the first time.

(2) [( ]

MS. Add. 470. i, Cambridge University Library.
I have collated from the MS.

;
but its readings are also acces

sible in the accurate transcription by W. H. Lowe, Alishnah on

i^Iiich the Palestinian Talmud rests (Camb. Univ. Press, 1871).

This MS. is generally regarded as most important evidence for

the Palestinian recension of the Mishna, but some doubt has

recently been thrown upon this view.

(3) [I*] l &quot;irst edition of the Palestinian Talmud, Venice,

I 5 2 3- (Cambridge University Library.)

(4) [K] l\&amp;gt;inted MS. of the Mishna, from the library of

Pn&amp;gt;f. 1). A aufmann in Budapest (at present in the possession of

the Konigl. Ungarische Akademie der \Yisscnschaften). See

the article by S. Krauss in MGWJ, 1907. K agrees generally
witli C. Ni&amp;gt;tt\ the punctuator (Ki millt

-) used a MS. whose text

differed at times from the text of K (K.&quot;
1

). (My collation is
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taken from a copy made for me, through the kindness of

Dr L. Blau, by Herr M. Klein, Budapest.)

(5) [N] First edition of the Mishna, with Hebrew translation

of Maimonides Arabic commentary (TVaples, 1492. Soncino print.

Steinschneider, p. 2i6a
).

The text is good, but there are many
errors through careless printing. (Cambridge University Library.)

(6) [A] MS. of the Mishna with Arabic commentary of

Maimonides. (In the Konigl. Bibliothek, Berlin :

&quot; Codex
Berolin. 569. 4to.&quot; See Steinschneider, Handschr. der Konigl.

BibL zu Berlin, 1878, No. 96.) I have collated from the edition

by Wiener, 1895 (the letter B is used in Wiener s edition to

denote this MS.).

(7) [O] MS - in tne Bodleian Library at Oxford (MS. Heb.

d. 63, fol. 12), kindly collated for me by Dr Cowley, of Magdalen

College, Oxford. It contains the Mishna of A.Z. II.

The following (cited in the crit. notes as HMTG) have been

collated so far as their evidence was available. (Silence as to

their reading does not therefore necessarily denote that they

support B s text
;

this is especially the case as regards the

Genizah fragments, many of which are greatly mutilated.)

(8) [H] MS. of Mishna with //ebrew translation of Maimo
nides. (In Konigl. Bibl. Berlin, &quot;Codex Berolin. Orient.&quot; 567

fol. See Steinschneider, Handschr. der Kon. Bibl. zu Berlin,

1878, No. 24.) I have collated it from the readings cited in

Strack s Aboda Zara, Leipzig, 1909. Of this MS. Stratk-wtitfes
&quot; Der Text ist im Wesentlichen der der gewohnlichen Mishna-

driicke, aber entstellt durch zahlreiche Fliichtigkeiten, da der

Schreiber offenbar sauberes Aussehen mehr erstrebte als Kor-

rektheit. Die Lesarten verdienen Erwahnung fast nur, wenn

sie auch anderweitig bezeugt sind.&quot;

(9) [M] The unique MS. of the entire Talmud,
&quot; Cod. Hebr.

Biblioth. ^/onac.
95.&quot; My collation of this MS. has been made

only from the citations given in Rabbinovicz, DH1D
^pHjTT,

(Munich, 1879).

(10) [T] The evidence of the Tbsephta is occasionally cited

from the edition by Zuckermandel, Pasewalk, 1880.

(Note. Tv = Vienna MS.
;
TE - Erfurt MS.)
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(n) [G] &amp;lt;7enizah MSS., numbered i 1 1. These are the

MSS, of A.Z. found amongst the MSS. of the Taylor-Schechter

collection from the Cairo Genizah, which are now in Cambridge

University Library. Their evidence appears here for the first

time. A full description of the nature and contents of each

fragment follows :

List of the Genizah Fragments collated

[G
1

] ;
consists of one leaf, paper, 13-6 by IO 4; there are 19

lines to the page ; written in oriental square characters^
un-

pointed.

Contents: Mishna, end of Eduyot and A.Z. I. I 3.

Recto begins WniTJ? HK (Ed. VIII. 3).

Verso ends #Wi IHINI DVPI imN tfSx (A.Z. I. 3).

[G
2
] ;

consists of the upper half of one leaf, parchment, width

about 21
;
written in oriental square characters, pointed.

Contents: Mishna, end of Eduyot and A.Z. I. 13 (fragments),

I. 5 (last words), I. 6 9, II. I (fragment).

Recto begins njmnP WONH (Ed. VIII. 2).

Verso ends in A.Z. II. 3 (torn).

[G 3
] ;

consists of two leaves, paper, 24*1 by 15-2; written in

oriental square characters.

Contents: Mishna of A.Z. I. 6 (except first five words), I. 7,

I. 8 (part), II. 5 (part), II. 6: together with a translation in

Arabic. The Mishna text is in large letters with points and

raphe marks. The translation is in smaller letters, the shadda

is marked and diacritical points are indicated by lines.

1 a-e i&quot; begins N^G? IJPtfE? CIpD p^Dlfc Dtfe (A.Z. I. 6).

I
1 ends T?fc7N% 7N* MttD7tO DH7 T1JPT DT? (Arab, trans,

of I. 8).

2* begins pmD O IN (II. 5).

2 b ends DHHH Dn^inD D^?l pJbHPlD (trans, of II. 6).

[G 4
] ;

consists of one leaf, paper, 22*5 by 14-8 ;
written in

oriental Rabbinic hand, headings in square characters, unpointed.

Contents : Mishna of A.Z. I. 7, 8 (torn), 9, with the Arabic

commentary of Maimonides.
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Recto begins Jft&ntf ^ Wl KM *lNDfcDT

(commentary on I. 6).

Verso ends after title flDPO |H^D pN OB&amp;gt;

p*l&
[G 5

] ;
consists of four leaves, parchment, about 25 by 22

;

written in oriental square characters, unpointed.
Contents: Mishna

; parts of A.Z., Eduyot, Shebu ot, Erubin,
and Pesahim (A.Z. being on first leaf only). This first leaf

(greatly torn) contains A.Z. I. 19; II. 14.
Recto begins...

Verso ends piS*

[G
6
] ;

consists of one leaf, parchment, 28*8 by 2ri
; 24 lines

to the page ;
written in Greek Rabbinic characters, unpointed.

Contents: Mishna of A.Z. I. 8 (part); I. 9 ;
II. i

;
with

Alfasi s compendium of Talmud Babli.

Recto begins ppf? rOfc hy *h NVl &quot;DID (I. 8).

Verso ends *Tt&Jl DfiS VlttN
1

) IB^S ^ T^S ly^H^ JV3
(Alfasi).

[G7
] ;

consists of one leaf, paper, 22*4 by 19*5; 21 lines to

the page ;
written in oriental square characters, pointed by later

hand with vowels and raphe marks
;
Arabic glosses in margin.

Contents: Mishna of A.Z. II. I (last words only); II. 2 7 ;

III. 13.
Recto begins rm np JJb JVOJ hlX (II. 1).

Verso ends DTH p nfi1a p^ p^l^ KS (III. 3).

[G
8
] ;

consists of two leaves, parchment, 19-6 by 14; 26 to 28

lines to the page ;
written in oriental square characters, un

pointed.

Contents: Mishna A.Z. II. 4, with Gemara of Talmud Babli.

1 recto begins jppE? (line 11 of fol. 32*).

2 verso ends D M BOB&amp;gt;3& D lS
^X1 (variant for line 1 8 from foot of fol. 33^).

[G9
] ;

consists of one leaf, parchment 237 by 22-5 ,
written

in two columns, 25 lines each
;
oriental square characters, partly

pointed by later hand.

Contents: Mishna of A.Z. II. 56 (frag.), II. 7; III. I 6,

79 (frag.), III. 10
;
IV. I (part).
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Recto begins S iS Hin N%Ln IT-.

Verso ends nHIDK D&quot;* HM IT 1V3 IT.

[G
10

] ;
consists of one leaf and a fragment, parchment, ex

treme measure 23*2 by 20*4; 25 lines to the page; written in

early oriental square characters, unpointed.

Contents: Mishna of A.Z. V. 4 (part), V. 5 12
;
followed by

selections from Gemara of Talmud Babli (not Alfasi s com

pendium).
Recto begins ......& HD n&lK &quot;J p }1JW (V. 4).

Verso ends ......3 ^H TOT N%1&n VlS-

[G
11

] ;
consists of one leaf incomplete, parchment; extreme

measure 18*5 by 19*4; 44 lines to page, closely written in

oriental square characters, unpointed; many deletions and

marginal additions.

Contents: Mishna of A.Z. V. 7, 8, 9, 10 (part); with Gemara
of Talmud Babli.

Recto begins frOin ^ &quot;i&X (6 lines from foot of fol. 72*).

Verso (torn) ends in Gemara on V. 10.
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N.B. (i) The text is that of the j9omberg edition, Venice 1520, B. (2) Words
enclosed in square brackets are corrections of errors in the text of B. (3) Words
enclosed in round brackets are additions to the Mishna made after R. Yehuda s period.

(4) Words which occur in the same form more than once in the same Mishna and to

which reference has to be made in the critical notes are numbered i, 2, etc. for ease

of reference.

The system of the textual notes is explained in the Introduction 3 (b).

signs used see list of abbreviations.

For the

M.
i

CKNAG2
:

CPKN: pnB^D AG.

A, (pointed thus) K: JHBnblDI CPN.
|

CPKNG*: A.
i ;n

actually, with scr. pi.

Mishna (i).

-

festivals : This word denotes

heathen feasts in general, as opposed to

Jewish for which the terms *llfi 3H&amp;gt;

HlD DV, are used. Probably it is derived

from Latin Idus, but see further on this

question Excursus i. What are the

heathen feasts in question here ? It has
been thought that this three-days pro
hibition is intended to apply to all public
festivals of the pagan year, cp. note

nntDyD I. 4. It seems to me certain

that it is meant to apply only to the
chief festivals of the heathen calendar,
which were kept by all idolaters, namely
those cited in the first part of the list in

I. 3, where see notes. Several considera

tions support this view, (i) If it applied
to all heathen feasts, surely they were so

many that the pious Jew would find few
if any legitimate business days in the

year. (2) Whereas the rule as to the

private feasts which form the second part
of the list in I. 3 is there definitely

stated, nothing is said regarding the

treatment of the public feasts first enu

merated, unless this opening sentence

refers to them. (The end of I. i, and
all I. 2 form a parenthesis dealing with

variant interpretations of the prohibition.)

(3) If we do regard this three-days pro
hibition as applying exclusively to the

public feasts cited in I. 3, then it appears
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(i) For three days before the festivals of the heathen it is

forbidden to have business transactions with them, to lend them

anything or borrow from them
;
no money loan may be given to

them or taken from them, and repayment for a debt may neither

be made nor taken. Rabbi Yehuda says that one may take

that the tractate in the first four sections
has dealt with the complexity of the
heathen festivals in a systematic and

comprehensive fashion. Thus it treats of
i. Public festivals universally observed

by the heathen in the countries which the
Mishna has in view. These are cited in

part i of the list I. 3: the Kalends, etc.

Against these, and these only, the three-

days prohibition is enacted.
ii. Private festivals, universally kept

by heathen persons and families. These
are cited in part ii of the list I. 3: the

day of cutting the hair-lock, etc. On
these occasions, only the celebrants on
the day of celebration are prohibited.

iii. Local festivals are dealt with in

[.4: &quot;A city in which there is idolatry....&quot;

For the rules to be observed in these cases,
see that section and notes.

D ia. heathen : The word in B. H.
has the meaning (a) nations, (/&amp;gt;) [later]
the Gentile races, as heathen. So in

the Mishna and Talmud it is used to

signify all non-Jews, but especially idol-

worshippers. Thus ;ib,, CniO (H. H.

strangers, aliens) has m M H. i) ;

,

D&quot;i: (e.g. A./.. IV. V, passim).
Note. In the editions subsequent to

the i6th century the Clnistian .

substituted for D U and QH23 the phrase

rityoi D?;i3 nniy (D&quot;iay), &quot;wor-

shippers of stars and
planet,.&quot; (See Hff

maim, .SV /inMian ArnJi (1*94). i 29 ff.)

~
J &quot;&quot;.&quot;. Mm-: Why //i/v.-.l.iys.- Tb.

(Gem. s -| says that three days was a

period sufficient for examining the animals
for sacrifice in heathen rites, where only

such obvious blemishes as the loss of a
limb would invalidate the offering. It

contrasts the thirty-days examination of

the Jewish Passover victims, where the
blemish of even an eyelash invalidates.

The Tosephta says that three days are

required in Palestine, but outside the

Holy Land one day is sufficient. (Fre

quently the Tosephta shows a less

stringent attitude than the Mishna.) Per

haps there is no precise reason why three

is named. It was a period felt to be long
enough to satisfy the conscience.

Tl DN* . it is forbidden : &quot;MDN bou nd ,

i.e. forbidden. The contrary is
&quot;Iflp

loosed, i.e. allowed. Compare 8tu and
Xi&amp;gt;w, used in this Rabbinic sense, in N.T.

(Matt. i69, i8 l8
.)

/&amp;lt;&amp;gt; ha-.&amp;gt;e business trans
actions : see vocab., s.v. NK^, and the

note on T]7V I. 4.

to lend money.
kan : 7NL&quot; is used, as a rule, of borrow

ing some object, which after use \\ill

itself be restored to the owner. Hip is

generally used where the loan is of such
a nature that the lender receives back at

some future period an equivalent for his

loan. !&quot;H7 is then-lore chiefly u-ed of a

loan in money, *\S&quot;J* of a loan in kind.

(Thus I .artinoro. See also Sabbath.
On the Hiphils of tbcM- veibs M -e \ocab.
mirV 31. KaH i Yehmia:

regarding the lives of all the Rabbis
whose names occur in Aboda /ara will
be found in Appendix II.
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M* nS m*
I
-

/ : T

: rat
IT;

tfin

trvYK
I v

0)

DVI rr
:

has only the words

DVI

&quot;MD KUl^l I l&quot;? K1H l0
&quot;lVD^]

A

omits I
1

?: M omits ^ K1H : &quot;IVO NIH^ PKNG 1
.

| ^] M adds D^DDH- I 60 H

H^ PKNAGi-2-S.

pyo^ p -
i DmaS HB^^] G&amp;gt; omits!

i nfc^] N adds D^DV I

omits 1: N adds D^- I

l0
&quot;l1DN]

C (perhaps to complete line!) adds TfU^I- I

N omits p^TN: JH^^ fliw!?
p -

om. 1 CKGi: |H I^K PM.
| N13^p T] DnAp CA: DlAp PHTvGi.2;

K: l^^p N.
| NlintODI] m:iDD1 Bp

: KnmDDT-: N^

CPH: n^ritDDI AKGi:
.T^1Dp-1

G.
| D^D^Ipl GsT]

D*pt?&quot;)p\
K: D D Bnpl N:

A : QD^K11 TV.
| KD133] ND133NH: ^^D^^ CP: r

answered him : Re
mark this use of the plural with subject

omitted; compare II. 5, 9; III. 5.

Although the phrase is really indefinite,

&quot;the answer given to this argument
was...,&quot; we may supply &quot;The Wise&quot;

D^PDD (
CP- note

&amp;gt;

! 2
)
as subject.

This first Mishna is instructive as show

ing clearly the principle which regulates
not only this but most of the other tenets

of the Tractate. Not only must the Jew
keep absolutely clear from idolatry him

self, but he must do nothing which in

any way is likely to lead another man
into performing acts of idolatrous worship.
Thus business dealings with heathen,

shortly before a great heathen festival,

are forbidden because the idolater is

tempted, if he makes a profit, to devote

part of his gains as a thankoffering to

the idol. R. Yehuda argues that this

cannot apply to taking repayment for

a debt, since the transaction is to the

heathen s disadvantage. But even there

the Halakha (the decision obeyed in actual

practice) is against him and in favour of

the stricter view. Kriiger in his edition

of A. Z. (Tubingen, 1907) holds a very
different opinion. He regards these regu
lations as the outcome of deep hatred to

the Romans: &quot;They are the reflection

of embittered political warfare.
&quot;

It is true that the Jews hated the

Roman dominion. But it seems to me
that these laws, inasmuch as they are

often the cause of far greater inconvenience
to the Jew himself than to the heathen

(e.g. the rules in I. 4), are constructed

for religious and not political ends. Any
bitterness they may show is found to an
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repayment, because the transaction is vexatious to the payer.

They answered him &quot;Although it is vexatious to him for the

time being, later he feels glad !

&quot;

(2) Rabbi Yishma el says that the prohibition applies not

only for three days before the festivals but also for the three

days following. The Wise however say that it applies before

the festivals but not after them.

(3) The following are the festivals of the heathen : The

Kalends, the Saturnalia, the Kratesim, the Genesia of the

Emperors both the day of birth and the day of death, accord-

equal extent in the writings of the

Christian Tertullian, and is surely due
to horror of a religious system which led

to such immorality as is reflected in A. Z.

II. i, and in the works of many Greek
and Roman authors.

B by PIN. Although : In M. 11. the

construct preceding a relative clause is

found only in a few stereotyped phrases,

e.g. K&amp;gt; |P?2 (I- 4), &
J&quot;QD by (I. 8) ;

see Segal, p. 74.

Mishna (2).

J D DSm. The Wise-. This general
term includes such scholars as differed

from the opinion held by the individual

Rabbi in question.
&quot; The Wise say

&quot;

means &quot;this is the general opinion of

the Rabbinic Schools.&quot; Here the Wise
hold that the rule means only the three

days before the festival, which is itself

reckoned one of the three. Yishma el on
the contrary says, &quot;three days before

but also three days after&quot; the festival

not being included as one of the days
... 6a

).

Mishna (3).

I^X . The folUnving : See Excursus 2

where the festivals enumerated in this

Mishna are severally discussed.

The list given in this Mishna consists
of:

i. the chief public festivals of the
.in year ; and it is to these that the

prohibition of I. i applies.
ii. private festivals, which are gene

rally kept by heathen persons and house
holds; and to these applies the prohibition

given in the last words of the Mishna
&quot;only against that man and that

day.&quot;

The public festivals are (a) The Kal
ends

;
i.e. New-Year s-Day feast held

on [st January. (6) The Saturnalia.

(r) The Kratesim
;

i.e. probably the two
festivals kept in the period of the Empire
throughout the Roman dominions, being
celebrated, the one as an Empire-Day,
and the other to commemorate the reign
ing Caesar s accession to imperial power.
Both were known in Latin as Dies

Impcrii. (d) The Genesia of the Kings.
Probably these were anniversaries of the

birthday and of the apotheosis of different

Emperors. The phrase &quot;both the day

of.. .there is no
idolatry&quot; (...JTvbn DV1

T&quot;y f&quot;Q pN) is explanatory of the inter

pretation to be put on Genesia .

Private festivals are next cited, from

DT1

, the day of shaving the
to the end of this Mishna. (The Talmuds

interpret the clause JTpn DV to

njVOn as referring to the birth and death
of a private person, but this is no doubt
mistaken see Excursus 2.)

In general it is most important for the

understanding of the whole tractate to

notice that we are dealing mainly with
the religious situation in Palestine and

Syria during the
period&quot;

of the Roman
dominion roughly the first two centuries
of the Christian era. Further be it re

membered that this period was one of

unique syncretism in heathen cults and
beliefs, sue I .arrange, /:ttt&amp;lt;/&amp;lt; s A t /. .SV///.

J

chap. 12. Thus, if it be felt that from this

list there are missing many feslisals well-
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X DV : mr rnuB na rx nsnfr na rw1 HIT
TT T .

T I T
; T I v : TT

rrn

* Dri D*n p ta n^s^ a Dv irvttai to nrtan
; T -

I T T v ; |T;
-

:

m* foaS nnfcto nfcw *toi IDKH rvaa

nS nit miay~ TB

D^ m DI
T T T : / T

nit rrfbB na &*&
TT T ~; T /

n^n nt

ini^S rnrra n^n^
v v \ ;

I v v -
.

po
1

? PIS Tr
IT; T

nv^n

iQ^] lacuna before

without authority). |

om. 1 CPKG5. | X^&amp;gt;]
add

om. CPKNAHGi.

i&quot;Din] Bp adds rb- I

K omits V | ^13&amp;gt; JVn] o

in.&amp;lt; DIPDO K.
i rm]

. enough for
&quot;2J&amp;lt;=

BB

KNA.
| 1:3-

(late edd. Q^ 7DX ;
but apparently

K.
| 2Q|] QV1 NH.

|

4
S

QV1]

M] om. CPKNAH.
| W] DV1 M.

|

PNH] in no CKAGS.

^H CPKNA.
|

-|S&quot;6] 1*?

(J) c.
i

CPKNAGs.

CKNA.
|

DIpDO A :

known to the student of civilisation as it

was in ancient Rome or Greece, it must be

assumed that the feasts here mentioned are

those ordinarily observed by the heathen

in the Palestinian and Syrian districts.

^131. a heathen: An awkward break

in the sequence. The easier reading DV1,
and the day, is found only in M.

Mtshna (4).

mt rni3y. idolatry. (abbrev. T&quot;y),

literally &quot;alien service&quot;: compare HltDp
mt Exod. 3o9

; \arpeLa Rom.
9-*.

It is

also frequently used in the concrete sense

&quot;idol,&quot; e.g. IV. 3, 4. Maimonides de-

fines T&quot;y as &quot;the worship of any of the

created
things&quot; (Mishne Tora, A. Z. 2. j).

&quot;Din ilVin. outside inside : The

discussion of this passage in Tj. suggests
that the question turns on the exaction
of octroi duties, whereof a tithe goes to

support the cult of the idol. It also

treats the passage as dealing with market-

days in a town. Import dues and
market taxes were a regular feature of
ancient finance for Athens cp. Aristoph.
Wasps 658 9 ; &quot;the 5Oth of the Gods &quot;

(?),

Demosth. Timocr. 120; and generally
on the market dues, Boeckh, Piib. Econ.

(trans.) 323 4, where it is stated as

doubtful whether the tax was paid at the
market itself or at the gate of the city.
The Mishna s language suggests the latter.

In Athens it appears, from Demosth.
Eubul. 34, that the tax for attending
the market was paid only by foreigners.
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ing to Rabbi Meir
;
but the Wise say, &quot;At a death in connection

with which burning takes place idolatry occurs, but when there

is no burning there is no idolatry.&quot; The day of shaving the

beard and the lock of hair, the day on which a man disembarks

from a voyage, the day of release from gaol, and a heathen who
makes a wedding-feast for his son to these occasions the pro

hibition does not apply except as regards that particular day
and that particular man.

(4) When idolatry is going on inside a city, business may be

transacted outside of it
;

if the idolatry is outside, then business

is permissible inside the city.

What about going thither ? It is forbidden, if the road

leads solely to that place ;
but if it be possible by that road

to journey also to some other place, then it is permitted.

A city in which idolatry is going on, and in which some of

the shops are garlanded and some are not such a case happened

going: \v\ M. H. verbs having
a weak letter as first radical, the Intin.

when united with 7 follows analogy of

Impf. Thus
&quot;nW (Impf. -sfo)

for B. H.

J-obS and -$rk. Similarly fiom v
De.g.

yj ;

&amp;gt; p J&quot;)
V. i ; from

|&quot;D e.g. ,|JV^

(except in the fixed phrase JlNt7

It should be noted that the Inf.

which follows later in this Mislma, if

Infin. Kal, is therefore unusual. Hoffmann

points it as Piel, ^PH?. in which form

the verb often occurs in M. II., e.g.

garlanded: On the wreath

ing of gate-posts ami doorways with

garlands as being an idolatrous practice,

compare the interesting remark made by
Tertullian (De Idolat. 15) &quot;At nun r

lucent tabernae ct ianuae nostrae. I luies

iam invenias ethnirorum fores sine lucer-

nis ct laureis
ijiiam

&amp;lt; hristianorum !

Th. and Tj. both discuss the nature
of the garlands, hut are silent concerning
the latent difficulty of this i

is likewise ignored in the note of Mai-
monides, but is referred to by the Jewish

codifiers. Thus Tos. Yom Tob com
ments on Maimonides failure to observe
it. It is obvious that the garlanded shops
are forbidden because a tithe will be

given to the idol from their profits. I .ut,

it is asked, would they not in any case be
forbidden by the general prohibition of
I. i, &quot;three days before the heathen

festivals..., etc.&quot;? Further, what of a

shop which is known to be kept by a
heathen who however happens not to

have garlanded it? Is not business with
such a man on such a day forbidden by
I. i, garlands or no garlands ? The com
mentator-, us K.ishi and Asheri, offer no

satisfactory reply. They suggest that this

sentence does not refer to the barter of

articles such as might be used at the
feast. These, they say, would certainly
be forbidden; but the purchase, for ex

ample, of foodst nils such as quickly perish
would be allowed.

I he difficulty however vanishes if the

view which 1 have taken regarding tin-

scope of the prohibition in I. i be correct.

The rule stated in I. i applies solely to the
chief festivals of the first part of the list

given in I. ^ ; it is not a regulation against
heathen feasts in general. Here we aie

dealing only with the problem of local fes-

ti\aU perhaps the idolatrous ceremonies
which would take place in com.
with market-days in certain to\\ :

Tj., and the note niB&quot;in II. 3).
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&WD pwi rirviDK nn&y&n D^MPI mo r
T .

: T v ; ~: T
-.. ;

- T -; :
T

;
/ 1 T

: rihflb

pSni-toVK D foS &quot;teb

1

? PIDK onm &K (n)
:

i
: : : i : : T ;

iDiK ntirr 2n pWi ^Jim mirta [Drrrrntotosa] r/.. T .-
JTT - ::~: T : &quot;/ : :

n pa pS i
I I T r

ion HN

K omits Art.

BBP
(see note page 9).

N adds

K:

M.
t fanBVN A] anoiPM ?= iamoyx N :

i nwa] mm BPCPKGS.
i DrrnnmBBi] &quot;DDI

K.
| ^^ni] ^^&quot;lini A.

| p^.l] |3^
CPKNAMGs :

here and omits below!
| -)O1K] M omits.

| ^ i -)nD] ^ &quot;13ID

in IDID CPNAGS: Q^^
5

? 1130^ THD M.

K.
|

1131D1] 31D1(0 N.
I

CPKNAM.
| n] om. CPHMGS.

|

om. CPKAGS: M omits ^. |

To sum up this Mishna, it seems that

the rules to be observed regarding local

festivals are : (i) The Jew may not do
business in places where a tithe must be

paid to support the idolatrous rites, (ii)
If

resident in the country, he must not go to

the town, when his doing so might suggest
that he supports the festival. (iii) If

resident in the town he may not make

purchases from such shops as manifestly
intend to support the idolatrous rites by
paying tithes from their profits.

nwyft. a case happened: In the

Mishna the appeal to a precedent is

frequent (cp. A. Z. III. 7; IV. 10, 12;
Y&amp;lt;5 l,\^ T, u cu
\*V 7V3 :- Beth-Shan, the modern

Baisan is situated in the valley south of

Lake Gennesareth. It was the only town
west of Jordan which was included in the

Decapolis. Early references to it are

Josh. i7
16

;
i Sam. 31 ;

i Kgs. 4
12

. In

the Greek period it received the name

Scythopolis, but was also known as

Nysa, which name attests the worship

of Dionysos in the city : cp. Judg. i
27

(LXX) ; i Mace. I22
9; Judith 3

10
; and

Josephus, passim. It became an inde-

pendent town under the Romans, and
sided with them in the Jewish revolt of

66 A.D. The Jews captured the city, but

it was retaken and a treacherous massacre
of Jewish inhabitants ensued. Extensive

ruins, notably of an amphitheatre, mark
its ancient prosperity. The Talmud often

refers to the strictness with which the

Law was kept by the Jews of Bethshan.

Mishna (5).

^^ Thg A//^-,^: The articles

enumerated in this list are all forbidden

Qn account of thdr f nt use in idola .

trQUS cu , ts and the rule ig not Hmited to

particu iar festival seasons, but applies
th/o hout the whole year.

fir-cones : ((rrp6|8iXos) the

twisted cones of fir and pine trees. See

Low, Aram. Pflanz. pp. 58, 60
;
and esp.

Murr, Pflanz. in der Gr. Myth. p.
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at Beth-Shan, and the Wise decided that the shops with garlands

are prohibited but those not garlanded are permitted.

(5) The following articles are forbidden to be sold to the

heathen : fir-cones, white figs on their stems, frankincense, and

a white cock. Rabbi Yehuda says that one may sell a white

cock to a heathen, if sold along with other cocks
;
but if sold

by itself, one must cut off its spur and then sell it to him
;

the reason being that no one sacrifices a mutilated animal

Bearing in mind that we are concerned

with Asia Minor in the Roman period,
we may note specially the use of the pine-
cone in the cult of the following gods and

goddesses, (a) It was &amp;gt;acred to Ascle-

pios as a fruit with healing properties.

(6) It was widely used in Dionysiac

worship often the thyrsos was crowned

by a pine-cone ;
and pine-cones were

carried by the votaries of the God (Con-
der, Syr. Stonehre[ 1 896], p. 187). (c) Pine- *

cones were sacred to Cybele and Attis (and
Osiris, see Frazer, Adonis, 278) whose

worship flourished at this period, (cf) They
were offered also to Men, the supreme
deity in Anatolian religion, later (by con

fusion with Gk./xTj^, &quot;a

month&quot;), regarded
as a Moon-god. He was worshipped not

only in Phrygia but also in Syria, esp. at

Antioch (Ramsay, Cities of St / an/,

786 ff.). At the Mount Kphraim Hotel,

Tunbridge Wei Is, there is erected a statue

of Men, holding in one hand a stall (cp.

A. /.. III. i ) and in the other a pine-cone:
see the illustration in Koscher, I.cx. der

Myth. II. 2714. The pine-cone
.-d as a symbol of fertility, and also

as a sweet-smelling gift.

nVJ m:3. white fas: A species of

white ti--. According to Shebi it V. I

they ripened every three years. The fruit

of the fig-tree was d Mted with

phallic wor-bip -see Murr, rflanz. Gr.

Myth. 31 ff.
; and e^ .,,k, Clas

sical Rc~ iew (Aug. 1907), on
a\&amp;lt;Ko^a.vT^&amp;lt;i.

Naturally the fresh fruits (Drvnni3N2B3)
rather than pn- favourite

offerings to the gods of fertility; e.g. to

the phalli. H--IM, : to Priapus (whose
image was made of ligwood). Anth. / ,;/.

6. 11. The fig was aUo iniuli associated

with the cults of Dionysos. of Cybele,
and, in Phrygia, of a heroine Syke
(Murr, o/&amp;gt;.

cit. p. 33).

on their stems . B s

awkward reading, &quot;E1DD1 , is certainly

old, as it is defended by Gem. i 4
l

, where

we are told to interpret it &quot;on their

stems,&quot; as though it were &quot;Dlt3B2 On
the form compare mB1B55&amp;gt; OBB&amp;gt;).

It is

probably derived from &quot;IDS, i.e. &quot;das

hervorbrechende.der Blttthenstiel&quot; I Hoff

mann). For possible Greek origins, see

Krauss, Lehmwrtcr, s.v.

frankincense : Frankincense

was universally employed in ancient cultus

on the altars of the gods. &quot;Centumque

Sabaeo ture calent arae,&quot; Verg. Aen. i.

417. Cp. Tert. De Idol, n, &quot;Idolatry

is more easily carried on without the idol

than without the ware of the vendor of

frankincense.&quot; On ancient incense, see

Pliny, N. H. 13. 30 ff.; Murr, op. cit. 77,

The best came from Saba in Arabia

(Verg. Georg. 2. 117).

P^ bunn. a white cock: &quot;White,&quot;

because white animals were offered to

hc.ivenly deities, and to these the cock

ommonly sacrificed. Black animals

were offered to the gods of the under

world. The white cock was a regular

offering for a poor man to make, cp.

Hcn.das 4 . i : -is,,
&quot;

l ,e kind to us for this

cock which 1 sacrifice to thrc.. We have

little wealth, else would I bring thee an

..\ Or ft BOW.&quot; 1 lie famous passage, \ ~.

Phaedo, us- (S.&amp;gt;ciate, -lying W.M

has given rise to the mistaken idea that

the cock \sas
../,&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;;.

kle-

pi,,-.
Kou-e, GntA / .-//TV (

/A&quot;
i

/;/. s &amp;gt;,
and

Koscher. I.
^&amp;gt;;,o.

mention its iftCrifiCC also

to Artemis, Athene, EXotcooroii Hera,

Hel, . When a white cock

was purchased by itself, there was there-

very likelihood that it was intended

to be a sacrifice.
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Allother articles . The Mishna

argues thus: The foregoing articles, to

which R. Meir would add three species
of dates, are so commonly employed in

heathen sacrifices that sale to idolaters is

at all times prohibited. All other articles,

which although sometimes used in sacri^

fice are as ? rule employed for other

purposes, may be sold, unless the heathen

purchaser expressly (1BTIB) intimates that

he intends them for sacrifice. If he says

nothing as to their destination (pnD)
the sale is legal. The Halakha supports
j^ Meir

and |Dnp are nouns with pi.

suffix, and the literal translation of the
clause is, &quot;And all other articles their

indefiniteness is allowed, but their ex-

plicitness is forbidden.&quot;

.. , ,-, ,, . ,,

,
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to an idol. All other articles, when the object of the buyer is

not stated, may be sold
;
but if they are explicitly bought for

idolatrous purposes, their sale is forbidden.

Rabbi Meir holds that Deqel Tab, Hac^ab, and Nicolaus dates

also may not be sold to a heathen.

(6) The sale of small animals to the heathen is permitted

at a place where this is customary ;
it is forbidden at a place

where this is not the custom. (Let no man alter this for fear

of controversy !)
But in no place whatsoever may one sell to

them large animals, calves and foals, perfect or maimed. Rabbi

Yehuda permits a maimed animal, and ben Bethera the horse.

K*ubp,
I. 3!) see Diets.

of Classical Antiquities, s.v. Caryotae,
and Martial 13. 27. An account of the

several varieties of dates here mentioned

is given in Low, Aram. Pflanz. p. 109 ff.

&quot;Nicolaus dates&quot; (see Low,
op. cit. no) so named from Nicolaus of

Damascus, a Greek historian and philoso

pher. He was a friend of Herod the Great,

and gained the goodwill of Augustus, to

whom he used to send splendid dates as

a gift. The Emperor called the dates by
their donor s name. See further the art.

&quot;Nicolas of Damascus&quot; in/. E. vol. ix.,

and cp. Mommsen in Descriptio totius

orbis, 18, &quot;Nicolaum vero palmulam in-

venies abundare in Palestina regione in

loco qui dicitur Hiericho ;
similiter et

Damasci minores palmulas sed utiles.&quot;

Mishna (6).

nDa-npl Horn, small animals

large: The classification into large and
small is not technical but general. The
same Mishna is found in I e.sahim IV. 3.

The prohibition against the sale of large
animals is based on the law of Exod. 20 ,

which enacts rest on the Sabbath for the

animal as well as its owner. II

were to hire out his beast to a he it In n,

the latter might make it work on the

Sabbath, in which case the [ewi-.li owner
would be accounted guilty of breaking
the law. A&amp;gt; a ^.if.-guard against all

possibility of this happening, the Rabbis

enact
(i&quot;nt|)

that not merely hiring but

even selling large animals be prohibited.

Cp. note
]n&amp;gt;DC

D |K I. 8, for a similar

precautionary decree.

6? DIpD. a place where: Great im

portance was attached to the observance

of local custom. A traveller coming to

a place whose custom was stricter than

that which he obeyed in his own home
must obey the local rule ;

in the reverse

case however he must obey his own
stricter custom. See the locus classicus

Pesahim IV. i 3 ; and examples in Tj.,
ad loc.

np1?n?Dn. controversy: The clause

is a warning against being eccentric in

matters of ritual observance, and lightly

causing dissension in the Jewish com

munity. Observe, if possible, local cus

tom. See Pesahim IV. i ; and specially

Taylor s Pirke Aboth, note to V. 24.

miQ^H. a maimed animal: The
Halakha is against R. Yehuda. Maimoni-
des points out that, although not capable
of ordinary work, maimed animals were
often employed in turning mills.

D1D3. the horse: The Halakha is

ag.\in&amp;gt;t
ben Bethera. It is explained

IM-L- Maimonides and \\-.\\ tinoro) that ben
Hethera has in mind a riding horse. He
held the view that this animal, although
ridden by a man, really moves of its own
,/,&amp;lt;;&amp;lt;/: Therefore, even if ridden by a

heathen on the Sabbath, it would not

coiuf under the category of being &quot;made

to work.&quot;
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Mishna (7).

PIT. ^arj f?r lions : These
are forbidden because they were wanted
for the degrading wild-beast exhibitions

(venationes), which took place in the

circuses and amphitheatres throughout
the Roman dominions. Cicero witnessed

600 lions slain at Pompey s venatio 66 B.C.

(Cic. Fam. 7. i ; see Tyrrell s note adloc.).

At the inauguration of Titus amphitheatre
in Rome 9000 beasts were slaughtered in

the arena! Cp. Josephus, Ant. 15. 8. I

(of Herod s games at Jerusalem)
&quot; He also

made great preparation of wild beasts,

and even of lions.&quot;

On the attitude of the Jews to the

circus and theatre, see Excursus 3.

anything: &quot;such as arms
and instruments of punishment,&quot; Mai-
monides. Remark the unselfish nature

of these rules. They show a restraint for

the benefit of others met with only too

rarely. .

p31Q. one may build . On the archi

tecture of this period in Palestine and

Syria, see Schiirer, II. i. 34 ff., and refs.

there given.
On Greek public buildings, see Her

mann and Bliimner, Lehr. Gr. Privatalt.

[1882], 132 ff.

PD3. l&amp;gt;asittca:(paffi\iicfi). Full

descriptions and illustrations of basilicas

may be found in Diets, of Class. Antiq., e.g.

Daremberg et Saglio,677 ff. The basilica,
which in form was the prototype of the

Christian church, was a large high build

ing, used partly as an exchange and mart,
but also regularly as a court of law. The
Jews refused to recognise Roman justice
as justice, and so held the basilicas where

Jews might be sentenced to death as

places not of justice but of murder.
Therefore they were forbidden to assist

in building them. On the basilica as a

judicial court, see Harding, note to Pliny
Ep. 10. 39. Further, Zestermann, De
basilicis (Brussels, 1847).

Dn~)J . the seatsfor an amphitheatre :

i.e. Lat. gradum on the accusative end

ing see Krauss, Lehnworter, I. 71.
Gem. i6b (cp. Sabb. 32=*) takes the

word to mean the tribunal (raised plat

form) on which the judges sat to administer

justice in the basilica. Literally the
word would mean the steps leading up
to the tribunal, and hence the tribunal

itself. The steps to the tribunes in some
early Roman Churches, representing the
tribunals of the ancient basilicas, prove
that there were such steps ; and no doubt
&quot;tribunal&quot; is a possible meaning for the
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(7) One may not sell them bears or lions or anything

injurious to the public. One may not build in company with

heathen a basilica, the seats for an amphitheatre, a stadium,

or a judge s tribunal. But one may build in company with

them public or private bath-houseswhen however the builders

have reached the arched chamber in which they erect an idola

trous image, it is forbidden to continue building.

word gradum. But for reasons given
in the note ilD 3 below I do not think

that it is the true meaning of the word

in this passage.
The sense which seems to me cor

rect here is, &quot;the tiers of seats which

surround the arena of the amphitheatre
ami circu&amp;gt;.

5 Gradus wa&amp;gt; regu arly used

with tliis meaning ; e.g. tptculatontm gra

dus, Tac. Ann. 14. 13. Jewish feeling

was so strong against these places (Ex
cursus 3), and their erection was so

marked a feature of the period, that a

prohibition against building them seems

natural.

It may also be noted that Bartinoro

regards D1TU as meaning specifically a

platform for the trial of capital offences ;

but I find no evidence in Latin for gradus
used in that sense.

Surenhusius translates catastaz. plat

form on which slaves were exposed for

sale. Gradus was also occasionally used

of the steps leading to the tribunal or

suggestus in a theatre (Forcellini, Lex.

Lat.).

NM1tWK a stadium : (cp. Bab.

Kam. IV. 4). The stadium (ffrddiov) was

the area in which the foot-races and other

athletic contests of the Greeks took place.

In time the stadium was also used for

wild-beast hunts and gladiatorial contests,

and proper amphitheatres were built in

connection with them. Mention is ma le

of a stadium at Tiberias (Josephus, Bell.

Jud. 3. 10. 10), and at Caesarea (Josephus,

Ant. 15. 9. 6). Indeed the Ludi circenses

of Caesarea became renowned. Titus, at

the conclusion of the Jewish war, there

slaughtered thousands of Jewish captives
in the arena contests. See further

Schiirer, II. i. 23 rT.; and on the shape
and sue of stadia, Diets, of Class. Antiq.

nD 2. a judges tribunal: (firjiJia.).

For various uses of the word, see (Jk.

Lex. Here it denotes specially the r.u&amp;gt;. ,1

tribunal or platfonn on which the magis

trate sat to administer justice. Such

platforms were erected in the basilicas,

the normal courts of justice. But in

any place where justice had to be given

and where no regular law-court (basilica)

existed, a tribunal would be specially

erected from which the presiding magis
trate could try and decide cases brought

before him. In illustration we may cite

Matt. 27 9, where Pilate in pronouncing

judgment upon Jesus is
spoken

of as

&quot;seated upon the tribunal (M TOV /3iJ-

/tciTos) ; cp. Acts i2 21
;

see Preuschen,

Lex. N. T. The prohibition to erect a

basilica does not therefore fully cover the

erection of a judge s tribunal ; and thus

the mention of i1 3 is not superfluous.

I have explained the four words ^7*03,
Dn&quot;U, NHOVN, HO 2 as referring to

four distinct types of buildings, namely:
a law-court, the seats of an amphitheatre,
a stadium, and a judge s tribunal. This

gives a satisfactory sequence (although
we might perhaps have expected the first

and the last words to be coupled), and it

seems to me better than the rendering

hitherto given to these four words

(&quot;Basilica, judge s tribunal, stadium,

judge s seat&quot;),
where (i) the sense given

to riD^l seems practically covered by
that given to D1TO, (2) it is surprising

to find stadium thus separating the other

three words which on this view of their

meaning ought surely to come together.

niK DDn. public bath-houses: (^
u6&amp;lt;rta).

The word demotion has several

meanings, see Krauss, II. :O5 6. Here

it denotes public bath-houses as opposed
to private ones (niNVmO) ; cp. Joshua

Stylites, 29. The demosia of Tiberias

and Gadara were famous ;
and it is men

tioned that Eli ezer ben Hyrkanos and

A.jiba bathed in the one at Tiberias (see

Kiauss,/W*w und Hadewescn im Talmud,

inllakedcm.Scpl. Dec. 1907, and Mar, h

1908). Although the Mishna thus gave

pci mi ion to build b.ith-hou^cs, the facJ
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of their being mentioned of course implies
that the question had been the subject of

dispute. On the heathen associations of

the bath, cp. note BHnDK III. 4; also

Tert., De Idolat. 15 &quot;nam et alia ostia

in balneis adorari videmur.&quot; For a

description of these public bath-houses

(balneum, thermae) see the Diets, of

Class. Antiq.
[B s rdg. niNWZl (pi. from DD 2 =

/3w/i6s) would mean (i) altars, cp. III. 7;
or (ii) pediments for statues, cp. IV. 6.]

niNVmO . private bath-houses : Be
sides the public bath-houses, which were

practically free to the public, there were
in all large cities very many private

bathing establishments (mentorid), for

the use of which a small fee was charged.
It is these buildings which the Mishna
has chiefly in mind in this word. See,

e.g., Xen., De Rep. Ath. 2. 10 /cai 71;^-
Kai \ovrpa Kal aTrodvTrjpLd rots fjv

TrXoucr/oiS effrlv T5ia eviois, 6 5e drj/uos

auros avry ot/co5o/xetrat TraXcucrrpas TroXXas,

airodvTrjpia., \ovTpuvas. Baths built in

private houses were a great rarity in the

ancient world, only indulged in by the

very wealthy. See further, the note

IDK&amp;gt; ^y i. 9.

ilSO . the archedchamber : The word
is supposed to mean a vaulted chamber,
see the Lexicons. It is difficult to say
which part of the bath-house is meant.
Most of the rooms in a normal balneum
had vaulted roofs, see illustrations in the
Diets, of Class. Antiq. Probably the

statue, which is thus said to be in the

ilQ^, was erected in some inner room,
cp. III. 4; and the following curious

tale also implies that the HD^D was in the

interior: &quot;Rabbis Eli ezer, Yehoshua
,

and Aqiba were bathing in the Demosion
of Tiberias. A heretic (&quot;J*D) held them
fast in the vaulted chamber (HDO) by
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(8) No one may make ornaments for an idol necklaces, or

earrings, or finger-rings. Rabbi Eli ezer says that for payment
it is permitted.

No one may sell to the heathen anything which is attached

to the soil, but after severing it from the soil the sale is allowed.

Rabbi Yehuda holds a man may sell on stipulating that it will

be severed.

In the land of Israel no one may let houses to them nor

(needless to say !) fields
;

in Syria houses may be let to them

but not fields
;

outside of The Land houses may be sold to

them and fields may be let according to Rabbi Meir. But

Rabbi Yose says that in the land of Israel houses may be let

means of a magic-curse, for which R.

Yehoshua repaid him in such fashion that

the heretic was held fast in the doorway,
when he sought to go out. The people
however, who wished to go in and out,

gave him such blows on back and chest

that he had to plead for the loosening
of the spell ; and this was accordingly

agreed to by both
parties.&quot;

mi mi3y. an idolatrous image:

Compare III. 4. It is possible that

each bath-house had some special image
(? erected in the HDO) to which in par
ticular worship was paid ; but I can offer

no proof for it. See further, on statues

in baths, the note BHnDK III. 4.

Mishna (8).

. ornaments : Cp. Tert., De
Idolat. ii &quot;No art, no profession, no

trade, which ministers either to equip

ping or forming idols, can be free from

the title of Idolatry.&quot; As to the adorn

ment of idols with costly ornaments, cp.

Jer. 10 ;
Baruch 6 8flr

-, &quot;They themselves

(the idols) are overlaid with silver and

gold...The Priests make crowns for the

IK-:I&amp;lt;U of their gods, and deck them as

inrii with costly garment-,.&quot;

What is the reason for Eli ezer s modi
fication

&quot; for payment it is permitted,&quot;

&quot;intD ~OCQ?r/IIe seems to distinguish
between deliberate manufacture of orna
ments characteristically used for decorating
idols and so presumably seeking to promote
their sale, and on the other hand merely
executing an order given. In this latter

case the Jew is not promoting the exten

sion of the practice of adorning idols !

It may be doubted if Eli ezer s real point
is so thin a piece of casuistry. The Jewish
codifiers are uncertain as to Eli ezer s

motive ; and point out how doubtful is

the authenticity of the whole clause (see

crit. note).

Vplp
1

?. to the soil: i.e. the soil of ^
Palestine. No alien might acquire landed-

property in the Holy Land. This rule

finds its scriptural basis in a special inter

pretation of Deut. 7
3 nn? onS rh?rra&

Danfl &6l
; ,

where DiRH *& (show

mercy, pri) is rendered
&quot; Thou shall not

give them a camping place, fP^n (HUPI)
on the soil of Palestine !

&quot;

(Gem. I9
b
).

&quot;tatt Alt l*T3WD |N. no one may
let both alike : As regards this Mishna,
notice (a) The difference between the

Rabbis. R. Yose is throughout a degree
more lenient than R. Meir. He allows

letting where Meir forbids it, and selling
where Meir permits only letting. (/&amp;gt;)

The
Rabbis agree in treating houses as of less

importance than fields. Fields fall under
two rules ; one that against allowing
foreigners to acquire property in Palestine,

the other the law exacting tithes and
first-fruits. Houses however fall only
under the first rule and are therefore

dealt with less stringently.
As a safeguard against possible sale,

Meir forbids even letting. (Cp. the HIT 3

of I. 6, where see note J&quot;IDn3.)
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m Syria : This name in

M. H. denotes roughly the lands between

Tigris and Euphrates i.e. Mesopotamia.
Here it refers strictly to the territory
subdued by King David in the campaign
narrated in II S?m. 10^- (cp. Bab. Kam.
VII. 7). It is explained in Tb. (A. Z.

aiS Gitt. 8 b
)
that this land, Syria, is not

so holy as the Holy Land since it was not
a national but an individual conquest
/
TI;r ^.l23\_David having acted with-

x
.. . ,ou

^
an fPUdt

.
command from God.

Q
On ^multitude of Jews resident in

Syria, and especially in the city of An-
tloch

&amp;gt;

see JosePhus, Bell. Jud. 7. 3. 3.
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to them but not fields
;

in Syria houses may be sold and fields

may be let
;
outside of The Land both alike may be sold.

(9) Moreover in a place where permission to let houses has

been granted, this does not apply to a dwelling-house, because

the tenant may bring an idol into it, as it is written &quot;And thou

shalt not bring an abomination into thine house.&quot; And in no

place whatsoever may one let a bath-house to a heathen because

it is designated by the owner s name.

Mishna (9).

X. Moreover in a place:

namely in Syria. Because R. Yose allows

the letting of houses everywhere, ami

became P|N , &quot;also,&quot; implies that there

is some place where this is not allowed,

it is concluded that this Mishna is R.

Mi-ir
&amp;gt;, although it is not given under his

name p\XD &quot;1 DHD).

JV2
1

? N
1

?. does not apply to a

-lionse : It is to be used only as

a barn, timber-shed, etc. (For the phrase,

cp. Yoma lo3 .)

1DX3C*. as if is written: The quo
tation which follows is taken from Dent.

7
2&amp;lt;5

. lONJw* lit. &quot;as it is said,&quot; i.e. in

Scripture, is used idiomatically in M- H.

to introduce a quotation from the Bible.

TDK&quot;, may one let: We require to

read the Hiphil, i.e. &quot;to lease&quot; or &quot;let

out for hire.&quot; B s reading &quot;OD&quot; Kal,

would mean &quot;to rent,&quot; &quot;to take on hire.&quot;

y. by the owner s name : We
are here dealing with the private bath

houses, the inerilorin, for which fees were

charged. If a Jew owned such a bath, and

let it to a heathen tenant, the latter would

no doubt keep it open for business on the

Sabbath. Since therefore those baths

were known by the name of the landlord

and not of the tenant, the Jew would

appear to be breaking the Law by taking

money on the Sabbath.

Jordan, in Hermes IX. 417 ff., cites

nineteen clear cases of baths called by the

name of a private owner, e.g. balncni

Abascanti\ balneum Grylli\ balneum

Fortunati. Cp. also Cicero, Pro Gael. 25

(61),
&quot; ut venirent ad balneas Senias.&quot;



EXCURSUS i

ON THE FORM D TN = &quot; HEATHEN FEASTS&quot; (I. l)

THE word D*TK is probably derived from the Latin Idus (so Blaufuss,

Rom. Feste; following the suggestion of Schwab in his translation of Tj.).

It ought therefore to be pointed E )TK and the variant reading D^Ty,

which is discussed in the Gemara of Tb., is on this view to be regarded

as merely an orthographical variant, reflecting perhaps the form &quot;eidus,&quot;

which is common in Latin inscriptions. This theory finds support in

the following facts : (i) The Rabbis were in need of some new name to

denote heathen feasts, since all the ordinary phrases, which in Hebrew

mean &quot;feast&quot; (an, 1V1E, 11D DV), were employed to denote the sacred

festivals of the Jews themselves (cp. Maimonides ^3 origin DiT&amp;gt;TN

nDNn hy ^n Dn^ ^sh onyiD onnp
1

? IIDNI Dmjnri?). (2) The word

Sabbath the day sacred to Jehovah was not infrequently used loosely

in reference to other Jewish festivals. (3) The Ides were a monthly

festival, marking the commencement of the third part of the Roman
month. The day on which the Ides fell was sacred to Jupiter, in whose

honour a white sheep was offered on the Capitol (Ovid, Fasti, i. 56, 587).

It follows from these facts that, as a festival of regular recurrence,

and sacred to the supreme God of the heathen pantheon, the Ides bore

some resemblance to the Sabbath feast
;
and we must conclude that

the Jews chose to use the word, D TK, as a general designation for

heathen festivals.

The true derivation, however, must have been quickly forgotten;

for the Gemara of Tb. relates a dispute between Rab and Samuel, as to

whether the word is to be read DrpTS &quot;their calamities&quot; (cp. Deut. 32
3S

)

or ByTtf
&quot;

their witnesses
&quot;

(cp. Is. 449
).

In both cases we see here an

example of the common practice, which not only the Jews but also

other races followed, of substituting for the usual name a contemptuous
term in referring to something of which they disapproved. Compare
niEnn A.Z. II. 3 ;

and Tos. A.Z. VI. 4 ; where the principle is expressly

stated.
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The bad sense in D TK &quot;calamities&quot; is obvious; whilst Itf,

sometimes has the meaning &quot;unclean
rag,&quot;

Nidd. VIII. 4; cp. Is. 64
s

.

If the etymology Idus be not adopted, then, as the form DH y suggest &amp;gt;,

the usual derivation from the root my must be followed, cp. the Aramaic

, Syriac }?\L,
&quot; a feast.&quot; Indeed, even if the word be derived from

i

Idus, it may well have been influenced by this Aramaic word.

EXCURSUS *

NOTES ON THE HEATHEN FEASTS MENTIONED IN

ABODA ZARA (I. 3)

Reference should be made to the monograph by I)r H. Blaufuss,
Romische Feste und Feiertage nach den Tractaten iiber fremden Dienst,

Niirnberg, 1909.

Part I. Ptiblic Festivals

The festivals mentioned in the first part of this Mishrftr ( Nl^p
T&quot;y m p) are fcriac publicaefays of public rejoicing and holiday.
In the idolatrous rites connected with such occasions not only private

individuals, but also the Government officials, as representatives of the

State, took part. These festivals, and these alone, are affected by the

three-days prohibition of I. i.

(a) NiAp: The Kalends (cp, Deb. R. 7. 7, Esther R. 7. 12). The
Kalends were a monthly Roman festival, marking the commencement
of the month. As the Ides were sacred to Jupiter, so were the Kalends
to Juno (Ovid, I-asti, i. 55). Both the Talmuds are ignorant of the true

derivation of tin- word, but from both alike it is clear that the Mishna
is here referring, not to the ordinary monthly Kalends, which indeed
were no more than Jt -ri&amp;lt;if prirtilac, but to the Kalends of the ist of

January, a New-Year s least, which was kept as a day of public rejoicing.
Att&amp;lt;-r 153 n.c. the Roman consuls took office on this day, and went in

pomp to the ( apitol, there to offer a sacrifice of white bullocks. In the

dayi of the Empire, rota public* were offered for the Empire s safety
both in Rome and the Provinces, cp. Tacitus, Ann. 4. 17; (iaius, Di-.

2 2
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16. 223; Pliny, Ep. 10. 35. (After 38 A.D. this part of the New-Year

celebrations was performed on the 3rd of January.) The official as well

as the popular features of this feast are described in Preller-Jordan,

Rom, Myth. I. 179 f. See also Roscher, Lex. der Myth., s.v. Janus, II.

col. 37, 38. The day (as indeed the whole month) was specially con

secrated to Janus, the God of new beginnings. Everyone sought and

hoped to secure prosperity for the new year. Janus was greeted at

daybreak. It was the custom to do a moment s work at one s ordinary

occupation for good luck! Ovid, Fasti, i. 169
&quot;

Quisque suas artes

ob idem delibat agendo, Nee plus quam solitum testificatur opus.&quot;

All wished each other happiness in the New-Year, and small gifts were

exchanged see the Dictionaries s.v. strenae (a last trace of this practice

remains in the French &quot; etrennes
&quot;). Especially common were gifts of

honey, figs, and dates an omen that the New-Year would bring only

what was sweet and pleasant.

This feast of the New-Year appears to have been most popular in

Syria see Griinbaum, Gesammelte Aufsatze zur Sprach- und Sagen-kunde,

130 f. He cites Mas udi and Kazwini, who state that the Syrians kept

the Feast of Kalendae on the ist of January especially in the city of

Antioch, where great bonfires were kindled to celebrate the occasion.

Du Cange (Glossarium mediae et infimae Latinitatis IV. 481 ff.),
in a

long article showing the persistence of the feast of Kalendae under

different names, quotes the following definition : &quot;Festum Kalcandach
;

ita appellant Scriptores publicas illas et superstitiosas laetitias, quas

Kalendis Januarii, quibus annus aperitur, exhibuere primum Gentiles,

usurpavere etiam postmodum Christiani, et quas utrique indecoris

choreis, mulierum aut ferarum assumptis formis ac vestibus foedabant.&quot;

The great festival of Mithra worship, the Mithrakana, which cele

brated the rebirth of the Sun (natalis Invicti], was observed at this time,

the conclusion of the winter solstice
;
and it is to be noted that both

the Talmuds connect the Nia^p with the victory of the Sun.

Tertullian, De Idolat. 14 (rebuking lax Christians), speaks of the

celebration of the Saturnalia and New-Year s day. See also additional

note Appendix III. Finally we may note that Grimm writes of the

German New-Year s feast :

&quot; Weihnachtsfest hiess Chalendae.&quot;

The Tosephta holds that, although all heathens celebrate the feast,

yet the prohibition is only against those shops whose wares promote the

idolatrous ceremonies. Not only here, but also in dealing with other

questions (e.g. the Saturnalia), the Tosephta and the Tj. show a milder

attitude than the Mishna.
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(b) K-nriBD: The Saturnalia. (We may remark the interchange

of &quot;

1
&quot; and &quot;

r.&quot; See the critical note, page 4; and Krauss, Lehnwortcr,

I. 90; cp. rtao K, Vxapo, V. 12.)

The Saturnalia was perhaps the most remarkable of the heathen

festivals. Celebrated from the xyth to the 23rd of December, it was

the occasion for the most unrestrained merry-making by all classes of

society. Although the popular celebrations continued practically for

a week in the time of the Empire, the distinctive public religious

ceremonies were chiefly enacted on one day. Outstanding features

of the festival were (i) great crowds thronging the streets, and shouting

lo Saturnalia, (ii) gifts (Sigi/lariti) were interchanged among friends

(Seneca, Ep. 12. 3), (iii) slaves were set free for a day, and were waited

on by their masters at a banquet (Macrob., Sat. I. 24. 23). The

religious ceremonies were chiefly (a) Public z. public sacrifice, followed

by a conririnm publicum. (/&amp;gt;)

Private an offering of a sucking pig

(Mart. 14. 70). See further, Seneca, Ep. 18; Lucian, Saturn. 21
;
and

(iriinbaum, Ges. Aufs. 130 f. For details and many refs. see the Diets,

of Class. Antiq. A description of the festival, showing its connection

with primitive ideas, is given in Frazer, Golden Bough, III. 138 ff.

He writes,
&quot;

Feasting and revelry and all the mad pursuit of pleasure

are the features which seem to have especially marked this carnival

of antiquity.&quot;

(c] D DWp : The commentators have found great difficulty in ex

plaining this term. The Tosephta and the Tj. say
&quot;

It is the day on

which Rome seized the world-empire (niD^ =
KparT7o-t?).&quot;

In the Tb.

R. Yehuda says
&quot;

It is the day on which the Romans commemorate

the victory over the Greeks.&quot; R. Yose says &quot;There were two such

festivals, one for the victory over the Greeks, and one for the victory

over Cleopatra.&quot;

Lewy, in Philologus 52. 733 (reading the singular, D D Dlp), thinks

the reference is to a festival celebrating the Battle of Actium (Octavian s

victory o\vr Cleopatra) and says that in Syria the era was takm from

that battle until the days of Nerva, and that the festival was kept in

Alexandria, Antioch, Hierupolis, Nicopolis the last named city being

founded as a memorial of the victory.

Blaufuss, in his monograph on these feasts, suggests what seems to

he the true explanation. We require, he argues, to find a suitable

festival (reading the singular D D Otp), or festivals (ivading the plural

), kept not only in Rome but throughout the Kastrm pro\ii

might expect to find this among the many annual ic.stivals
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connected with the history of the Principate, fifteen of which were of so

great importance that they were raised to the position of feriae publicae.

But such an explanation would leave untouched the tradition of

the Tosephta and Talmuds. Blaufuss accordingly points out that

niD^D is equivalent to the Latin imperium, and suggests that D^D s

D1p

is the Mishnaic rendering of the Latin Dies Imperil. The plural

D D tnp of our text he explains either (i) by the fact that in each year

two such days were observed
;
the first a Dies Imperil commemorating

the commencement of the Principate (an
&quot;

Empire-day &quot;) ;
the other a

Dies Imperil commemorating the assumption of imperial office by the

reigning Caesar (a &quot;Coronation-day&quot;): or (2) by the fact that under

different Caesars the feast would be kept on different days. [As evidence

that the Greeks translated imperium by fcpanjo-is Blaufuss refers to certain

Alexandrian coins which were struck to commemorate the commence

ment of the reigns of Galba and Otho. They show the figure of a

woman carrying in her hand a trophy and a victory, and bear the

inscription Kpanyo-ec.] He concludes, &quot;there is no need therefore to

suppose, as Lewy does, a new and hitherto unknown festival kept in

the East. Moreover the circumstance that (as the Babylonian Gemara

shows) for the Easterns the commemoration of Octavian s victory over

Cleopatra was united with the festival of the Dies Imperil^ permits of

easy explanation in view of the nature of Jewish tradition, seeing that

in point of fact the first Dies Imperil which was celebrated coincided

with the festival of that
victory.&quot;

For the celebration of the Dies Imperil in the provinces, cp. Pliny,

writing from Bithynia,
&quot;

Diem, domine, quo servasti imperium, celebra-

vimus &quot;

Ep. 10. 52.

(d) tnMw fcODIJH Dn. The Genesia of the Emperors. The

conclusions of Blaufuss excellent argument on the meaning of this

phrase are here summarised. See his monograph, pp. 15 22; and

the note on yeveVia in Schiirer, Geschichte des Jildischen Volkes [1901]

I. 439, where many references will be found.

i. In early Greek literature ra ycvco-ia denoted the funeral festival,

cp. Herod. 4. 26. But later, especially in Jewish writings, it acquired the

meaning &quot;birthday-feast&quot; e.g. in Philo, Josephus, and in the N.T.

Mk.
6&quot;; cp. also the LXX., Gen. 4o

20
i?/xcpa yeveVcws fy &amp;lt;E&amp;gt;apaa).

Its

equivalent in Latin, dies natalis, when used of a Caesar, may mean both

his birthday and the day of his Apotheosis (regarded as the natalis dei].

ii. Both the Tosephta and the Tj. interpret Genesia in the sense

&quot;birthday&quot; evidently a legitimate but only a partial explanation.
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(The Tb. is very confused, but understands that the term means more

than merely the birthday of the Emperors.)

iii. Rabbi Meir s words &quot;Both the day of birth and the day of

death,&quot; which follow &Jxbv K DUa are explanatory of K DUJ. The

festival, D*3^Wf K DUJ, Meir holds, means the anniversaries both of

the births of the Caesars, and of their deaths. This last point &quot;of

their deaths
&quot;

is further defined and limited by the opinion of the

Wise, recorded in the sentence, &quot;At a death in connection with which

burning takes place idolatry occurs, but when there is no burning there

is no idolatry&quot; (ry H3
j
K-nrviD io). The Wise therefore maintain

that the prohibition applied to the commemorations only of those

Caesars who received Apotheosis, deification, at death. Of this

ceremony the most impressive part was the burning of the corpse on

a lofty funeral pyre. From its summit an eagle, supposed to bear the

soul of the dead Caesar to Heaven, was liberated when the pyre was

kindled. Hence the name given to the ceremony by the Jews is

HB*T
T
M

&quot;burning&quot;; they being unwilling to use such a term as Apotheosis

lest it might suggest that they recognised any truth in the fiction (cp.

Excursus i, page 18).

iv. The conclusion is that D^SnX&quot; N DUJ stands for those anni

versary festivals which were observed (as feriae stalulae] in com

memoration of the birthdays of certain emperors, and of the days of

their death thus R. Meir, but the Wise say &quot;only
of those who were

deified at death.&quot; K DUJ therefore is the equivalent of Latin natalis,

which in the case of the Caesars was used in this double sense.

v. The Talmuds wrongly believe that R. Meir s words and the

qualifying statement of the Wise refer to the birth- and fuiKTal-days

of private persons ;
and that the distinction made by the Wise is

between burials at which incense and valuables connected with the

dead man were burnt, and burials at which this custom was not

observed. Both Talmuds agree that the Wise object not to the mere
&quot;

burning,&quot; but to certain heathen rites which accompanied it. The

Tb. further suggests that such &quot;

burning
&quot; would only take place in

honour of a rich or noble man, and idolatry would certainly take place

at the funeral of such prisons. This is an i rror, for heathen ceremonies

were observed at every funeral rich or poor, whatever the exact method

followed: see descriptions in Becker s Gal/us, Excursus to Scene XII.,

and tin- I &amp;gt;i&amp;lt; ts. of ( lass. Antiq.
1

I do n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t sex- that the words of the TalnuuU in theniM-hv-. imply more than this.

I .luulu^, however, speaks of the distinction us being between cremation uiul ordinary

burial.
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Part II. Private Festivals

The festivals which follow 1

(from &quot;there is no idolatry&quot; to the end

of Mishna I. 3) are feriae privatae, and. to them applies the rule which

concludes the section :

&quot;

to these occasions the prohibition does not

apply except as regards that particular man and that particular day.&quot;

They were the chief festivals of pagan family life, and would be

observed by any normal household.

(a} llWi^ll 13pT nrtan DV : The day of shaving the beard and

cutting the lock of hair.

This ceremony forms part of the coming-of-age festival as observed

by the Greeks and Romans. On this festival and its various rites, see

Daremberg et Saglio, p. 669: cp. Juv. 3. 186; Mart. 9. 17; Suet.,

Nero 12
; Stat, Silv. 3. 4; Dio Cass. 48. 34; Pers. 5. 30 ff. Tertullian

(De Idolat. 16) permitted a Christian to be present at this ceremony,

as also at marriage feasts, compare (d) W?? nri^p. The custom of

dedicating hair on coming of age was at all times regular with the

Greeks, and was adopted from them by the Romans. See Hesychius

s.v. otVicm/pia ; Marquardt, Privatleben II. (i) 581 ;
Wieseler in Philo-

logus [1854], pp. 711 715; and specially Rouse, G. V. O. 240 ff.

Compare for Wj5t Lucian, De Dea Syria 60 ro&amp;gt;v

yeve&amp;lt;W dirdpxovrai ;

for irVY)?^ Eur., Bacch. 494 tepos 6 TrAo /ca/xos- r&amp;lt;5 #ea&amp;gt; S avrov
Tpe&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;a&amp;gt; ;

Plut, Thes. 5 aVapxco-tfai T^S KO/A^S. The hair (see Lex. s.v. Kovpetov)

was often dedicated to Apollo, Heracles, or some river-god; Gulick,

Life of the Ancient Greeks 89, writes, &quot;The young man invited his

friends to a drinking bout (oivwmy/oia). After libation to Heracles,

his hair which had grown long during childhood was cut off and

dedicated to a river-god.&quot;

(p) DM |IO 12 n^JJfc? D1S The day on which a man disembarks

from a voyage. Offerings were regularly made on safe return from a

journey. See the Lexs. s.v. eKpanjpia (sc. le/oa), offerings made on safe

return from a sea voyage. Compare, e.g. Virg., Aen. 12. 766 769;

1 N.B. Some doubt was felt as to whether the clause &quot; the day of birth and the

day of death
&quot;

refers to private persons. If so, the private festivals would begin with

that clause. This however has been shown to be a mistake (see previous note).

Besides the evidence of the subject-matter, it may be noted that the MSS. K and C

mark a division at nn?3fl DV, by beginning a new Mishna there. Compare the read

ing of the ordinary editions, nrpJfl DV 72N, &quot;ut the day of....&quot; (crit. note, p. 6).
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Horace, Od. i. 5. 13; and further Rouse, G. V. O. pp. 228 231.

Such offerings were made to Apollo, Artemis, Poseidon, and other

deities
;
see cic/fao-ia in Pauly-Wissowa, Realency. Cp. also avvrpa Ovw,

Herod, i. 118.

On all these occasions of private family rejoicing, the household-

gods, the Lares, were crowned, and small offerings honey, wine,

incense were made to them. Sometimes a pig was sacrificed.

(&amp;lt;:) pIDKH JVI1D WV DV : The day on which he comes out of the

prison-house. It is difficult to say what is the precise reference here.

(1) Does the phrase refer to the release of a prisoner from gaol?
It seems unlikely. We have evidence however for the practice of

prisoners dedicating their fetters (Rouse, G. V. O. 233 ; cp. Paus. 2.

13- 4).

(2) Is the Mishna thinking of cases where a man has gained
a lawsuit or been acquitted of a charge? (so Blaufuss). Accused

persons wore mourning garments during the trial
; and it might well

be that, when these were laid aside on acquittal, the occasion would

be marked by some ceremony of thanksgiving to the gods. Un
fortunately I can find little evidence for such a practice. See however

KuTiTT/pia defined by Hesychius as a general term for an offering made
after any. safe home-coming. Prisoners acquitted by the court of the

Areopagus at Athens used to sacrifice to the Emm-nick s, Paus. i. 28. 6.

Compare also Aristoph., PlutUS 1180 o p.v av Y/KH^V e/xTropo? Wvviv Upettn/

TI crcj^ti?, o 8c TIS av &LKTJV a. TT o &amp;lt; vy a) v . . ., and see Rouse, G. V. O. 223.

Although so little evidence is adduced, victory in the law-courts would

be a natural occasion for rejoicing, and we may well suppose this to be

the meaning of the Mishna.

(3) The words may however be meant to include also the case of a

slave receiving his freedom. I am indebted to Mr F. G. Plaistowe, of

Queens College, Cambridge, for this suggestion. I find support for it

in Rouse (G. V. O. 234, 235), where mention is made of great numbers
of thank-offerings given by liberated slaves. Such an enfranchised

skive-, who had the position of a pcrouco?, still owed certain duties to

his master. If he tailed to perform these, his master could have him

tried for his freedom. It was a regular custom for the accused, if he

won his case, to mak&amp;lt;- an ofk-riiiL; to sonu- i^od.

(&amp;lt;/) \30f) nni TD : &amp;lt;i nmnt
f,&amp;gt;r his $t&amp;gt;/t. On the marriage

. ftou
i/ &amp;gt;(//&amp;lt;*//,

,\-tiit nuptititts, cf. Catullus 62. 3. The marriage
festivals of (irerks and Romans uvn- naturally replete with the customs
and ritual of idolatry. See I &amp;gt;i&amp;lt; t. o!Class. Antiq. s.v. inatrinwninm.
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For votive offerings made at marriage, see Rouse, G. V. O. 246 ff.
;

and cp. Aesch., Eum. 834 (see Lex. s.v. TrporeAeia).

Whether the marriage festival was celebrated at the bridegroom s

house (as would appear from this passage) or at the bride s is a disputed

question. It is to be noted that the Tj., ad loc., shows traces of a less

stringent attitude, which permitted intercourse between Jew and heathen

at marriage celebrations. Compare the view of Tertullian, who permitted

a Christian to be present at a heathen wedding on the ground that it

is primarily a natural festival, and that, this being so, the Christian is

entitled to regard himself as merely a spectator of the idolatrous rites

which take place. (Tert., De Idolat. 16.)

EXCURSUS 3

ON THE ATTITUDE OF THE JEWS TOWARDS THE ClRCUS
AND THEATRE (I. 7)

The keen interest which the Greeks and Romans took in the public

athletic contests, circus-shows, and theatrical performances, is too well

known to call for special illustration here. No doubt these spectacles

did much for the physical and mental progress of the ancients
;
but

especially in the imperial age they became the occasion on which the

brutal and immoral aspects of ancient life were most openly displayed.

(See notes I. 7.)

Especially in Syria were the Jews made a subject for mockery
and ill-usage in the theatre or the arena. In the theatre their religion

was constantly scoffed at, and Jewish women were forced to eat swine s

flesh on the stage. Even more bitter to the Jews were the associations

of the sports held in the arenas of the circus and amphitheatre. For

instance, Vespasian on one occasion slaughtered 1,200 Jews in the

stadium at Tiberias (Josephus, Bell. Jud. 3. 10. 10). Moreover Jewish

feeling was horrified by the sight of men being thrown to the wild beasts.

&quot;He who sits in the Stadium to witness gladiatorial contests is a

murderer&quot; (Tj. A.Z. 4o
a

).
Above all, the games and the theatre were

replete with heathen symbolism. Compare Tertullian, De Spectaculis

5 12; &quot;The circus is chiefly consecrated to the Sun What an

aggregate of idolatries you see in the decoration of the
place.&quot;

Ac-
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cordingly the Rabbis named the circus and theatre the &quot;seat of the

scorners
&quot;

(Tosephta, A. Z. II. 6). They were institutions which reflected

the very genius of Rome s paganism. Occasionally the Rabbis admitted

the value of the recreation provided by the theatre as a means of

diverting men s minds. &quot; We should pronounce meritorious the conduct

of those Gentiles who introduce mimes or clowns into their theatres

and circuses and make people laugh, thereby preventing them from

getting up disputes and violent quarrels
&quot;

(Genesis Rabba 80). The
author of this saying, R. Jehuda ha-Nasi, seems to have been some
what lenient in his attitude

; and it must have been the case that many
Jews did attend the circus and the theatre. Mommsen (History of

Rome, trans. 1901, IV. 372) asserts that Julius Caesar caused dramas

to be performed in foreign tongues, probably Hebrew and Syriac ;
and

Statian reports the presence of Jews at shows organised by Domitian.

Indeed it was actually lawful to attend with humanitarian motives, such

as the rescue of a fellow-believer (Tb. A.Z. i8b
),

or if the occasion was

merely the discussion of public affairs, a purpose for which their great
size made the theatres suitable places. But on the whole attendance

at theatre or circus, was sternly repressed by the Jewish authorities.

The attitude ol

Jews ;
and for like

against the public

the early Christians was very similar to that of the

reasons. Tertullian,
&quot; De Spectaculis,&quot; puts the case

amusements even more strongly than the Rabbis.

Someone argued, ^ the sun, nay ! God Himself, looks down from
heaven on the show, and no pollution is contracted.&quot; Tertullian

replied,
&quot;

Yea, and the sun also pours his rays into the common sewer

and is not defiled !

&quot;
&quot; Shall you not shun,&quot; he asks,

&quot; those tiers

where Christ s foes assemble, that seat of all that is pestilential, that

heavy atmosphere all foul with wicked cries ?... Everything there that

is hiave or noble, hold it but as the honey-drop in a poisoned cake.&quot;
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Mishna (i).

inns : Greek 7rai&amp;gt;8oKeioi&amp;gt;

(N.T. Luke io34), but note Syr.

and see Krauss, I. 428. On the inns

and taverns of the Greeks and Romans

(diversorium, taberna, caupond] see Da-

remberg et Saglio, s.v. caupona. So evil

was the repute of these places that inn-

keepers j j
1//^ were suspect in the eyes

of the law. The baser types of inn were
the scenes of the lowest immorality; cp.

Theophr. ,
Char. 6 ;

Isocr. 7. 48 ; Hor.,
Sat. i. i. 29 &quot;perfidus hie caupo&quot;;

Tertullian, De fuga in pers. 13; and

Juv. 8. 171
&quot; Mitte Ostia, Caesar, mitte,

sed in magna legatum quaere popina ;

invenies aliquo cum percussore iacentem,

permixtum nautis et furibus ac fugitivis,
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(1) No one may place animals in inns kept by heathen,

since they are suspected of immoral practices with them. Also

no woman may be alone with them since they are suspected of

lewdness ;
and no man may be alone with them since they are

suspected of shedding blood.

No Jewess may deliver a pagan woman because she would

be delivering a child for idolatry. On the other hand a pagan

woman may deliver a Jewess. A Jewess must not suckle the

child of a pagan woman. On the other hand a pagan woman

may suckle the child of a Jewess under the mother s control.

(2) One may permit heathen to heal one s property but not

inter carnifices et fabros ^andapilarum,

et resiipinati cessantia tympana Galli.&quot;

For the inn used as a stable, cp. Luke 27.

Probably the ancient inn resembled the

modern khan in being unfurnished. Its

guests found refuge in arches let into

the walU ;
s L-e description in Ency. / //&amp;gt;.

I,?.
&quot;

Inn.&quot;

n J K. iwman: Lven if the heathen s

wife be present, the rule still applies;

for a heathen woman would not restrain

her husband (( lem. 2
t
v l

). A \\ oman might

not remain alone with a man, even though
he be a Jew (San. 2rl1

) ; cp. John 4 .

rV~O3 b^N- On the &amp;lt;&amp;gt;///&amp;lt;/ hand a

pagan 7. &amp;lt;&amp;gt;///&amp;lt;!// : Hem. :o l adds the limi

tation, &quot;only
\\lien others besides the*

heathen midwife are present,&quot; cp. II. 2

ail fm. If she is left alone, it is to l&amp;gt;e

feared that she may deliberately murder

the infant.

The sentiment of this Mishna cannot

t.iil to strike modern feeling as harsh and

unworthy. Strack reminds Us that Similar

restrictionsWen enfoiced against the Jews

by the mediaeval Christian Chutch.

|T^n. must not suckle: -For the &amp;gt;ame

reason as above to avoid the sin of

multiplying the number of idolaters.

. under the mother s control :

see vocabulary, s.v. HIKH.

Mishna (2).

*

pDD. property : The term denotes

i property in general, although in

this case the reference is to living pro

perty, cattle or slaves. The precise oii-in

of the word is dubious, but it i.s ceitamly

Semitic (see Dalman, Gram. 170 note).

It is used in M.I I., Aramaic (Targums),
and Syriac, to render Hebrew words for

gain, money, wealth. It mu.st lu\

a regular Phoenician business term (cp.

N .T. /jLa/j.wvd&amp;lt;;,
Malt. 6^, Luke i6

&amp;lt;).

A
rhoeiiician deity, Mamon, has been sug

gested, but no satisfactory evidence has

been offered.

/ /// not nf

:^ ompaie Nedarim \\ . 4

POD RX1D1 S
1

? S^N C B: nS1D&quot;J. The

Geman (:; )
&amp;lt;malilies: you may accept

the heathen doeMr - advice, but must

administer the medicine to youiselt !

1 );)ctors, alike in ancient and in mediaeval

da\s, have been the subject of suspicion

.slly
when their nationality \\a^ dif

ferent from that of their patient . 1
I
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example, the Greek doctors, who were
the pioneers of the medical art in Rome,
were widely feared and distrusted. Cato

solemnly warned his son against them ;

and they were a butt for the raillery of

Plautus. No doubt the point could be

further illustrated from the mediaeval

narratives both of Arab and of Jewish

physicians, whose skill was employed in

healing many nations besides their own.

(nariDD PN. one may not let them
act as one s hairdresser : Lest the barber

murder his Jewish customer! TheHalakha
follows the more charitable decision of

the Wise ;
and the Gemara (2Q

a
) says that

the prohibition does not apply where the

shop is provided with a mirror
;

since

the Jew can observe therein the barber s

actions, and it is moreover a token of

the shop s respectability.

13 &quot;&quot;IT? 13*0. if barber and customer are

alone: cp. Matt. 17^ (Lewis-Gibson,
Palestinian Syriac Lectionary, p. 83)

rri_l_ *^&amp;gt;\ ^orn \ &amp;gt;_^&amp;gt;. The commen

tators say that such rules do not apply
to present-day Gentiles, who are not to

be suspected of such enormities (note to

Shulhan Arukh, Yoreh de ah, 153).

Mishna (3).

&quot;IIDN. in such wise that no

benefit may be derived from them :

Prohibitions, P&quot;]-1D{$,
were of varying

degrees of severity, (i) One forbidding
the eating or drinking of the article in ques
tion : such, e.g., is the &quot;

light&quot; prohibition,

b|5 TIDN, of II. 6. (ii) One which for

bids not only eating and drinking, but
also selling the article or in any way
making profitable use of it

The present passage is an example of this

&quot;heavy&quot; p-IDPI &quot;I1DN) prohibition; cp.

II.

n. wmt and vinegar-,
The danger feared was that the heathen

might have offered from this wine a
libation (cp. note IV. 8) to one of the

gods. The vinegar might have been pre

pared by the heathen from such libation-

wine in his possession (Ifprinft). The
prohibition would not apply if it could
be shown that the vinegar offered by the

heathen for sale had itself been purchased

by him from a Jew, who in its prepara
tion saw to the observance of the necessary
laws.
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one s body. According to Rabbi Meir one may not let them act

as one s hairdresser in any place; but the Wise permit it in a

public place not however if barber and customer are alone.

(3) The following articles of the heathen are prohibited, and
in such wise that no benefit may be derived from them : wine,
and vinegar of the heathen which was wine when first acquired

by him, and Adriatic earthenware, and skins with an incision at

the animal s heart Rabban Shim on ben Gamliel says, &quot;only
if

the incision is circular, but not when it is made lengthwise.&quot;

Meat which is being carried in to an idol is allowed, but

*:*mn Din. Adriatic earthenware:
The Gemara (31*) derived Tmn as an

adjective from Hadrian, the Kmperor.
This is a mistake, as Lewy shows (PAifr-
logus, 52, p. 571). The vessels were
earthenware jars from the coast of the

Adriatic whence their name. They
came at first, or chiefly, from Corcyra,
and were also called KtpKvpaioi dyu0opets.
Made of unburnt clay, they were filled

with wine, which soaked into the clay
hence their prohibition, cp. IV. 8, V. 8, 1 1.

The vessels, or fragments of them, could
later be soaked in water, and the wine

exuding from the clay made an excellent

drink. Compare Hor., lip. i. 2. 69 &quot;Quo

semel est imbuta recens servabit odorem
testa diu&quot;; Athen. i. 33
d olvo$ fis Tra.\aiii}&amp;lt;ni&amp;gt; 6 Kcp/cupcuos.&quot;

sh tis with an incision

at the heart: The Halakha agrees with
Kabbi Shim on. The Tj. in dealing with
this passage says that the skin* were cut

open in this fashion while the animal was
.still alive, and the heart was torn out to

re as an offering to the idol. It was

asked, how can one tell that the deed was
done to a living animal? Rabbi Iluna
answered that, if the animal wa&amp;gt; a living

one, the skin crinkled and the hole took

a round shape (}l3JJ) ; but if dead, the cut

remained a slit made lengthwise in the
skin

(~P&quot; C). The Tosephta (ed. /tick.

+ (&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;. 24) adds nothing ),, thr information

given by the Tj.
The custom cannot. I think, as Strack s

note sugge-ts, have been connected with
the rights of divination ; for of all organ-
the heart (unless entirely wanting: (p.
lie., Divin. :. lo) wa , of the least

importance in taking the au-p;.
.

Houche-Leclercq, Dirin. dans r Anliquite,

IV. 68. And further we have no good
evidence for divinatory inspection of living
animals by the (ireeks and Romans. Vet
the reference cannot be to the ordinary
animal-sacrifice of classical religion, be
cause according to the usual ritual the
victims were slain by cutting the throat.

The only possible explanation which I am
able to suggest is that we have here a
reference to the slaughter of the sacred
bull in Mithra worship. In this case the
animal was killed by plunging a knife
into the flank see many illustrations in

Cuniont, Mysteries of Mithra. Some
times the blood of the dying bull was made
to diip through a latticed platform on to

worshippers who stood in a pit beneath
the platform. For the meaning of this

strange en-torn, see Cumont, op. cit. 180.

Considering the popularity of Mithra
in Asia Minor at this period, we might
well expert some lelerenre to this cult
to appear in A./.; and of all its ntes

certainly the .slaughter of the bull must
ha\e seemed to the Jews the most re

markable and also the most repulsive.
At any rate we have in the worship of
this deity an instance of a living animal
done to death by a knife-wound made in

the Hank, i.e. over the heart. This fits the

language of the Tj. well enough, although
it must be left doubtful whether the tear

ing out of the heart and Its COOSecnUioO
to the god i&amp;gt; an imaginative gatSS of the

Tj., or an actual pan &amp;lt;&amp;gt;l &quot;the Muhiaic ritual

of which we have othei \\i-c no record.

P&quot;l.
l\al&amp;gt;!&amp;gt;an: A title of high, i dif&amp;lt;

tinrtion than Rabbi ; in the Minima used

specially of the I atiiarchs, (iainhel I, his

son shim-on, his giaixUdi (iamliel, and
i giandson .shim-on. See vocab

s.v. 3-1.

X&quot;3. meat :- Regarding the sacred
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character of the flesh of domestic animals,

compare Robertson Smith, Rel. Sem? pp.

234, 296^, 241, &quot;In old Israel all slaughter
was sacrifice, and a man could never eat

beef or mutton save as a religious act.&quot;

Animal food was partaken by the Greeks

and Romans, as by the Semites, through
the medium of sacrificial consecration.

The Athenians dreaded to partake of meat
not first offered to a deity, advra iepd :

cp. Hastings, D. B., extra vol. p. 117.

The problem of eating meat consecrated

to heathen gods was felt alike by Chris

tians and by Jews. For the treatment of

the question in the N.T., see Acts 1529;

I Cor. 84ff
-; and cp. Didache, 63; Justin,

Dialogue, 3435-
DTIE TQTD . as the sacrifices of the

dead : The Halakha agrees with Aqiba.
Idols are dead compared with the living

God ; Deut. 29^ ;
Is.

40&quot;

ff-

. The point may
be that, as a dead body is prohibited by an

riJOn &quot;VIDK, so no profit may be derived

from the sacrifice to a &quot;dead&quot; idol. The

phrase originates from Psalm io628 (cp.

Numb. 25 )
V73&01

TOT. Compare Aboth III. 3;
Didache 6s, &quot;Abstain most carefully
from meat offered to idols ; for it is a

service of dead gods
&quot;

(Xarpeta yap &amp;lt;TTI

de&v veKpuv) ; and II Clement 3. i

Ol &amp;gt;1&amp;gt;TS TOiS VCKpOlS deOlS 0V
0VO/Jil&amp;gt;.

those on their way . be

cause, if they had profited by the transac

tion, they might out of gratitude offer a
tithe to the idol.

&quot;

niQ~)ri7. to the heathen market:

(a) literally mSHn means
&quot;obscenity,&quot;

Aram. NHIS&quot;!)&quot;!. It is therefore in this

passage an example of the substitution of

a contemptuous term for the real name
of something disapproved ; cp. Chap. I.,

Excursus i ,
adJin. ;

and in the O.T. the

change of Baal into Bosheth in proper
names, (b] Tj. treats niD~U&quot;l as if it were
a formation from

D*p&quot;}Fl &quot;Teraphim&quot;;

but gives the interesting variant reading
which it explains as the Greek

os, &quot;tumult,&quot; &quot;noise&quot; (DTTin).
Jastrow however (Diet. i65y

b
) translates

&quot;their festival of fructification,
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that which is coming out thence is forbidden, because it is as
&quot; the sacrifices of the dead

&quot;

according to Rabbi Aqiba s view.

It is forbidden to transact business with those on their way
to the heathen market, but permitted with those returning thence.

(4) Skin-bottles and flagons of the heathen, and also

Jewish wine stored in them, are prohibited, and in such wise

that no benefit may be derived therefrom. That is Rabbi
Meir s view

;
but the Wise hold that the prohibition is not one

forbidding all benefit therefrom. Grape-stones and grape-skins

when they carry the large idol to the

small
&quot;

perhaps a reference to the cus
tom at the popular feasts, called the

Dionysia, ofcarrying an image of 1 )ic mysiis
from temple to temple (see Hastings,
D.B. s.v. Dionysia). (c) But what then
does JTlEnn stand for here? According
to the Talmuds it means &quot;a market,&quot;

or &quot; a market with which some special
form of idolatry was associated.&quot; In

Tj. i A./. I. 4. f. 391!. 27) we read that

an Israelite might not visit the markets
of ( Inza, Akko, or !13tD12 on account of

their heathen associations. (Bacher in

/.AT\\\ Heft 2, 1909, takes mDU to

mean the yearly market at the Tere
binth of Hebron, and traces the pro
hibition of these markets to the sale of

Jewish captives at them after the wars in

70 and 135 A. D. See however the reply

by Krauss in ZATW, Heft 4, 1909, who
gi\--&amp;gt; -tnrng reasons for identifying H3D1I1
with Batne = modern Serug, a town near

the Euphrates, one dav s journey from

Ivle^a, and on the great trade-route.)
But apart from these places so signally
offensive to Jewish feeling, all markets
were natural occasions lor idolatry.

&quot; With
the market an idolatrous festival was also

associated, or rather a market w.i

ed with an idol fe-ti\al,&quot; so writes

Fiiist in //;.)/&amp;lt;; 4 s, r,s ; n. Compare
the Tj., A./. I. 4. f. 39 d, &quot;I,

&amp;lt;

I)ountian, dedicated tins market to the

(leiiius (divinity) of my brother Iler-

culius.&quot; See also the notes to I. 4.

Mishna (4).

nni3. jXY/i-/W//: 1W is the regular
term for the skin-bottles everywhere in

use in the Kast as vessels for holding
water, wine, and oil. As in the &amp;lt;

the jpJp, the interior rcc- -ived a i-o.it &quot;f

pitch, DDT (cp. V. 11), into which wine

would soak : lu nee the prohibition, For

i;- use in the O.T. cp. I Sam. i : l &amp;gt;.

11983; in the \.T. Mk. 2-- -(Jk. dffKfc.

In Aboth IV. 20, however, and eKe-

where in gnomic saying^ similar to Mk.
2 32

, the word used for wine-ve-

JpJp or some other word for an earthen

ware jar.

ji&quot;P:p:p. flagons: The word }p3p
appears to have been used specially for

denoting the empty win&amp;lt;- vessels, to which
when full the names JV3n or ID were

applied (Ma as. Sheni III. 13). It was
at any rate an earthenware vessel, of the

amfikora type, used for various fluids but

particularly wine and oil. For notes on
other vessels mentioned in A./

JV3PI IV. 9, ID V. 3, }&amp;gt;^
V. 5. The

Greek and Roman vessels, amphora^
ladtis, Id^i-iiti, etc. are well described in

Walters, History of . \nnent /\&amp;gt;//,&amp;gt;T. II.

462 ff.

D OSm. the Wise:1\\t Halakha

agrees with the \

ptm D^Vinn. Grape-stones and
grape-skins : One word denotes the pips
of giapes, an -1 the other the skins. It is

doubtful which word was u^el in which

sense, 5CC J.i^trow, /)/,-/.
.^y

1

. Ac
cording to Orla I. 8 an inferior wine

(I,at. l,
&amp;gt;n,-/iun) was manufactured from

pr and D:sin.
Evidently the two wonU describe

the refuse left in the upper trough of
tli&quot; wine-preM .ifter th&quot; treading, cp.
Ma asrotb \ . 4, where }*;*

with
J^J;)

and
ng|., the refuse of the

threshing-floof and the oil
-pii-&amp;gt;s

ti\ely. ! am unable to find any -|H-,-j : il

reason for K. Meir s prohibit ion, unless
it be that the mention of D*J&quot;im }^T
in Numb, o

,
a^ things forbidden to

tin- Na/irite, has induc ed K. Meir t..

extend the law against heathen u i

to the husks and stones of their
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p&quot;J1N nO (followed by lacuna, ? H11DK)

o.
i 3^K] nDNO) G7.

i n^o^ nn s

pa] n^oj nn^p^ CPMAO: &quot;njn ni^pn CK:

&quot;33 n^pn(!) N.
1 4-ittK] nDN G7.

i xbrn] nm NA.
i nn^p] nn*p (!) BBP

.
i n^y o]

n CPKNAG?.
|

2 n^3D] n^n CPKAG?.
| noNl PANOMK^ Punct.)]

x c.
i HD PN] ^ c: HD ^ A: nn o(0 o.

i

(For the severity of Meir s views cp.
III. i.) The Wise limit the rule by
allowing these products when in a dried
condition. So long as they remain green
their moist condition makes them sus-

ceptible of uncleanness. Unlike R. Meir,
the Wise do not hold them unclean
in themselves. A parallel distinction

between dry and moist conditions as

the criterion for cleanliness is found in

Lev. ii34-37.

D^IIDn. The muries ; Muries was
a preparation of brine made from the

intestines of fish often the thunny fish

(Hor. Sat. 2. 4. 65; 2. 8. 53). It was
used as a piquant sauce or condiment

;

also as a preservative,
&quot; oleae conduntur

in muria&quot; Cato, R. R. 7. Cato speaks
also of its use for preserving wine. The
pickling industry was of great importance
in Syria and northern Palestine, cp. the

town Tapix&u on Lake Gennesareth

(rdpt%os = salted fish or meat). Gem. 34
a

tells us that the fish used in the prepara-
tion of imiries were treated two or three

times over; and on the third occasion
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of the heathen are prohibited and in such wise that no benefit

may be derived therefrom. That is Rabbi Meir s view
;
but the

Wise hold that they are forbidden if fresh, but permitted if dried.

The ttittrics and Bithynian cheese of the heathen are pro
hibited, and in such wise that no benefit may be derived
therefrom. That is Rabbi Meir s view

;
but the Wise hold that

the prohibition is not one forbidding all benefit therefrom.

(5) Said Rabbi Yehuda,
&quot; Rabbi Yishma el put a question

to Rabbi Yehoshua whilst they were walking along the road.
He said to him, For what reason have they prohibited the
cheese of the heathen? He replied, Because the cheese is

curdled with rennet from an improperly slaughtered animal.
Then said Yishma el to him, But is not the rennet from an
animal used as a whole burnt-offering still more illegal than
that from one improperly killed? Yet they said: A priest,
if he is not squeamish, may suck it out raw! (However

wine wa&amp;gt; added to aid the oil-extracting
process. This final preparation was
therefore forbidden by Meir. The Wise,
however, do not consider it necessary
to apply the prohibition against all use

(nXSn), in cases where the polluting
article constitutes only a very small per
centage of the total bulk. They therefore

forbid mnries only for eating (JT^DK).
Compare the same decision regarding
Bithynian cheese, see following note.

p&quot;J1K 7V3 n^3J. Bithynian cheese-.

This cheese was pri/ed as a delicacy, cp.
I liny, X. II. u. 42 (241) &quot;trans maria

.hymis fere in gloria c &amp;gt;t.&quot; ( Inn.

.$4* explains that in Biihynia many calves
icrificed to idols, and rennet from

such animals was likely to have been
used in preparing the chee.se. The \Vi&amp;gt;-

collider the possiMe admixture tun .slight
to call for more than an edict against

eating (r62N); and the Ilalakha follows
their derision both here and in the similar

question of the nutria.
On the reading of the text, see Kxcursiis

meiidation issiir

ling pTni istheCireck
an antidote against p.,^,,n.,u* bites.

could be prepared, is forbidden as un
clean. K. Yishma el therefore reqr.
K. Yehoshua to instruct him as to the
cause of this prohibition.

nTpS. i- ith rennet: i.e. the prepa
ration made from the fourth stomach
(H3*p) of ruminants, which is put into
milk in order to curdle it. Rennet,
fjvvaTpov, was a favourite di.sh at Athens
(Aristoph. Kq. 356).
miOn. still more illegal: Literally

&quot;heavier,&quot; i.e. more strictly forbidden.

The the whole burnt-offering, is

subject to a prohibition against all benefit,
This prohibition is heavier
than the edict against eating,

, which is asserted to apply to

the rennet of a r63J . Compare the

N\ II.
.;.

&quot;&quot;te

ns &quot;3:. one improperly killed: LiteV
rally &quot;a cUCase.&quot; The expression is

technical in the I .ible, denoting any
animal which has either died a natural
death, ,, r h.i-, ,, (ll |,rrll

.I//

11DX. have prohibited: i.e. to eat.
No animal, fioin whose milk

j,, a(
-

( .,, r(J.

with the proper ntual (set I &amp;gt;eut.

In sin h cam the llesh \\mild not
be

I n.peily dtained . ,f blood, and \\as on
that account prohibi

1&quot;1*^N1 . Yet thev .vrfi&amp;lt;/ :- i.e. e.ulier

Rabbi*.

if he /. not s,/neatnish\

32
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TT; TT~;~TT~; TT 1 &quot; /

fcnip nm TIKVI SKI&B&amp;gt;&amp;gt; iS
&quot;
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/
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ETTI nsni ^

4 ] K adds

ANOG7] nDN CKH:

O omits.
|

add 1 CKNAG7.

NE^ 07 :

CPKNAMG3.
I

nsni K] nsn CPNAOGS-?.
i

O] KN CPKNAMG7.
| px] ^ CPNAMOG?.

|

P.
I HHIN] IHIN (!) BBP

.
| rQ pa] HTpa (0 N -

I

*?U3n K :
t&quot;y n^y(0 o.

i DK PKAO] DNI CNH.
i

(0 G7; In O a lacuna, with room for two letters, follows.
|

] add ^^N CPKNAMOG?.
| 3-|&amp;gt;-jn 1DX] P omits.

|

!) M.
i non nn^] nun^ o.

D^U K.
I in^n, Actually, with scr. pi., 1HW1 BA.

|

n^T, &quot;mind,&quot; &quot;temperament&quot; in this

phrase has the meaning &quot;physical con
stitution.&quot; So the phrase PIS 1 IJiyi is

euphemistically to be rendered &quot; not

fastidious.&quot; Its opposite is D OflD ^

(affdevris). The argument of the whole

passage is : if the HT iy fl^p was
not regarded as part of the animal

proper, and thus was permissible to

the priest, how much more may the

H/^23 n^p be reckoned as something
distinct from the animal and therefore

permissible ? R. Yehoshua s first answer
to the problem is therefore R. Yishma el

implies untenable.

pi&amp;gt;XM
HIP! N^l. However -in

curred: The words bracketed are added

by a redactor of R. Yehuda s Mishna.

They point out that the objection raised

to Yishma eFs reply goes beyond the facts.

It is true that the trespass of nJJD (see

foil, note) is not incurred. Nevertheless

the act is one which should be avoided.

I ^yiD &6l. although no trespass

would be incurred: One does not commit

thereby breach of Hp^D, the law regard

ing an unlawful use of sacred property.
The act is forbidden by the

iT1T|
of the

Rabbis (pjilj PN), but not by the

Pentateuch itself. (See Lev. 5*5
f- and

the Mishna-tractate, Me ila.)

&amp;gt;JBD I
1

? &quot;lN. He said to him It is

because : R. Yehoshua now offers a

second explanation. The cheese is for

bidden because the rennet is made from

calves sacrificed to idols. Anything which
in the least degree receives benefit from
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his opinion did not meet with approval. On the contrary they

held that one ought not to profit thereby although no trespass

would be incurred.)

Yehoshua said to him, It is because they curdle it with

rennet from calves sacrificed to idols. He replied,
*

If it be so,

why did they not prohibit it in such wise that no benefit might

be derived therefrom ? Yehoshua directed Yishma el s attention

to another matter, saying to him, Yishma el my brother, which

pronunciation do you select, j*p ^HT^ (dodekha) D OID *3 or

^TH (dodayikh) D^itD 3? He replied,
&amp;lt;

^TR D ato *3

(dodayikh). He said to him, No ! it is not so
; for, see, the

parallel verse D^ID Tf^fc? (shemanekha) Pin
1

? instructs us

concerning it.
&quot;

(6) The following articles of the heathen are forbid

den, but not in such wise that no benefit may be derived

from them: Milk, which was milked by a heathen when no

Israelite was observing him
;

also their bread and their oil

contact with a substance tainted by

idolatry (T&quot;y)
becomes itself forbidden

(see V. 8). Uut, it is rightly objected,
on this argument the cheese would be

prohibited for all use and not merely
tor eating.

&quot;inN &quot;HI. another problem: Does
Ychoduia change the subject because he
has no satisfactory explanation to offer?

More probably he intimates by this de

vice that he withholds the real reason

in accordance with a practice of the

Rabbis regarding new enactments. The
. for a new rule ought not to be

divulged officially until twelve months
had elap-ed. Various suggestions ris to

the true re.i-on are put foiward in &amp;lt; iem.

it none serin very

N&quot;v,p nns -jjon .

: cp. Luke 10

a similar point o! ; .ditfoot

on (ialati.uis ;/ -. The same question is

put by R. Yeho-l. I .H. 1 X.
-;.

Thr passage. |tloted, p O &quot;JHH |

31B 3,
is Canticles i-, &quot;for thy love is better

than wine.&quot;

the parallel verse, which reads

that the masculine &quot;dodekha,&quot; &quot;^TH , is

correct. Canticles was regarded by the

Rabbis as a duologue between God

(masc.) and the People of Israel, HD3D

ifein.). If then \\ e read the mas
culine &quot;^Hn

it is to be infeired that the

: dodikhti or doJavikh : -i.e. is

the suffix to \&amp;gt;e pointed Masculine or

Feminine.1 Ychoshua conclude

\\ord.s are addressed by Israel to (iod and
are to be thus interpreted,

&quot; IMeasanler to

me are the words of thy friends (i.e.

decisions ot the Wise) than wine (i.e. the

written Law).&quot; R. Yeho-hua desires

R. Yishma el to understand tha 1

gladly follows the .idinance&amp;gt; ( th&amp;lt;- \\ i-e,

even when it is unauaie of the rea-on for

the decree. 1 bus I 1 Itmann ; cp. Taigum
on Cant. i-. Strack and Kniger record

other explanations cited from (iem.
,.=.

.

1 In- |arallel \er-e. \\hicli K. \ eho&amp;gt;hua

cjiiotes in proof ot hi, view ^*j?pJ n^&quot;1p

D^lO is translated in the R.V., &quot;Thine

ointments have a goodly fiagrance.&quot;

Mislina
((&amp;gt;).

;N1 r^DN. t , l&amp;gt;nt n. t:

The articles in tin- list are such as may
uniler certain circumstances be contam-
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nw fan mi

rani p pinS nn
/ 1 / ;

1
- IT ;

T

rtpb^rti
I T

;

-
: / I %

tnipi pb&amp;gt;nm (ia
v I ; / 1 T -

: /

an n

rm

: naun

-ibn to uw in n^xs pnft ii (T)

i] BP mits: imTnm p^y-un rvii toBon miiT ai o.
i

n nx M.
i mp^m] nip

1

?^ o: nip^i N : read nipten after p
1

?^ above

CPAHG3.7.K(art.bypunct.).
| ^IHl] jlDt^l

N.
| HntDI] H^tpl

G3-7.
| l^l] 1^1 KG3.

|

ni PKO] |m c: n NAHGS.?. (Contrast ra T.) I W-*rwfo) om - CPKNAMOGS-;.
|

ni PHO, pointed p^nm KGs.7] p^nni CN : p^nni A.
i oiip^] onipi 07.

i

o.
i piDK] jniox (0 BBP

.

1^ CPKNA: lacuna (?
|p|)

after

inated. This danger invalidates them for

eating, but does not call for the severer

edict against all use.

n^n. milk: Unless supervised, the

heathen might mix milk taken from a

forbidden animal.

nSH. bread: Bread is forbidden not

for fear of its being contaminated, but

in order to hinder Jews from taking
meals in company with heathen. The
Rabbis feared lest intermarriages (DIC^O
n^nn) might be the result of such social

intercourse.

The same reason is the chief cause for

the prohibition of the following two

articles, although probably the prohi
bition of gentile wine has helped to

extend the edict to other common articles

of food and drink.

It is interesting to note that the

Church Councils forbade common meals

between Christians and Jews ;
see the

note V. 5.

|2&amp;gt;n.
oil\ Oil, like bread, is for

bidden mainly for fear of intermarriage ;

but see Graetz in MGWJ(\ 884) , pp. 470

474. Oil was not one of the famous

eighteen articles prohibited on one day

(see Sabbath I.). It was forbidden by
an older decree. Whatever the original

cause of the ban, the law was strictly

observed. Even those Jews in Antioch,

who were lax enough to attend the

gymnasia, would not rub themselves with

heathen oil; cp. Josephus, Bell. Jud. 2.

21. T.; Ant. 12. 3. i. It may also be

mentioned that vinegar was used in

adulterating oil (Goldmann in MGIVJ,
51, 38), and this may be in part the

cause of the prohibition.
But the trade in oil, which next to

wine was the staple product of Palestine,

was of such paramount importance that

this law became too difficult to be kept.

Accordingly, as a matter of practical

necessity, Rabbi Yehuda II and his

Academy (Amoraim, ist generation) after

wards cancelled the decree.

fIDBQ &quot;Q&quot;) Rabbi the oil : On the

point at issue, see previous note ad fin.

The words are a later addition to the

Mishna, for
&quot; Rabbi &quot;

here is R. Yehuda II,

grandson of the great R. Yehuda ha-Nasi

(see Appendix II.).

l. preserves...-. i.e.
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(Rabbi and his court permitted the oil); also preserves made

by boiling, and those made by pressing, into which it is the

custom of the heathen to put wine or vinegar; also pounded

Terith, and fish-brine in which there is no fish (no Kilbith

floating in it); and allec; and drops of asafoetida; and sal-

condititm : behold ! these are forbidden, but not in such wise

that no benefit may be derived therefrom.

(7) The following are permitted for eating: Milk which

foodstuffs, especially fruit and vegetables,

prepared by boiling (HIp/C )
or by press

ing or soaking (j^ HD). It is implied
that, although wine or vinegar is added,
the quantity is so slight that a distinct

flavour is not imparted, cp. V. 8. There
fore the edict is only against eating and
not against all use. Fear of intermarriage
is again the underlying and chief motive

(see Maimonides ad loc.).

mpbt^ further fall under a Rabbinic-

rule against eating things cocked by a

heathen (n^ ^Itt*?, see Gem. 38*).

Hence the absence of the wine would

Tosephta (Zuck. p. 467*1) reads

?XaX/a y, a form of herring (Athen. 7.

328 c.d.). The three words bracketed

in the text are an explanatory gloss
found in a Haraitha in Gem. 3^.

not render mpA^ lawful for eating, as

is the case with
j
u DD ; remark that the

word nipfo is accordingly omitted from

the list in II. 7.

J&quot;P~1D . l^erith : Some species of small

fish (Rashi) perhaps (so Krauss) to

be identified with dpirra = rpcxias, a

diminutive from rpixi* (Arist. Ach. 551).
If 10, it was a small kind of sardine. On
Meg. o l Rashi says &quot;a form of thunny
Bib* i Triton, I liny, N. H. ^2. 11.144).
In Tj. Ned. VI. 39 d the H*TB is said

to be sometimes also called XjPIV, i.e.

perhaps rciptxos, Syr.
]&quot;&amp;gt; __^

On rd-

pi\os &quot;salte&amp;lt;l fish,&quot; sri- | .,llu\, Otw&amp;gt;/ia.&amp;lt;-

tikon, 6. 48; cp. Aristoph. \\-sp. 4^1,
TOV raplxovs a^iuTtpa. Some ideiitifv

-mall fislies
&quot;

(6\f/dpia) of John ff

with the JTTJ.
TV. Jlsh-hrinc : -Apparently the brine

was diluted with water anil used as a con

diment, Kduy. Y 1 1. 2. It \\asiu.

as in the case of the JV&quot;in , to ascertain

whether or not it had been prepared from
a &quot;clean&quot; variety offish.

JV3^3 . h tllnth :
-
Perhaps = /9o\/JTm.

At any rate it is a name for various small

fish both clean and unclean (Hullin. 97 )

according to Ramban and Ritba. The

allcc\ Probably Latin allcc.

It was an inferior sauce or pickle, being
the residue left over from the preparation
of the sauces called vinria and garum.
Although usually made from a small

fish reckoned clean, other unclean kinds

were often mixed therein and could not

be distinguished. Pliny, N. H. 31. 8. 95,

speaks of a kind prepared to suit Jewish

scruples
&quot; Aliud vero castimoniarum

superstitioni etiam sacrisque Judaeis
dicatum, &amp;lt;|uod

fit e piscibus squama
carentibus.&quot; Cp. Bartinoro, ad loc.,

&quot;Ililek a species of small fish of a

clean variety which at first is without fins

or scales but later acquires them.&quot;

JVnTn. asafoetida: The plant &amp;lt;ri\-

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;iov (/nse-r/&amp;gt;i/i//m),
i.e. asafoetida. The

root of the plant was cut with a knife to

obtain the exuding juice. If forbidden

fat chanced to be adhering to the knife,

this would readily be absorbed by the

bitter asafoetida ; hence the prohibition.
For its iis L

- as a spice and a medicine,

and its nature, see Pliny, N. II. 19*3(15)1
Murr, PJIanz. in d,-r dr. Myth. p. 174:

.Irani. / //,///;. p. .;;.

JVHIp
1

?&quot; . sal-fonditnm : (See crit.

note.) Perhaps derived from a\6t xbv&pot,
or better from Latin sal condition (see

Krauss:, I. 396 7). In Apicius i. 27
sales conditi are said to be used as a

remedy for indigestion and other diseases.

Gem. }o forbids it because the intes

tines of unclean fish were put into it.

Mishna (7).

n^Dlia pnO. are permitted for
catin.; : They are tht-refi.r.- nee from .ill

restriction,
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BBP
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|
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i

2
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2

|)o A] p^ CPKNG7.9.
i pns.in] pniBNn CAH :

NK: pniD (with KH added before Q by later hand) G9 : -|1Kn |1

pnian ;
T.

i pi] K omits \
\ nonn^&amp;gt; o] nnna CPKNAHG^.

honey \ Presumably the hea-
then would not mix any forbidden
substance with his honey, nor would he

put it in vessels which had contained any
such substance, since the flavour would

surely be impaired by the taste so acquired
j(Gem. 39

b
) ; compare V. 2. There were

two forms of in, (i) natural bee-honey ;

(ii) a preparation made by boiling grape-
juice into a syrup, cp. Virg., G. i. 295.
Honey was a famous article of export
from Palestine to Tyre, see Ez. 27^, cp.
Gen. 43

11
.

nVJm^ini . overripe grapes : (See
crit.note.) Maimonides translates &quot;honey-

combs, reading JWrOin (rnn 15

!, &quot;a

bee&quot;).
The reading given above in the

text probably denotes &quot;overripe grapes.&quot;

Even when they had burst their skins so

that the juice exuded, niDt^E, they were
not held to be in such a condition that

they were capable of receiving defilement
if they came into contact with an unclean

substance. Grain, foodstuffs, etc. (with
which these overripe grapes are, it seems,
to be classed) are only susceptible of

uncleanness after they have first been
moistened by one of the seven liquids
which impart this susceptible condition,
i.e. dew, water, wine, oil, blood, milk,
and bee-honey. Further the moist con-

clition of these burst grapes had come
about unintentionally, and was notdesired.

npG?-pN. yet this moistnessby a

liquid-. K difficult clause to translate

literally, although its meaning is clear.

See Strack, EinL p. 61, on Makhshirin,
the tractate of the Mishna which deals
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was milked by a heathen when an Israelite was observing

him; and honey; and overripe grapes even although they

are exuding, yet this moistness does not bring them under

the category of things rendered susceptible to uncleanness by

a liquid; and also preserves into which it is not the custom of

the heathen to put wine or vinegar ;
and Terith not pounded ;

and fish-brine in which there is a fish
;

and the leaf of

asafoetida, and rolled olive-cakes Rabbi Yose, however, says

that those having the stones ready to drop out are forbidden.

Locusts taken from baskets are forbidden, but those from a shop

are allowed. The same is the case as regards Teruma.

with the question here raised, namely

susceptibility to ritual uncleanness. We
may paraphrase the sentence thus,

&quot; Even
when they are in this exuding condition,

yet there is no condition of moistness in

them such as brings them under the

category of (DIC D) a thing made liable

to become unclean pK Dn) by a liquid

(npJ 73, objective genitive).&quot;

riDim !&quot;0

SS. not pounded: Cp. notes

rV&quot;O and TV II. 6. In the present
case it is possible to perceive whether
the fish from which the sauce has been

prepared is of clean species.

r6jj. the leaf: The leaf naturally is

plucked, not cut with a knife, cp. the

note JVnb

Kduy. IV. 6.) Pressed olives made into

cakes of a round shape, |v3/OD. Appar
ently they are the same as the ( Ireek olive-

cakes called 6\a.ffTai Aacu (Athen. 2.

g ; 6 b.c.) ; cp. &amp;lt;TTtfj.&amp;lt;f)v\a
in Lex.

is probably ( ireek KO\\IKIOI&amp;gt;. These cakes

were a cheap and popular foodstuff, see

Goldmann, Der Olbau in /\ilits/i&amp;gt;ui in

der Tannaitischcn /.cit (M( /// /. v,K. so,

51). In the variety called
pl&quot;!?^

or

privl? the fruit was rendered
that the stones dropped out at a touch

MA/ // /, vol. 50, p. 712). In obtaining
this condition \\ine or vinegar uas em

ployed, and that is the reason why
R. Yose prohibits them. The Halakha
is with R. Yose.

I
D^nn. locusts : On the varieties of

locusts, clean and unclean, and their use

as food, cp. Lev. n 22
;

Mk. i
6

;
and

Winer, RWH s.v. //,v/..v//;vr/v//. They
were a common dish amongst the poorer

On their use by other peoples
besides Orientals, cp. Strabo 16. 4 (772)

12; Pliny, N. II. 6. 30 (195 1

&quot;

Pfcn

quaedam Aethiopum locustis tantum
vivit ..hi quadragesimum annum vitae

non excedunt.&quot; The Jews of Morocco
still prixe locusts for eating. The pro
hibition against buying them from baskets

is said to be due to the vendors sprink

ling wine over the baskets, but I can

quote no reference to this practice.

HOW)/. regarding Tcnima: On
Teruma, the heave-offering, cp. Numb.
i88ff-; and the Mishna-tractate, Tern-

moth. If any suspicions were felt that

a priest was selling heave-offerings,
niDlin, as though they were not sacred

but profane, common (jvlH) articles,

the rule \vas not t&amp;lt; buy from what \\a&amp;gt;

lying immediately before the priest. You

might, however, buy that which he fetched

from his store-room, as \\ere his decep
tion discovered the Rabbis would pro
hibit his entire stock, and he was therelie

unlikely to run such a risk. The same

probability is the basis &amp;lt;.f the preceding

regulation about locust-sellers.



EXCURSUS i

ON THE DEADNESS OF THE IDOLS (D n TQTD II. 3, note}

The belief that the images of the heathen gods were lifeless material

objects could be abundantly illustrated both from O.T. and Rabbinic

literature. The question, however, arises whether the Jews imagined

that, behind the dead images, there lurked demonic spirits. In the

Greek-Jewish and the Greek-Christian writings the heathen gods were

sometimes identified with the demons see the evidence collected by

Baudissin, Studien zur Sem. Rel. pp. no 146; and cp. Robertson-

Smith, Rel. Sem? p. 120. In illustration we may cite the rendering of

&YyN by &amp;lt;u/*oi/ta,
which occurs several times in the LXX

; cp. Baruch

4
7

. In the proem of the Sibylline books the pagan deities are called

Sat/ioves ot eV *A8g. St Paul speaks of participants in heathen feasts as

having communion with devils, see I Cor. io20
&quot;the things which the

Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice unto devils and not unto God....&quot;

Athenagoras, ITpeo-^eia, chap. 26 (c. 177 A.D.), says &quot;They who draw

men to idols are the aforesaid demons, who are eager for the blood of

the sacrifices, and lick them. The gods, however, whose names are

given to the images, were men, as their history teaches us. But that

it is the demons who act under their names is proved by the nature of

their operations....&quot; If this idea existed among the Jews, it was con

fined to the uneducated classes, and, even there, must be ascribed

mainly to Greek influence. It is just possible that the extreme

precautions against idolatry shown by the laws in A.Z. may be partly

due to the necessity of taking into account popular fears and fancies.

But there is no indication, so far as I am aware, that the Rabbis

themselves held any such opinion. It is quite unjustifiable to ascribe

to the Tannaim (as Edersheim and others have done) the elaborate

demonology of the Babylonian Talmud; and when we contrast the

Talmud with the Mishna in this respect, the silence of the latter is

surely most significant. The Rabbis inherited the O. T. line of thought
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which denied that there was any reality in the gods of the heathen

see Baudissin, op. tit. pp. 79 no. Thus R. Aqiba says &quot;You and

I know that idolatry hath no reality in it
&quot;

(rvS mi mnjn JJT &quot;p}l
*&quot;&amp;gt;

KEW H3, A.Z. 55
a

).
The Rabbis sometimes compared idolatry to the

evil Ye9er (&quot;!*, Disposition, Propensity] in man, and this Yeger was

occasionally regarded as having a real existence (see Taylor, Aboth-

p. 130, note on IT *?x). But the comparison is a mere analogy, and

does not imply any reality in the idol, &quot;IT h$. Far more significant is

the answer of R. Aqiba to a question how it comes to pass that sick

persons are cured at heathen temples, unless the idols have some

existence. He replies that these cures were foreordained by God to

take place at that precise time, and would have happened without the

visit to the temple
1

. Whatever may be thought of Aqiba s explanation,

it is obvious that he will not countenance the idea that there is any

reality either in or behind the idol.

EXCURSUS 2

ON B s READING p*:ix ITU mil (II. 4)

For the variants, see the crit. note ad loc. Schiirer, Jewish People

II. i. 43, writes &quot;Read p^ni n:&amp;gt;33 for the corrupt *p^1N 7V3 n^3l&quot;

Strack reads PyT^l n^33n - Hoffmann reads B s text, but points

^;;jix JV3 nr33. Schiirer and Strack seem to regard p&quot;jni as the adj.

ptOvvLKij; but B s text, if we point it (uniting the words) TO-lNp 3,

transliterates the Gk. adj. ftidwLK^ well enough. The trouble is due

to the construct n3 3J in B, which implies a following noun, whereas

the ending p- certainly reflects the Greek adjective ending -1*77.

It seems to me that the construct n:^33 in B s text has arisen through

a mistaken division of pjwrp:i into two words JV3 and ^p&quot;:ix.
The

noun JV2 then seemed to call for a construct to precede it. We may
therefore read *TOWn %3 nma. Concord does not demand a Semitic

fern, ending in JV- for the adj., since it represents the Gk.

compare pa^n (SeX^iKT/ 8c
A.&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;i, delphica) V. 5.

1 See Bachcr, Ag. tier 7 &amp;lt;/;///.

J
I. 294, where it is also pointed out (note i) that the

Greek-ChrUinn Athenaeums (argument &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f U^afida. 2327) ascribes these cures to

the work of demons. Cp. Chrysostom, .
//^/&amp;lt;/

v I. 6.
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Mishna (i).

D1&. images: (Cp. Deut. 4
l6 J

9;

5
8
.) The prohibition is against all use of

them (HN3n &quot;11DN). Jewish feeling on
this question was extraordinarily strong.
Thus Tos. Sabb. XVII. i forbids one
even to look on images, cp. Eerakh.

I2 h ,
6i a

. Josephus (Life 12) incited

a mob to destroy a palace of Herod

Antipas, because it contained images.
The trophies in the Herodian theatres

were bitterly resented until it was shown
that they were not images. When Pilate

led his troops bearing the eagles of the

legions into Jerusalem, serious rioting
took place (Josephus, Ant. 18. 3. i

; 18.

8). Tertullian, De Idolat. 4, denounces
the making of an idol as much as the

worshipping of it.

Jinx, once a year: According
to Gem. 4i

a
,

this was the practice at

R. Meir s native-place, although it was not

customary elsewhere. Meir, who based
the general rule on the individual case,

accordingly prohibited all images. The
Wise did not adopt Meir s principle, and
limited the prohibition to such images as

were from their nature most likely to be

used as idols. Such, they decreed, are

images in whose hand is held a bird, a

staff, or an orb a Baraitha adds &quot; those

also with a sword, crown, or signet ring.&quot;

Finally R. Shim on followed but extended
the principle of the Wise, holding that any

thing (&quot;HIT 73) grasped in the hand of the

image points to the figure being that of a

god. Accordingly he prohibited all such

images. The Halakha supports the Wise.
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(1) All images are forbidden because they are worshipped

once a year according to Rabbi Meir. But the Wise say,

&quot;

Only those which grasp in the hand a staff, a bird or an orb.&quot;

Rabban Shim on ben Gamliel says, &quot;those which grasp anything

whatsoever in the hand.&quot;

(2) If a man finds fragments of images, behold ! these are

allowed ;
but if he has found the representation of a hand or of

a foot, behold ! these are prohibited because an object of that

kind is worshipped.

TIDS lytf. Only those : The Gemara

(40
b

) says further that the Kabbi* have

in mind town-images, the majority of

which are mere decorative figures. This,

however, is not the case with images

erected at the gates of the city, nor with

village-images, which are always wor

shipped as idols.

TH2, &quot;I1DV. ^&amp;gt;pD. staff, bird, orb :

These symbols were thought to denote

the idol s power over the whole world :

see Gem. 40 ,
where by a curious eu

phemism it is said that they denote the

idol .-, ^ubmi-sion to the whole world !

Abundant illustration of these symbols

may be had by comparing Schuiei s (II.

, 11 23) list of deitie&amp;gt; worshipped in

Syria at this period with the article- on

C gods in Roscher. For instance,

the following were frequently erected at

gate* Hermes,with staff (papdovxos) ; and

(anus, with staff, sceptre and key (Ovid,

V. i. on). A statue of Sin, inoon-

?.,d,

.-.tood at the gate of the eity of

. illottm.uin, Julian dcr Ahtntn-

;//-,. ;.. 146 i. Popular images were

those of Heracles, with club in hand

(
= Melciart of Tyre ;

= Baal of Tarsus :

see Lagrange, fitmlcs AY/. .SV///.
&amp;lt;J

.;oS

311); I&amp;gt;ion\ oft, with thjnoft; Cyiu-K,
with orb-like tympanum; various sun-

U, with orb (see Gressinann, -

und Bilder, II. 74, for illustration of a

Syrian Sun-god riding a horse and hold

ing an orb in his hand). As for the bird,

&quot;HD, one thinks of Zeus, with his eagle ;

Athena, with cock and owl
; Hera, with

staff, crown and bird (at Caesarea the great

statue of Rome was modelled on the

II era of Argos) ;
Astarte (

= Aphrodite)
was constantly associated with the dove.

Mishna (2).

^n, T. hand, foot: The Gemara

(41- ) explains that by the phrase &quot;the

representation of a hand or of a foot&quot;

the Mishna does not mean mere 1;

ments of an image, since as such they

would be allowed; but that it refers to

complete images of a hand or a foot

which were erected on a pediment,

ID^D^ hy. What evidence have we for

the use of such images in the cults of the

period? I conjecture that the Mishna

has in mind a class of votive offerings

common in the cult of Asklepios, the

god of healing, whom the Phoenicians

identified with Kshmun. His worship
was specially popular in Pergamum
and -Sidon, but spread thence to most

State&amp;gt; of A-ia Minor. For instance,

Asklepios \eovTovxos was worshipped .it

\ -.don. It was customary for
pati-m&amp;gt;

who had obtained healing at .-ome shrine
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of Asklepios to dedicate and leave in the

temple a small image of that part of their

body which had been restored to health.

Numerous examples of these thank-offer-

ings have been found. See Rouse,
G. V. O. 2ii ff., &quot;A new type (of these

offerings), favoured in the Roman age, is

represented by a pair of large feet, placed
on a small base, C. /. A. III. 132 i.&quot;

&quot; A relief of the hands and part of the

arms is in Sparta, with a small stone foot.&quot;

&quot;A foot, dedicated to Zeus, comes from
Asia.&quot; For a pathetic reminiscence of

this custom, see Heine s beautiful poem
&quot;Die Wallfahrt nach Kevlaar.&quot;

M - , , v

nil;
,
HOn. Sun, Moon : Worship

of the Sun and the Moon was in special
favour in Asia Minor about the be-

ginning of the Christian era. The
Semitic Ba al (Babylonian Bel) became
the Sun-God, and his feminine counter-

part, Ba alat, became the Moon-Goddess.

But besides the regular suri-and-moon-

gods many other deities had acquired
solar or lunar characteristics in the cults

of the period. For examples, see La-

grange, EtudesRel. Sttn? 450 ff.
; Bouche-

IJZC\KIC&amp;lt;{,
Divin. dansL Antig.,111. 3968.

&quot;Oracles Syriens.&quot; Maimonides remarks
that the Mishna s rule is meant to apply
not merely to the normal figures of orb
and crescent, but to any symbols by which
sun- or moon-god was depicted ; e.g. sun-

rays radiating from head
;

the sun as a

king riding in chariot see illustrations

in Gressmann, Texte und Bilder, II. 73 ff.

pp-,T Dragon: I* the Talmud the

dragon is regarded as an idolatrous image,
and the explanation assigned is that

Trajan used the dragon as an emblem
for the standards of the cohorts. This
fact appears to me inadequate to account
for the place given to the Dragon beside
two so universal heathen divinities as Sun
and Moon. A better reason is, I think,

suggested by the worship of the Sea-
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(3) If a man finds utensils and upon them there is the

figure of Sun, Moon, or Dragon, he must cast them into

the Sea of Salt. Rabban Shim on ben Gamliel says,
&quot;

if on

important utensils, they are forbidden
;

if on unimportant ones,

they are allowed.&quot; Rabbi Yose says,
&quot; one may pound it to bits

and scatter it to the wind, or else cast it into the sea.&quot; They
answered him,

&quot; Even so it would become manure, and it is

written
* There shall cleave nought of the cursed thing to thine

hand.
&quot;

(4) Proklos son of the Philosopher put a question to

Rabban Gamliel whilst he was bathing in the Bath of Aphrodite
in Akko. He said to him, &quot;It is written in your Law There

monster (Ceto, KTJTOS) at Joppa, about

twenty miles from the rabbinic centre

Jamnia. Joppa was early localised as

the scene of the rescue of Andromeda

by Perseus from the Se?-monster (Pliny,
N. H. 9. 5. 1 1). There is ample evidence

testifying how persistent was the worship
of this creature, e.g. Pliny, N. II. 5. 13

(69) ; Josephus, Bell. Jud. 3. 9. 3 ;
1 aus.

4. 35. 9. If this monster was termed by
the Jews of the district, &quot;The Dragon,&quot;

pp~H, the large number of Jews resident

in Joppa and its proximity to Jamnia
would explain the importance of this

pagan cult in rabbinic legislation.

Perhaps the Rabbis also associated the

monster of the Greek legends with the

dragon which figured MJ conspicuously in

Semitic mythology.
pl3DOn. important utensils: These

are chiefly articles of an ornamental type ;

the &quot;unimportant,&quot; pt2Di&quot;l, being house

hold utensils (Gem. 43
b
). I am unable

to linl evidence showing that vessels of

the Mishnaic period were commonly
adorned with these symbols. The Oemaia
mention-, as an example of jH3DOi&quot;l.

a

ring with a dragon figured on it. Prof.

Macalister of Dublin inform-, me that the

small lamps in places under Hellenic

intluence constantly bore representations
of various gods .see, e.g., Bliss and

Macalister, Excav. in Palestine, plate
62*9, and p. 1 29. The same work, p. i 10,

mentions finds of pottery adorned with a

winged s&amp;gt;lar disc but these of course are

of much earlier date than the Minima.

Perhaps we ought to regard the reference

in p&quot;132On as being largely to min^, ,,n

which these symbols often occurred.

For examples see the British Museum
Coin Catalogues.

D\ the Sea of Salt : i.e. The
Dead Sea, a place whence its recovery
would be impossible. The phrase is

simply a metaphor for total destruction.

The Halakha agrees with R. Yose. Com
pare III. 9.

73T. manure: The plant s growth
was regarded as a result of the action of

the soil and the forbidden manure in

rabbinic language, it was a &quot;product
of

combined causes,&quot; D113 HT1 JIT.

Such products R. Yose holds ought
not to be absolutely forbidden (cp. note

rnp-p in. 8).

~IDN3iT. it is written : The pa --age

quoted is Deut. i^
H

. Remark the form

of the Mishna in this and the following
two sections. The actual biblical texts,

which are the basis whence the Halakha
is derived, are quoted. This is in the

manner of the ha akhic Midrash (Introd.
2 4

). For similar passages in the Mishna,
see I .ab. Mer. II. 10; Ma a-. Slieni Y.

10 14 ; and Strack, Einl. p. 20 f.

Mishna (4).

D^pVID. I nMos: (i.e. IIp6/c\o$,

Proculus.) The name was fairly common.

&quot;platoiiic philosopher, Proklos,
resident in I.ydia, . times

mentioned. A H/xkXov from Syria is

noted in Anth. app. 1 72.

p. Son ofthe philosopher:
Probably J2 has been inserted in the
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text, through D1DD17D being mistaken
for a man s name ;

or if JH be retained,

is a corruption of a proper
name, see crit. note. For the latter view,

Bacher, Agada der Tann. [1903] I. 86 n.;

against him, Lewy in Philologus 52. 571.

Aphrodite : Cp. note

nW pIDH I. 7. The bath-houses of
the Ancients were richly adorned with

statues, as may be seen from the articles

in the Diets, of Class. Antiq. Notice
how constantly, even at the present time,
fountains are decorated with figures. In

lj., A. Z. IV. 4, R. Johanan is reported
as saying

&quot; Go and break all the images
which are in the public baths.&quot;

But the Mishna s words suggest that

the statue in question here is of a special
nature. Is not the bath known as the

Bath of Aphrodite ? Baths, however, were

usually called by the name of their founder

(e.g. the baths of Caracalla in Rome) or of

their owner (see note 1D&^ ?V I. 9), but

not by the name of a god, although
an instance a balneum Dianae is cited

in Hermes IX. p. 418. R. Gamliel in

reply states that the bath existed before

the statue. Perhaps then the image was
one of special beauty, and this gave rise

to the popular name &quot;Bath of Aphrodite,&quot;

which superseded the original designa-
tion . It is posslble that the bath was
built aroUnd a pool, which was in some

degree connected with Aphrodite ;
but

this is not so likely, since sacred places
rareiy became used for profane purposes,

cp . note n^ IV. 3. A few similar cases

can however be cited : Thus (i) An
Aphrodite statue in the bath at Bostra ;

(2) The statue of Zeus in the Great Bath
of Pompeii ; (3) &quot;On left of the entrance
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shall cleave nought of the cursed thing to thine hand. Why
dost thou bathe in the Bath of Aphrodite ?

&quot; He answered him,
&quot; No reply may be given in the Bath.&quot; And after he had gone
out he said to Proklos,

&quot;

I did not come within her sphere; she

came into mine ! No one says, The Bath was made as an

adornment for Aphrodite, but Aphrodite was made as an

adornment for the Bath. Again, supposing you were given
much money, would you go in to your idol naked or after

pollution or make water before it ? This image stands beside

the gutter, and all the people make water before it. The

Scripture writes only their gods Therefore that which is

(to the baths in Corinth) is a statue of

Poseidon, and beyond one of Aphrodite,&quot;
Pan-, i. 3. 5. Further, as regards the

connection of baths with special gods,
we know that warm baths were conse
crated as a rule to Heracles. Again a

Fort itna Balnearis appears (often united
with Asklepios) in tae inscriptions, e.g.
C.I.L. 7. 273 &quot;Deae Fortunae V. Lu
pus...balneum vi ignis exustum restituit.&quot;

13JJ3. / // Akko : Akko, the S* Jean
d Acre of the Crusades, owed its import
ance to its harbour, the only adequate
refuge on a dangerous coast. It lay just
north of the Carmel range, and was the

port of northern Palestine, cp. Josephus,
Bell. Jud. 2. 10. 2. In the Greek period
it was known as Ptolemais, and reached
the height of its prosperity under the
Seleucid monarchs. Its inhabitants were

always hostile to the Jews (II Mace. 5 5,

|gnt , 3*5
(Codex

Venctus))
.

yet many Jews
i there. At the outbreak of the

war in 66 A. n., 2000 Jews were slaughtered
in the town. See further Schiirer II. i.

90 ff. ; Hastings D. B. s. v. Ptolemais.

In the Talmud, it is regarded as the

frontier city of north Palestine (Neuliauer,

Gfographie du Talmud, p. 231).

Vmoa rnnro ;\x. NO rttfy may /&amp;gt;,

.; .&amp;gt;;/ /// the Bath: -The bath-house
was always regarded by the Jews as an

;iiy place on account of the nudity
of the bather^. It was therefore unlawful
to meditite upon or to utter words of the
Tor.ili whilst in the bath. Consequently

ha declares that even the words
&quot;No reply may be given in the bath
must have been utteied by (iamliel after

ou t from the bath-house.

And ftcr he had gone

out : Gamliel offers three explanations :

(i) the bath was there for him to bathe
in before the image was introduced into

it. (ii) The image is a mere ornament ;

the bath has not been built to honour

Aphrodite s statue, (iii) The image is not

treated with the honour which would befit

an idol. It may therefore be regarded
as desecrated (cp. IV. 5), even although
it could be shown that it was originally
intended to be an idol for worship.

EHIIBX ni&quot;l?;. Aphrodite was

made : H^IO is pointed as fem. Ptcp.

Niph.; cp. the masc. Ptcp. nb
l^

of the

previous line. Hoffmann points both as

masc., but the second nb
l^

is then not

in concord with its feminine subject
Em~12N. Strack reads, instead of the

second i&quot;lT3 of B, the form JVLMyj Fem.

Ptcp. Niph. (see the critical note) and

compares the form JVPIP} of Ta anith

III. 8. We might point both as ist pi.

Impf. Niph. HLTp, let us make.

\X. Perhaps N is an adverb of inter

rogation, expecting an answer in the

negative ; but, if so, it is of very rare

and doubtful occurrence (cp. Jastrow,
Diet., s.v. &amp;gt;K II., and |\X II.). Other-

-?&amp;gt;

wise we must take &quot;S to be a con

traction for ptf, in which case translate

&quot;Thou wouldst not enter.&quot; For *K= pK }

cp. Gitt. IV. 5, Kethub. XII. 3.

It should be noted that many editions

and MSN. omit the word.

X TOX3 V. ThtScnptnrc
writes only their go-Is : See Pcut. 1 1* ;

7&quot;.
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CPKNAHG9.
i

io n] om. BPK.
i

IO
DI^D] DK D CPKG9.

N omits!
|

2
nS] HN1 KAG9.

|

2 n] K omits.
|

2 D1^D CHA (so A in Strack, yi.Z.

1909).] DE^D PKG9; JpliD A (so A in Wiener, Maimonides Commentar zum Tractat A.Z.).

PKG9] -I^DK CAHN.
i

io ^] ^ G9.
i niyaan CPKNAG9] rnjn:i BBP

.
i

DDI] K omits!
I OSEI] om.

|
BPCPNAHG9.

| H&quot;I^N] m^NH AG9.
|

&quot;iiDK(o BBP
.

i rio^n CKH] n^ian P: noisn AG*.
i n] T1

&amp;lt;

twice
&amp;gt; K.

i

2
nnj

G9.
| p-|Nl |*niK] plIK n^X CPNA: pni^Cwith n*n in margin bypunct.)K:

(Lacuna after IX- Scribe failed to understand the
flltf

in his exemplar) H :

pl1J&amp;lt;
XHX G.

|

an A.
i nnNK&amp;gt;] nx^ KCHG9.

i nx^j] rmn CKNAHG^

Mishna (5).

upon them-. The mountains
and hills were objects of worship to certain

persons but nevertheless it was lawful
for an Israelite to use their soil, e.g.
to sow crops; in fact to use anything
which required to be detached from the

soil, for example the wood of a tree.

This rule is an inference from Deut. ^
Thou shalt not covet the silver or

the gold that is upon them, nor take it

unto thee. On sacred mountains, see

Eaudissm, Stud, zur Sem. ReL II. 732 ff.

: R.Yose differs

from the opinion of the unnamed first

Tanna, for he holds that even that which
js upon the mountain is permitted (i.e.

even objects not attached to the soil ex-

cepting only such as are actual objects of

idolatry, &quot;gods&quot;).
In proof he cites Deut.

I22 u Ye shall surely destroy all the places
where in the nations which ye shall possess
served their tods upon the high mountain
and upon the hills and under every green
tree.&quot; This passage he interprets as for-

bidding the actual object of idolatry
which is upon the hill but nothing else.

nD 3BO1. And for -what reason :-
But if Yose s exegesis of Deut. i2 2 be
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treated as divine is forbidden, but that which is not treated as

divine is allowed.&quot;

/5) Mountains and hills, which heathen worship, are them
selves permitted, but the things upon them are forbidden

;
as it

is written,
&quot; Thou shalt not desire the silver and gold which is

upon them.&quot; Rabbi Yose the Galilean says,
&quot; Their gods upon

the mountains
&quot; and not &quot; the mountains their gods

&quot;

;

&quot;

their

gods upon the hills&quot; and not &quot;the hills their
gods.&quot; And for

what reason is an Ashera forbidden ? Because it has been

subject to the manipulation of man, and everything manipu
lated by man is forbidden. Rabbi Aqiba said, &quot;I will explain
and decide the passage for you. Every place where you find

a high mountain and a lofty hill and a green tree, be sure that

an idol is there.&quot;

correct, what of the concluding words
of that passage, &quot;and under every green
tree&quot;? Should not Yose consistently
with his argument hold that this word
under

prohibits
not the Ashera itself but

only what is under it? Vet it is not to be

supposed that Yose fails to acknowledge
the plain command of Deut. 75 which

prohibits Asheras &quot;Ye shall hew down
their Asherim.&quot; He is asked, what then in

his view is the real reason why Scripture
thus expressly forbids them? He says
that it is because of DIN T flD Sri, i.e.

because human hands have planted the

tree (although perhaps not for idolatry)
and thus it cannot be reckoned a natural

object attached to the soil ; and, if

worshipped, must be forbidden.

miDX. forbidden : Remark that

conclusion is in strong opposition
to the view of the first Tanna. Yose
hoMs that every tree planted by man (how
ever innocent the &quot;manipulation&quot; may
have been) becomes forbidden when wor

shipped. The first Tanna would only
prohibit such as were planted originally
for idolatrous purpoM-s. lie maintained

(and this became the Halakha) that any
thing which wa&amp;gt; attached to the soil

in those places for a heathen idol, which,
when found, must be destroyed. The
passage therefore, according to this view,

prohibits neither the places themselves
nor that which is upon them ; but only
the idolatrous object which you are warned
is likely to be there.

P31K. / will explain
and decide the passage for you : }*2lN is

a metaplastic form for P3N (cp. B.H.

B3in from C 13). Bacher
jTVr////;/.

i.

p. 8) suggests that the variation of form

may have served to differentiate the

meaning &quot;instruct&quot; from that of &quot;under

stand.&quot; He takes -pJQ? to be a euphe
mism for

&quot;jmK (the Semitic idiom so

frequently used in reference to God, cp.

, the reason being that

-GIRO) was perfectly lawful un
less it had been from the very first

intended for purposes of idolatry.

NTPJJ *a&quot; IDS. A aMi
.-/,///&amp;lt;/

./:
Kabbi

A&amp;lt;[iba had another view of t he

way to interpret Deut. 12*. He held
that the passage is meant to tell us

merely that we are to be on the look out

A|iba is unwilling to say bluntly
&quot;

I will

teach
you&quot; to the honoured R. Vote.

Remark the variants in the critical note.

P&quot;1N!
in B and (iemara of Tb. is an

explanatoiy addition to the Mishna s

text, but is the original reading in the
Talmud and not a mistaken gloss. The
readings with nMS (see crit. note) point
to the existence of a real variant HMN
PIID. The Gemara of Tj., ad fa., cites

a variant 7*31M (a reading perhaps due

to T:S&)
&quot;

I will bring (fc^ it before

you.&quot; (p. Jastiou, Diet. p. 162 s.v. p3
and p. 161 s.v. 7*3; and Bacher, op. &amp;lt;; /.,

p. 8 note 5.

42
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&quot;rtDN San mr nnny 1

? sp&D irvi jrn# ^ 0)
T ~ T; TT T &quot;I-

T T T V

fitetf JDIN iW ^in? DJte w$r wa

tn^ mr rrrtrwWi iW nvi

nn
TT ; ;

-
v: w /

nit

va tn D^n n^ d)
T T :

enro 2 nir nnnv n^i h*o *^DX nt nn
T T _._ . . . . . T v .. -. / TT

nir nniny binS oopn] . ennf n^ St?i^

wia nnvn^ pa* *i^ o^^ l0^^ ^^ nr nn
T ;

T T -; v I v v T -; T T \ % -;

&amp;gt;D PKNAG9] ^ ^3 c.
i mr mnv1

? Kl t&quot;y nu 1

? CPNAG*.
i n^y] n^^y win A:

r\w\y N.
i ^na] TirA CPKNAMG?.

i nics ynnx MNH] om . CPKAG?.
i pn^] pT

CPKAHG9:
pi&amp;gt;

N.
i nvniD 5y NH] n^noS CPKAGP.

i vans] WIN A.
i vvy] vvyi

CPKMNG9.
I p^DDD] p?DDD(!)K. | 112yi BP

CPNAG9] niDyUOB: inByi K.
I

G9 adds TON^. i nnj] m^n CPKAHG9.
i

^ HNDDD] DDD CPKAHG^
i

AN] KDDD CPKHG9.

raat^ KG9] ^33^ BBP
: wiv CPMNA.

i

io
,-nT rnnj&] T&quot;y o^

1

? CKNAH. i

(actually, with scr. pi., H&quot;31 BBP
)] n31 PKAN : n3J G9.

|

2 HIT mny^] T&quot;y

CKPNAHG9.
| nX^liTl D*33n] BBr read here (as also below, where the words are correct)

np^oi mr mny n^y Tyn(o I

I0^^] n^1

?^ P.
I navn^] navn^co c.

i

Mishna (6)
?. to rebidld it: The reason

for this rule is that, in restoring his own

HIT mnyb. an idoVs shrine -.-1^ h
,

ous Jew w uld also be repairing
,

phrase, if the text be correct, is used ^ M ,- -n u u,
. four cubits . Probably

elliptically for HIT mi2y HU?, which an explanatory gloss, cp. crit. note. The
perhaps should be read (see crit. note). words are not found in Rashi,
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(6) The occupant of a house adjoining an idol s shrine

is forbidden to rebuild it if it has fallen down. How is he to

act ? He must withdraw into his own ground four cubits, and

then build. If the wall belonged jointly to him and to the

idol, it is adjudged to belong half to each; its stones, wood,
and debris cause defilement like a creeping thing, as it is written
&quot; Thou shalt utterly detest it

&quot;

Rabbi Aqiba says
&quot; Like a

menstruous woman, as it is written Thou shalt cast them away
as a menstruous cloth

;
thou shalt say unto it, Get thce hence.

As a menstruous woman defiles through carrying, so also an idol

defiles through carrying.&quot;

(7) There are three sorts of houses. A house, which a man
has from the first built for idolatry, behold ! this house is

prohibited. If he has merely plastered a house and panelled it

for idolatry and renovated it, only that which he has renovated

must be removed. If he has merely brought an idol into a

house and taken it out again, behold ! this house is permitted.

There are three sorts of stones. A stone, which a man has

it is aiijudgtd: On the form
.see Introduction p. xiv, weak verbs (c).

Segal, driini. p. 55, quotes parallels, e.g.

PW3 Yada. IV. 7. The regular form

ji~13
also occurs, e.g. Bali. Kain. II. 5.

]
TJ*2. like a i

riY/&amp;gt;ini&amp;gt;

r
thitig . See

Levit. ii fl
. The *

r
X&quot; ha- K-s^ power of

defilement than the n&quot;13 ; because actual

contact and not mere carrying, as in the

case of the latter, is required to cause

ritual impurity.

&quot;VDNjl&quot;. us it is written : Isaiah 30.
Tin- -ame comparison occurs in Sabb.
IX. i. According to Rashi, the major
degree of power to impart impurity only
holds good in cases where not only the

idol, but aUo the shrine itself was adored.

Mishna (7).

D H3 lYJvJ . three sorts of him
D D3 denote^, here not houses in general,
but only tho.e which are in use as shrines
for idols. Of such (the only houses about
which there is any question to settle)

COrdfag to this Mislma, three

(i) A house built to be a shrine. This

type is prohibited even before an act of

idolatrous worship has actually taken

place in it.

(ii) A house designed for some other

purpose, but later adapted to be a shrine.

In this case the removal of all additions

and alterations made to accommodate
the idol restores to the house its original

red character, provided the idol is

removed and the worship discontinued.

(iii) A house into which an idol has

been brought for a brief period, but

which ha&amp;gt; not been altered on that

account or dedicated as a -dirine. In

this case only the removal of the idol

is necessary.
Remark that the problem of stones

and of trees, connected with idolatrous

lites, is dealt with below after the same

principle.
VP31. (var. lect. VV31.). ami panelled

it: The verb means &quot;to act as a

plasterer,&quot; &quot;to decorate with tiles or

panels
&quot;

see a/meits in Diet, of Class.

Anlitj. Jastr. Diet. p. o ;6, derives the

words either from ID II., or as a

denominative from HT?. The reading

IT2 i- probably correct ; the root being
&quot;H3

= m3, &quot;to
dig,&quot;

i.e. &quot;to curve,
&quot;

&quot; adorn with sculpture
&quot;

(fO I lotlmann).
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iTtt iTriM zvh mot PITD . ntiDN IT nn
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n^nnn &*& hs ^ ni^K NVI

NA] DDU 1

? PHG9: DD13
1

? CK.
| IT] HT (0 NA.

1 Hl^l (actually m^l BBP
KC)]

PANG9: ni^VI M.
| |&quot;y D^

1

?] \&quot;yh
and add ^n^ni CKPNAMG9.

| ^^1 l^Dt^]

CPKMNAG9.
i rnnioi] om. CPKMNAG9.

| nine IT] inn nt N.
1

2 iiDN nt]

IT (as if the subject was rn&^K) BBP
.

| 1?DS1 Thus NA ; but B and others read ^D^DI

(scr. pi.). | Vnnn] i&quot;l^nnn BBp
.

| ntell, actually, with scr. pi., n^DOl, BBP
CPKNAG9]

n^DSiM. 1

2 inD nt] mno ITBBP
.

i n&amp;gt;nnn s^^] nnnn&y CPKAH.
i

t

BP
.

i ntrDi] PCTDCPKNA. i n^3A] ^nBpcN: n^vnp, T^V K -
1

a pedestal: (Gk.
The word denotes the pedestal, on which
the idolatrous statue was erected. Rashi

holds that the pedestal was worshipped
as well as the image upon it. Similarly
he holds that in the first type of house

the house itself was often worshipped.
Rashi would also identify the

(Deut. 123) with the DID^D.

In I. 7. B by mistake reads

plural of DID&quot;
1!. Compare also note to

IV. 6.

rrn^N. Asheras\ There can be no
doubt that the Ashera of the O.T.,

which, together with the standing-stone

/rQ^Jp),
was a regular feature of the

Canaanite shrine, had the form of a

wooden post. It is even doubtful whether
the post is to be regarded as the symbolic
survival of a sacred tree. Yet the Mishna
in this and the following sections mani

festly means by &quot;Ashera&quot; z. living tree.

That this is the case there can equally be
no doubt, see esp. III. 8. How is the

remarkable contradiction between the

meaning of this word in the O.T. and
in the Mishna to be explained ? On the

whole I think that this passage, together
with the parallel in the Tosephta, must
be regarded as a proof that the ancient

forms of worship at the Canaanite shrines

altered more completely than we might
have supposed, and that the term Ashera
had by this time been transferred to

denote the growing sacred-trees, which
abounded in Asia Minor and other lands,
and whose cult continues even to the

present time in Semitic countries. In

dications which support this view, other

possible explanations, and references as

to the worship of trees will be found
in the Excursus, page 60.

lira If he has merely lopped
or trimmed: i.e. to the end that new
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from the first hewn for a pedestal, behold ! this stone is for

bidden. If he has merely plastered and stuccoed a stone for the

purpose of idolatry, he must remove the plastering and stucco

work, and it is then permitted. If he has merely erected thereon

an idol and removed the idol thence, behold ! this stone is

permitted.

There are three sorts of Asheras. A tree, which a man has

from the first planted for the purpose of idolatry, behold ! this

tree is forbidden. If he has merely lopped or trimmed a tree

for the purpose of idolatry and it has sprouted anew, only the

new shoots must be removed. If he has merely erected an idol

beneath a tree, and has desecrated the idol, behold ! this tree is

permitted.

What is an Ashera ? Any tree beneath which there is an idol

Rabbi Shim on says, &quot;Any tree which men worship.&quot;
And the

following incident took place at Sidon regarding a tree to which

shoots may grow, to which presumably
the worship is paid. If these shoots are

destroyed, the rest of the tree is offence-

less.

(with scr. pi. rV?i^ni,
u etc.).

ami has desecrated it : (a) See crit. note.

It will be seen that il7t3 3 is the reading
of all Mss. and editions, ,\iv&amp;lt;yV M, the

Munich codex, which has i&quot;l?D31, and the

Liter editions which have
Maimonidesread is uncertain.

(What
Hotlmann

says he had V?E31, cp. Surenhusius ; but

the Mss. of Wiener s Mttimomdef Cont

inental- :tim A.Z.. have the reading

r6l33V) (6) This variant reading r6o31

points to a divergence of opinion. Thus

Kitba says 7D*3 (i.e. desecration) is only

iiy \vhni the idol is permanently
set up beside the Ashera ; when tin-

erection is temporary, the mere remov.il

of the idol siiltices. The reading

would make the treatment of the

in this clause quite parallel with

the treatment of the stones (D 33K) men
tioned above.

.-ITJ X Nn IT S, ll hat / . an AsA
Maimoiiidcs savs the question at issue is

&quot;which of the three . iiera is

subject of dispute between Shim oii an.l

the Wise,&quot; but this explanation is inade

quate. The sentence is a most interesting
and unusual one. coming thus after the

previous discussion of Asheras. The truth

is that we have here an older stratum

of the Mishna than that which appears
in the preceding paragraph. It is in

serted (so Hoffmann) by the redactor of

the Mishna in order to call attention to

the existence of a controversy as to

whether the tree under which an idol

stands is or is not prohibited, so long as

the idol remains unprofaned. We are

to understand from the fact of its in

sertion that the redactor agrees with the

Wise against Shim on. The Halakha

agrees with the Wise.

The Wise hold that an Asheia, with an

idol beneath it, is forbidden on the

ground that it is an appurtenance of the

idol
(.TIT muy VT^), ami until the

idol is desecrated its appurtenances remain

forbidden MC IV. 4. Hut R. Shim on

ai-ucs,
&quot; No ! The tree being attached

to the soil (cp. III. 5 note 11 DN) cannot

count as a mere appurtenance of the idol,

and theicloiv in order to be forbidden

requires itself to be worshipped.&quot; The
story which follows illustrates Shim on s

position.

JITS. Sidon: -This place, situated

twenty miles south of Hciiut, ap| |
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PKNA.
I

|1j;D&$&amp;gt;] WW P.
I 1pnn PNA, but B and others read Ipl^ (scr.

Pi-)- I imp&quot;ni] inip*12 A -
I ^Sin] Bp

omits.
| D3^, required by context. Hoffmann reads

it without comment.] Di&quot;P
BBPCPKAN : Strack, A. Z. 1909, without comment omits the

word.
| n&$] N omits.

njr K.
i D^:nn n] D^mn nv^n BP

.
i -i^yi] &quot;aoi (o cp

: noyi N.
i

yrin KN.
i p-innni] jntnm P,

p&quot;)?nni
(with n erased) K: Dnmm T* :

TV
:

p-jrni
M: jninni NA: nntnm CH.

i -ODE-W ui] added in margin

by K.
i CJK]

BP omits,
i n^an^] n^33n CPK: n*o:n^ BPH: no:n^ N:

A.
i jrrby]

om. CKNA.
i mm] nnm P= mini A: ns:n mini K:

CNH.
i

A.

the O.T. as the leading city of Phoenicia.

The skill of its workmen is mentioned
several times in Homer, e.g. II. 23. 743.
It had a stormy history, for which see

Hastings, D.B. s.v. Zidon. In the

Roman period it was a free city, with a

famous industry in glass making. It is

mentioned in the N.T., Matt, n 21
, Mk.

3
8

, Acts i2 20
.

L. T.V . ,^ a stone-heap :-This stone-heap,
or cairn, on examination proves to be

piled around an image (a Menhir) which

the stones of the cairn have at last com-

pletely hidden. It is the Menhir itself,

and not the tree beneath which it stood,
which has been the recipient of the

worship signified by the piled stones of

the cairn. See further the notes to IV.

i, and Excursus i to that chapter.

Mishna (8).
,

n?2. in the shadow : Neither in

h had ^ } fa h fa branch

nor yet in the half-shade ? cast

by the elongated shadow of the tree.
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worship was being paid and beneath which was a stone-heap.
Said Rabbi Shim on to them, &quot;Examine this

heap.&quot; They did so

and discovered an image in it. He said to them,
&quot;

Seeing that

they worship the image, the tree we permit to
you.&quot;

(8) One should not sit in the shadow of an Ashera, but if

one has done so, defilement is not incurred. Again one should

not pass beneath it, and if one has done so, defilement is in

curred. When the tree is encroaching on the public road and
one passes beneath it, defilement is not incurred. Vegetables

may be sown beneath it in the rainy season, but not in summer.

Lettuces, however, may not be sown either in summer or in the

rainy season. Rabbi Yose says that vegetables also may not be

sown even in the rainy season, because the foliage of the tree

falls upon them and serves them as manure.

In the latter case however, where the

Jew was not actually under the cover of
the tree itself (see following clause) and
when the act was due to mere thought-

, ritual uncleanness was not in

curred. Cp. Ovid, Fasti 4. 749.
rrnnn. beneath it : Sacred -trees often

had small altars erected in front of them,
see Dareml.erg et Saglio, /V&amp;lt;7.

.-/////./.,

s.v. arbores sacrac for illustrations.

I .ut generally in Semitic lands the

worship paid to such trees took the f&amp;gt;rm

of suspending votive-offerings from the
branches. (i.irmeiiN and ornaments \\eie

constantly iisrd for this purpose; I, ut

pieces of meat, the fragments ol a sacri

fice, were also at times left to hang on
the tree : Doughty, Arab. Descrta I. ; ).-.

44V &quot; 1 he remains of these oiteiing^
would naturally he &amp;gt;tie\\n on the ground
beneath the tree (rVDnri), and would
cause defilement. Photographs of holy

-toon.-d with rags will he found
in S. I. Curtiss, r&amp;gt; unitir,- Siin. A

To-cLiy, p. 91 ; (iie-smann, Tc\tc
II. S

4 .Milder II. S
4 . On tree uoi^np, MC

Curtis-,, op. cit. ; \V. K. Smith, AY/. .SV///.-

185 ff.; liaudissin, Stud. Seni. A ,/. II.

102 ff. ; I .otticher, Han nuultiis. 1 agrangc,
Etudes Ret. .SV///.-, i;S iMo, hoi. Is that

i -hip is paid not to th- ti.

but to a Spirit or ( ,od, uho-e dwelling
it is thought to In-.

D 3~n ntf. thfpublii &amp;gt;\&amp;gt;ad: I. itei ally.
11 the many,&quot;

&quot;

the
public.&quot; Apparently

used elliptic-ally for the common phrase
D 3&quot;in men, &quot;a public place,&quot; &quot;the

street,&quot; etc. Compare II. 2, IV. u;
and see vocabulary s.v. mi H.

mpY. Vegetables . In .summer the

plant would be benefited by the shade
of the tree, which in winter is rather a

disadvantage to it. Rabbi Yo-e, how
ever, objects that in winter the falling
leaves \\.mld serve it as manure, cp. 111.

J. Plants gio\v partly by rea.Non of the

soil, partly by means of these manuring
leaves; they are in fart a product ill&quot;

combined causes, D&quot;l1j HH PIT. It fol

lows from this that those Rabbis \sho

prohibit such products ought to prohibit
sou ing vegetables beneath an Ash. i

in winter. Since in III. \, Yosc .Iocs //,-/

prohibit such things, whereas the \Yise

d&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, it is concluded that the objection
:-e.l by him is not one he pei son-

ally
would accept ; but one \\hicli, he

points out, the Wise on their own
principles must admit a&amp;gt; valid. The
HalalJia ugre. s with R. Y

pmm. /.,-/:., ,

, I. L&amp;lt;-jw ,

.-/ ;////. /
//&amp;lt;/;/ ;., p. 175 (where jnTH is,

pei haps rightly, given as the correct pro
nunciation!, and Mmr, /Jlanzenwelt in

Myth. ]&amp;gt;.
i6S, on the nature and

use oi the lettuce in the classical period.
The lettuce \\ould receive benefit from
the dee s shelter even ill winter, for the

plant requires protection from the hea\y
lain ol th it I
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Mishna (9). ^m DK, 113nn. the oven, if new:
DJ. taken, heated, baked-. On the ancient methods of baking and

The subject (understood in the Hebrew) the varieties of ovens used by Jews, see

is of course &quot;an Israelite.&quot; Winer, RWB, s.v. Backen\ and Lowy,
D^y. pieces of wood: Pesah. 25

a
Technologic Tind Tenninologie der Miiller

forbids the use of wood, taken from an und Backer in den Rabbin. Quellen.

Ashera, for healing the sick a precaution The ordinary oven constructed of clay,

against magical practices. was made &quot;fast&quot; by the first heating
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(9) If a man has taken pieces of wood from an Ashera, no

benefit may be derived from them. If he has heated the oven

by means of them, the oven, if new, must be taken to pieces ;
if

old, must be allowed to cool. If a man had baked bread in the

oven, no benefit may be derived from it
;
and if it was mingled

with other loaves, no benefit may be derived from any of them

Rabbi Eli ezer says,
&quot; Let him cast the benefit into the Sea of

Salt.&quot; They answered him, &quot;No redemption-money can avail in

a matter of
idolatry.&quot; If a man has taken from an Ashera

a shuttle, no benefit may be derived from it. If he has woven
a garment therewith, no benefit may be derived from it

;
and if

it was mingled with other garments, and these again with others,

no benefit may be derived from any of them Rabbi Eli ezer

says,
&quot; Let him cast the benefit thereof into the Sea of Salt.&quot;

They answered him,
&quot; No redemption money can avail in a

matter of idolatry.&quot;

(10) How does he desecrate an Ashera ? If he has pruned
or trimmed it or taken from it a stick or twig, be it but a leaf,

behold ! the Ashera is desecrated. If he has trimmed it for the

tree s own sake, it is forbidden
;
but if not for the tree s sake it is

permitted.

A new oren, if heated by Ashera wood, pHB pN. No redcmptii &amp;gt;n-msn(y \

would receive an abiding benefit from Redemption-money was accepted as a sub-
forbidden material, and was therefore stitute on certain occasions, for which see

prohibited for all use. An old oven Numb. 3*9; Exod. 2i 20(V
. I\. Kliv/er

would not be so improved, and all that argues that, instead of throwing away all

irai Decenary in its rase was lhat no the bread baked, you may pay a sum of
use be made of the heat generated by money equivalent in value to the defiled
the Ashera wood. bread which is mixed \\ ith the other loaves.
nSH. bread: i.e., which has been The Wise reply that defilement through

baked in an oven heated by wood connection with idolatry (T&quot;V)
is not

taken from an Ashera. a case for the redemption-money device.

rn-HDN |fa. no benefit may be derived
l llc I;^ k1 *- however, both here tod in

from any of thtm :-Two reaSOOS nrnv be ??****** garments below supports

given for the prohibition; (i) Where Hl ezer - Compare notes V. 9 rf fofc

pollution is due to something connected
with idolatry (T&quot;y),

even although the

defiling
element be present in so small i&quot;l7O3O. he desecrate: &quot;lie,&quot; i.e. a

a fraction as i in 1000, the prohibition is heathen, since only the worshipper of an

not annulled 6lD3 *b). (2) Hread is a
i(1&amp;lt;&amp;gt;1 ha s

.l

)mvcr t(I *rate il cp- IV. 4-

commodity dealt with in separate loaves, nSIV*?. for the tree s own sake:
and not in the mass, a&amp;gt; would be the i.e., with the intention of embellishing
case with flour. (

Onse.juently, however the Ashera or improving its growth, If

many clean loaves there be, somebody on the contrary tin- tree was lopped
wfll get the defiled one which is among*! simply to obtain its wood, then its

them (cp. &amp;lt; )rla III. 7). ,1 character would be annulled.



EXCURSUS

THE ASHERA IN ABODA ZARA (III. 710)

Illustrations of the wooden-post Ashera of primitive Semitic shrines

will be found in an article by W. H. Ward in the American Journal

of Semitic Languages, Oct. 1902.

Allen in Hastings D. B. s. v. Asherah concludes (a) that the Ashera

of the O.T. was always a wooden-post, not a living tree, (ft)
that

probably this post is a symbolic survival of a sacred tree. Moore

in the Ency. Bib. agrees on the first point, but holds that the post

was not the relic of a tree
;
thus denying all connection between the

Ashera and tree-worship.

We have to explain (i) how the term Ashera in the Mishna has

come to be applied to the sacred tree, which in Biblical Hebrew had

its own specific name el, eld, elon\ alia, allonl (2) why the Mishna

apparently ignores the wooden-post Ashera?

The second point is of course settled, if the view given in the note

nil^N III. 7 be correct
; namely that the wooden-post Ashera had by

this period disappeared from the heathen shrines. But the Mishna s

silence could also be explained by regarding the analogous treatment

of the houses and stones previously dealt with in III. 7. Just as

those types of houses are mentioned which caused doubt in Jewish

circles ; so, we might argue, only those Asheras (i.e., only the living-

tree type) are mentioned, regarding which the Jews were uncertain

whether or not to treat them as polluted. No Jew, presumably, could

entertain any doubt regarding the impurity of the post-Ashera which

was practically a dead idol. But a growing living tree, a thing attached

to the soil (cp. III. 5), required closer consideration.

The main problem, however, is how the word &quot;Ashera&quot; has come

to be used to denote a living sacred tree. Some possible explanations

are here suggested :

(a) That the sacred tree, despite the special names, as elon, was

also all along called an Ashera. If so, the post-Ashera must be con

sidered the relic of a tree proper. The process would be, that at a

shrine (standing-stone, altar, and Ashera) the dead stump of the sacred

tree, the Ashera, would be preserved after the death of the tree itself,
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and finally wooden posts would be used as a conventional symbol for it.

Deut. 1 6&quot; nr/J HTJ^ seems to favour this, but see criticism of that

passage in Ency. Bib. s.v. Ashera.
(/&amp;gt;)

More probable appears to me

to be the explanation suggested by the following fact, which I give

in the words of Lagrange, Etudes AV/. .V/v//.
3

178: &quot;When the cult

of Isis spread throughout Asia Minor the cypress tree either as a

symbol of the goddess or as a symbol agreeable to her was substituted

for the crude Ashera.&quot; From this it might be argued that, when once

the Ashera of the shrine was changed from a post to a living tree, the

scope of the word was extended by the Rabbis, or by the people

generally, to include also the ordinary sacred-tree, Klon, of which

countless examples were to be found in heathen Semitic countries.

But (c\ when we add the evidence of the Tosephta, and that of the

concluding sentences of III. 7, it seems more likely that the wooden-

post Ashera had by this time entirely disappeared. Thus the Tosephta

(Zuck. p. 470) reads: nniN p-ii&quot;i paiy Dune&amp;gt; *?D ? rwt K inrw

p-wa nn PK vhv icix &quot;iry^K p pyoc? &quot;i : rrnrrBO poyio pi

(Sycamore) nopj:- ncos &quot;)B33K 1 DDp &quot;B3ntr (Carob-tree)

: }-o3BM (v.l.

The first sentence of this passage is the important one for our

present purpose. It runs, &quot;What is an Ashera? It is any tree which

the heathen worship and preserve, but the fruit of which they do not

eat. There are three such in the land of Israel
&quot;

Compare
the similar definition given by the older stratum of Mishna, from

mi&quot;X son 1PN to the end of section III. 7 ; especially the words
t% What is an Ashera? It is any tree beneath which there is an idol.

Rabbi Shim on says, It is any tree which the heathen worship.&quot;

These two passages deal not with varieties of Ashera (of which the

wooden-post type might have been one sort, even although one not

necessary to mention), but give us a clear and simple definition of what

an Ashera actually was in the view of the Tradition. It was evidently

a living sacred-tree, and not a wooden post. The Mishna thus affords

important evidence as to the complete transformation of the O.T.

Canaanite shrine-worship. Apparently the old methods had completely

died out, and the new cultus must have transfigured the Ashera of the

old shrines. Compare the translation of mfc N in LXX. by 0X0-05,

&quot;grove.&quot;
For references concerning the worship paid to sacred trees,

see note rvnnn, III. 8; and to those there given, add Ramsay in

Hastings D.B., Extra vol. s.v. Religion of Greece and Asia Minor,

pp. 113, 114 : Evans, Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult (1901), esp. 7.
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^/ M jzafe
o/&quot;

a Mer-

qolis: Merqolis is the M. H. rendering
of Latin Mercurius (Gk. Hermes}. On

the change of &quot;r&quot; to &quot;^,&quot; cp. N11J&quot;ll3D,

Saturnalia, I. 3 ; and see Grtinbaum,
Ges. Aufs. p. 225. A

&quot;Merqolis&quot;
was a

rude statue of the head of Hermes carved

on the top of a square-shaped pillar.

These images, Hermeia, were erected in

many places (Roscher, I. 2354 ff.), often at

boundaries or by the roadside where they

frequently served as signposts ( Ep/z^s
evoStos ; see also Roscher, s.v. Hecate}.
Each wayfarer showed his homage by
contributing a stone to form a cairn

beside the statue. From III. 7 ad Jin.
it would seem that at times these cairns

actually grew so great as to cover the

image from sight. Berakh. 57
b mentions

that these images were numerous, and

speaks of the statue, N&quot;T), as often

having a trilithon erected in front of it (see

following note ;
and Excursus i, p. 74).

J DTl^l /D\33K KWJ three stones...

whereas two : R. Yishma el has in mind
the trilithon, or dolmen two upright
stones with a third laid flat across the

top (cp. Bab. Mec. 25
b
)

erected in front

of the image. The Wise, on the other

hand, are apparently concerned about the

cairn, the heap of stones formed by
passers-by. These stones they regard as

votive-offerings and as no less idolatrous

than the trilithon, which alone R. Yish
ma el seems to consider.

1DJJ n &amp;lt;

lK&quot;OB&amp;gt;. which appear to be con
nected with it : If the stones appear to

be connected with the shrine, they are

forbidden by the Wise, ezen though there

are but two.

Mishna (2).

1^ N&quot;)3. on the top of the Merqolis:
Offerings of fruits, especially dried figs

(cp. the proverb, VVKOV ^0 Epfj.rj), were
made to these Hermes statues

; and these

offerings were, it seems, used to appease
the hunger of needy wayfarers. The
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(1) Rabbi Yishma el says that three stones standing side by
side by the side of a Merqolis are prohibited, whereas two are

allowed. But the Wise say, &quot;those which appear to be con

nected with it are prohibited, whereas those which appear not to

be connected with it are allowed.&quot;

(2) If one has found on the top of the Merqolis coins,

a garment, or utensils, behold ! these are allowed
;
but clusters

of grapes, and wreaths of corn, and offerings of wine, oil, fine

flour, and anything the like of which is offered on the altar are

prohibited.

word 1C?K&quot;Q lit.
&quot; on its head

&quot;

implies
that the offerings were actually placed
on the statue. The phrase reflects the

common practices of pouring wine or oil

over the head of the Hermes or wreathing
it with flowers. But, as a rule, the

offerings were laid on the altars (in A&amp;gt;i;i

Minor often made in the form of a

trilithon) which were generally erected
beside the statue. In place of arms these

statues were supplied with two hooks

upon which garlands were hung see
illustrations and refs. in Daremberg et

Saglio, Diet. Antiq. s.v. Hernias.

tf. these are allowed : Gem.
51 comments that this rule holds good
only when the thing-, in question are not
ornamental to the statue; i.e., if the
coins are hung in a bag round the idol s

that it looks like a carrier; or if

the garments are folded and placed on its

head making it resemble a washerwoman !

Discounting the fanciful side of these

remarks, we may safely conclude that

:nara knows that under certain
circumstances certain objects left at a
Hermes-shrine were not properly to \&amp;gt;v

regarded as votive-offerings to th&amp;lt;

What evidence have we to show in

support of this tradition?
Reference has been made in the pre

vious note to the custom of leaving dried

figs at a Hermeion. which were apparently

not regarded as the exclusive property of
the god, but might be used by travellers

to satisfy their needs. The only sugges
tion I can make is that the Mishna has
this practice in mind regarding the things
which it permits. Certainly, if this is the

case, the passage shows that the custom
was not confined by any means to figs
and fruit, as has generally been supposed.
The articles, here mentioned as allowed,
are such as on the whole support the idea.
What was the well-to-do traveller more
likely to leave for his poorer brethren
than a few coins, some discarded garment,
some superfluous cooking-vessel .

J \\Y
may compare the climbers custom of

leaving such things in cairns and shelters
on the mountains as may prove useful to

those who follow.

Pausan. 7. 21. 2 refers to lamps and
coins as being left on an altar of Hermes.

It is, however, remarkable that the
fruit mentioned in the passage, r\W etc.,

should be classed among the forbidden

Objects. Kvidently these ai tides must
have been deposited in such a way as
to show that they were genuine votive -

olJeiings- intended to gratify and honour
the idol.

mm. offerings of
r, ///,-, oil, and fine flour : The words
1 01 respond to the 13. H. phrase j^
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Mishna (3).

agarden or bathhouse:

Syrian shrines were constantly associated

with water and with trees. The Mishna

implies that the water was used for a bath,
and the garden as a pleasure-garden. As
a rule the water and the groves around

temples were too sacred for such purposes ;

cp. Tac. Ann. 14. 21
; Smith, Rel.Sem.,

chap. V. &quot; Sanctuaries
&quot;

; Curtiss, Prim.
Sem. Rel. To-day^ chap. XI. One thinks

of &quot;Aphrodite v
K-TJ-TTOLS&quot;

at Athens. We
read that the same goddess had an apple-

garden at Tamessos, Ovid, Metam. 10.

645 647. At Nemausos there was a

fountain, the property of the god, into

which people who used the fountain had
to cast a ham-shaped coin in payment
(Babelon, Monn. Grecs et Rom. I. i. 674).
At Daphne near Antioch the lake and

groves, belonging to the temple, ap
parently served the city as a public park.
Laurel leaves were cast into the lake

for purposes of divination; so that this

Temple at Daphne illustrates the
&quot;gar

den&quot; (H33) but not the &quot;bathhouse&quot;

C[*m?D) of the present passage.
n 21 3. with expression of thanks:

Literally &quot;as a favour,&quot; hence, &quot;thanks

for the favour,&quot; which might be expressed
in many ways by a mere bow to the

idol, by presenting some small offering,
or by a money payment to the priests,

cp. Eduy. V. i; Shebi it IV. T.. miDl
may possibly denote, &quot;when use of the

premises has to be obtained by permission
of the priests as a favour.&quot;

n. jointly to the idol

and to other owners : In the case of joint

ownership the thanks rendered are re

garded as paid exclusively to the human
part-proprietors. Even in this case the

later Halakha forbade paying the thanks
in cash.

Mishna (4).

~PD. forthwith : i.e., even before

worship has been paid to the idol.
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(3) When a garden or bathhouse belongs to an idol,

advantage may be taken of these places if their use may be had

without expression of thanks, but not if that is required. If the

property belongs jointly to the idol and to other owners,

advantage may be taken of it whether with or without expression
of thanks.

(4) A pagan s idol is forthwith forbidden, whereas that of

an Israelite is not forbidden until it has been worshipped.
A pagan can desecrate his own idol and also that of another

pagan ;
but an Israelite cannot desecrate a pagan s idol. He

who desecrates an idol desecrates its appurtenances. If he

has desecrated its appurtenances, they are permitted ;
but the

idol itself is forbidden.

that of an Israelite:

Jewish feeling was so strong against
making or owning a:iy image (Deut. 5

8
),

that it is surprising to learn from this

passage that there were Jews who not

only possessed but even worshipped idols.

Moreover they must have been sufficiently
numerous to make it necessary to deal
with them as a class see below, the note,

with the variant reading

Uut, if there were such

law-breakers, they were still Jews, and
the orthodox had to determine how the
idols of those persons must be treated.

Idol-making is mentioned as a secret
trade by Deut. ays. II Mace. 12* (if re

liable) shows how impossible it proved,
even in the Maccabean times, to instil into

the laxer Jews that utter hatred of images
which characterised the pious of I

On the other hand contrast Judith H 8

&quot; For there arose none in our age, neither
is there any of us to-day, tribe or kindred
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r family or city, which worship gods
made with hands, as it was in the former

It is possible, in view of this
j

&quot;I the Mishna, that the fierce denuncia-

idolatry, the very elaboration of
the &quot;!&amp;gt;

: it by the
tractate Aboda Xara itself, and the in-

I
loclamation of the true (i..d

which have led u&amp;gt; tO ir-ard tht
|

nation of the first century as pie.senting
a solid froir

; ,,U monotheistic

practice and belief may indeed have
been directed not only against the heathen

world but also against laxity within the
ranks of Judaism. Sadducean politicians

currying &quot;favour with the Roman officials,

unscrupulous Jewish merchants anxious
to please their heathen clients, may pos
sibly to gain their ends have &quot;bowed

themselves in the house of Rimmon.&quot;

Certainly Herod s example was bad.

Still, in view of the power of Jewish
monotheism in this period, and the aston
ishment created thereby in the heathen
world, one feels that the lapses to which
our passage points must have been com
paratively rare. See Bousset, Rel. des

Juiknthums, esp. chap. 15 ;
Blau on

&quot;Worship&quot;
in J. E.

;
Moore on &quot;Idol

atry&quot;
in the Ency. Bib.-, and Haudissin,

.Sew. Rt-ligionsgeitch. I. 49 ff.

&quot;ISynii &quot;iy. until it has /&amp;gt;,rn u&amp;lt;or-

shif&amp;gt;ptd\ The \\ i&amp;gt;e decided that only
such images as from their form would
probably be \\orshipped must be for

bidden (III. i),and the Halakha followed
their dci i.sion. Hut any image to which in

point of fact worship is paid is no longer

an image D^) but an idol
(H&quot;|T mi3V).

&amp;lt;~&amp;lt;in desecrate : ?O3 means &quot;to

cancel,&quot; &quot;to abolish,&quot; i.e. to annul the
sacred character of the object ; thus re

moving the prohibition (ilN^H T)DX).
The methods \\hereby the profanation

may be accomplished are set forth in

;. (^ of this chapter.

that of another pagan :

In hi&amp;gt; youth Rabbi (i.e. Rabbi Yehuda
i) preferred the variant reading
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(see crit. note), teaching that

a heathen could defile the idol of a Jew,
provided that he was part owner of the

same. In old age however he abandoned
this opinion in favour of the reading of

the present text (VT3rW1), teaching
instead that a heathen can never desecrate

an idol belonging to a Jew, but only that

of a fellow-idolater (Gem. 52
b
).

Notice that the Tb. follows Rabbi s

later opinion, whereas the Palestinian

recension, C and P, give his earlier view.

A similar case is- Bab. Meg. 44* (Strack,
Einl. p. 1 8).

Mishna (5).

nDTK ^&O. the tip of its ear: In
later times Jewish sculptors used to

avail themselves of this Mishna
;
and by

leaving some small feature of their statues

unfinished, satisfied the objections felt

against the sculptor s art as being a trade

of image-making. See Excursus 2, p. 74.

its bulk. Maimonides says that in such

cases profanation is only effected when
the face is damaged.
One recalls the famous mutilation of

the pillar-shaped statues of Hermes in

Athens on the eve of the departure of

the Sicilian expedition, when on one

night the faces of almost all such images
in the city were chipped, and desecrated

v ra Trpoawrra, Thucy. 6. 27.

w. even although its bulk be

not diminished: e.g., a hollow-cast idol

might be battered in without lessening

the idol is not dese

crated: It was held that these actions

might be done in a brief fit of anger, and

that the heathen might later change his

mind and worship the idol, seeing that

its form had received no permanent
damage from the indignities put upon
it. In the case mentioned in III. 4

Aphrodite s statue in the bath at Akko
the dishonouring actions were done habit

ually and permanently.
D^EOrn . but the Wise : The Halakha

supports the Wise. Two views were held

as to the reason of the difference between
Rabbi and the Wise, (i) that they differ

only about cases where the idol was sold

or pawned to another heathen, and that
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(5) In what manner can one desecrate an idol ? By cutting
off the tip of its ear or nose or finger, by battering it even

although its bulk be not diminished it is desecrated. But by
spitting in its face, making water before it, dragging it about, or

casting dirt upon it, behold ! the idol is not desecrated. If one
sells or pawns it, Rabbi holds that it is desecrated, but the Wise
are of the contrary opinion.

(6) An idol abandoned by its worshippers in time of peace
is allowed, but if abandoned in time of war is forbidden. Kings
pedestals are allowed, because they set up the idol thereon only
when the kings are passing by.

(7) The following question was put to the Elders in Rome:
&quot;If God does not wish an idol to exist, why does He not

there is no doubt about its profanation
when sold to a Jew 5(2) that the differ

ence has regard also lo cases where the
sale was made to a Jew.

Afishna (6).

non?D. u&amp;lt;(jr : In time of war danger
may have caused the unwilling abandon
ment of the idol, which naturally is not

thereby profaned by its worshippers.

niN^pioa. pedestals : A plural from

Gk. /3w/t6j. It is however to be pointed
&quot;D3. Thus 1 and M (see crit. note)

re. id scr. pi. &quot;O3 ; and A points &quot;D3.

Compare nWDO 3 I. 7, and the note
&amp;lt;m D1D 3 III. 7. Hoffmann quotes
Tosephta f/uck. 46H), &quot;The pedestals
(niN^DIQ 3) which the heathen erected

during the time of the Persecution.&quot; and
tl that ftuubs has purposely been

transliterate I D1O*3 in order to imply
that it-, derivation is from &quot;Hnise

p3 -n*3) ofAbomination
&quot;(DIE r.v: .

or &amp;lt; ik. fju iffm, defilement).
nrnN. The Mil.je, of the

pr&amp;lt;.noun is

of course mi rmaj? understood.

onaiy Dota-ii&quot;. only //,.,/ ///&amp;lt;

kings a- ,,|,,| j s , (
. ln .

ponurily
erected ..n the pedestal, nth.-r to

honour the royal procession, or perhaps
for the king to I, ,\\ to it. Julian the Apos-
tate is mentioned (Hoffmann, //,
tier Ahtrunn.

. u .j nj
, to tne

statue of Sin, a
niooi&amp;gt;-g,,d, erected at the

Ilarran. but in thiscaM- the statue
ua, a permanent one. The (Jem. (5^ )

remaiks in explanation of the Minima

that the king may perhaps go by a
different street, and consequently the
statue may not be worshipped. I can
cite no passage illustrating the temporary
erection of statues on permanent pedestals
by the road-side. Images figured as a

regular feature of royal pageants, but
were usually carried in the procession ;

e.g., in that of Antiochus Epiphanes at

Daphne, of which Polybius (Hist. 31. 3)
writes, &quot;The number of images of the

gods it is impossible to tell ; for repre
sentations of every god or demigod or
hero were carried there.&quot;

Mishna (7).

was put to: Gem. 54
h

says
the question is put by &quot;The Philoso

phers.&quot; Notice the haggadic character
of this Mishna.

the Eldtrs: There are many
related concerning the famous

Journey of the Kldeis to Koine in 95 A.I).

Tlie Kldrrs were the Patriarch &amp;lt; l.imfiel II.

and K:ibl)i&amp;gt; Kl u/.ir lien A/.uv.i, Yr
ho&amp;gt;hua hen I lananya, and Aijiha. Thev
are ^.\\,\ to hive discoursed in Rome on
the theme that ( iod HiuiM-lf observes the

precepK of the Torah, whereas -\ human
king does not keep his own edicts. We
are told that a cynic mockingly put to
them the question, &quot;If (iod finished

making the world in six days, what did
II-- do afterwards?&quot; lie&quot; heat, H, ::

for the
impious,&quot; was the spirited reply.

Compare Krub. IV. i ; and
b / inn. (1003), I. 79 ff.

52
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CPKNAM.
i
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.

Traditional pronunciation thus in K.

T&quot;V1 1i1V&quot;l ^N DN. does not wish an
idol to exist : Less freely,

&quot; If He has

no will towards an idol.&quot;

&quot;the contents of a trodden wine-press.&quot;

Ancient Palestinian and Syrian wine-

and oil-presses are fully treated in the

t
i following articles : A. R. S. Kennedy in

ni7TD?1. and the planets \ Compare
note adfin. I. i.

Mishna (8).

J13 . a wine-press that has been

trodden: The phrase is elliptical for

Ency. Bib. IV. col. 5311; Macalister in

Hastings, D. B. II. 32 ff. ; Bliss and

Macalister, Excav. p. 196 ff. ; see also

Eisenstein mf. XII. p. 533, s. v. Wine.
1 he normal press consisted, or two

troughs, hewn out of rock, at different

levels, and connected by a channel. The
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destroy it?&quot; They replied, &quot;If idolaters worshipped an object
not essential to the world, He would destroy the idol. But

behold ! they worship the Sun and the Moon and the Stars and
the Planets. Is He to destroy His world because of fools?&quot;

It was answered them,
&quot; Even if it be so, He ought to destroy

those objects which are not essential to the world and leave

those which it requires.&quot; They replied, &quot;Then would we but

confirm the worshippers of these things, in that they would

say Know ye that these be Gods, for behold ! these are not

destroyed.
&quot;

(8) One may purchase from a pagan a wine-press that has
been trodden, even although he was lifting grapes with his

hand and putting them on the heap : for the juice does not
become libation-wine until it descends to the vat. When it has
descended to the vat, that which is in the vat is prohibited,
but the rest is allowed.

upper trough (HJ) was larger in area but
follower than the lower (113, 15. II.

25. ) The grapes were trodden in the

upper trough, and the juice flowed down
to the vat below. It was left for first

fermentation in the vat, and then racked
off into amphorae (IV. 9) to be conveyed
to the cellars.

. on the heap : In this passage
the pile of grapes raised in the

centre of the trough for pressing. After
the first treading thc lmsks and stalks
were piled in a heap (niDH) in the centre,
and then submitted to further pre^ure l,y
means of weights (see article in Kncy.
Inh. for

illustrations).

&quot;|DJ i&quot;. I.ibation-~i&amp;gt;ine : Strictly the

phrase should denote only wine from
which a libation the outpouring of a
few drops consecrating it to .some gori
llas been made (Pauly. RttU-Ency. s.v.

IMnirf). In the Mishna, however, the

phrase COVen not only actual libation-
wine, but aUo any wine which a heathen
has touched, or lias had the opportunity
of touching xvlien in no danger of being
seen to do so by a Jew. in \\^ and
the following chapter it must be d.-.uly
Understood that the term &quot;libation-wme&quot;

has this technical meaning. Naturally it

was only wine from which lib.it ion h.i,

actually been poured, which conflicted
with the Jewish conscience. Hut the

offering of a libation was so easy and so

regular a practice amongst the idolatrous

peoples, Aryan and Semitic alike, that
the Mishna for the sake of precaution
deems it necessary to prohibit all wine
which a heathen can possibly have
handled. Vintage-time was a natural
occasion for making offerings to the

gods from the grapes and the new wine:
see 1 auly, Real-Ency. s.v. Vinalia.
Three jars of wine, the first fruits of three

vineyards, are mentioned as offered to

Bacchus and the Satyrs in .-/;////. Pal. VI.

44. Rouse, G. V. 0. p. 49, describes
a modern Greek consecration-feast for

harvest and vintage.

TG 1

? 1TL&quot; ny. /////// ^descends to the
rat: This is the tradition of the older
Mishna &amp;lt;n;VJ\X-| nrj B). Compare the
attitude shown in the rule permitting the
ust- of ripe grapes from which juice exudes,
II. 7 (see note). The later Mishna
(mnnK nrJ-O) teaches so says R.
Huna that a, toon us the juice begins to
How from the grapes it must l&amp;gt;e reckoned
to be libation-wine. (Cp. IV. o, the note
naan Dy.)

-ISLTM. Intt the rest:\.e. the con
tents of the upper trough. According to
tin- Minima i he juice m that trough is not

&amp;gt;et
reckoned wine, and so canno! i

libation wine, even although handled by
a heathen.
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Mishna (q).

DV. iji company with apagan:
The rules of this section are those of the

older Mishna (rOlfc^Kl &quot;D) ; those of the

later Mishna (perhaps that of Aqiba) are

recorded in a Baraita cited in Gem. 55
b

.

(i) The present Mishna holds that to

gather grapes with a pagan is forbidden,
because to do so would be to prepare the

common fruit of Palestine for the defile-

ment which the heathen s vessels would
afterwards cause ; and thus the laws of

Tithes and Firstfruits, which could not

be paid from the defiled grapes, would
be frustrated. The later Mishna does not

consider this a valid reason (i.e. in cases

where the fruit is the property of a

heathen resident in Palestine). It there-

fore permits grape-gathering with a pagan.

(
2

)
The Present Mishna allows tread

ing the press with a heathen because it

does not agree with R. Huna (see note

TVG? iy IV. 8), but holds that the juice

ought not to be regarded as wine until it

reaches the vat. Another possible reason

is that, when once the heathen has picked
the grapes himself and defiled them by
his vessels, the damage is done already ;

and the Jew aids no breach of law by
treading grapes for the defilement of

which he is not responsible. The later

Mishna follows R. Huna s opinion and

regards the juice as possibly libation-wine

the moment it begins to flow from the

grapes. It therefore prohibits treading
the press with a pagan.

(3) Both traditions agree in forbidding
assistance to be given to an Israelite, who
is not observing the proper methods,
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(9) It is permitted to tread the winepress in company with

a pagan, but not to gather grapes with him. With an Israelite

who is working in a state of ritual impurity one may neither

tread the press nor gather grapes ;
howbeit one may assist him

in conveying jars to and from the press.

With a baker, who is working in a state of ritual impurity,

one may neither knead nor roll dough ;
howbeit one may assist

him in conveying bread to the shop-keeper.

(10) In the case of a pagan found standing beside a vat of

wine, the wine is forbidden if he has a lien upon it
; but, if not,

it is allowed. If he has fallen into the vat and come out of it,

if he has measured it with a rod, or flicked a hornet out by
a rod, or if he has slapped with his hand the top of a frothing

jar instances of all these things have occurred, and they decided

either in picking or in pressing his grapes.
One may not help a transgressor to break
the Law.

hoivbeit one may assist

him in conveying: At this stage the

wine being already polluted, the mere

conveyance of the wine-jars to and lima
the press involved no further transgression
of the Law.
nV3n. jars : The JV3n was a large

jar, usually earthenware, with a swelling

body tapering towards the bottom. It

could thus be sunk into holes in the cellar

floor. Many varieties both of solids and

liquids were stored in it (Krengel, I/ans-

Xft;it, p. 48). As it was smaller than the

DIIS^Q (TrWos, (folium) we may consider
it to be the (ik. and Roman amphora.
It is a vessel still in regular use amongst
Kastern peoples.
Dinna. With a baker : Vi\-

which, like the present, interrupt the main
theme, remind one that the Mishnaic
material was long preserved unwritten.
Such passages are in fact mnemonic aids,

ii the principle of the association
of idea-

; see Si rack, AY;//, p. 21. A more

striking case than the present is found in

Yoma 1 1.
;.

MiJina (10).

vby mte b C&quot; DK. if he has a lien

upon it: When the wine has been

pledged to the heathen as a surety, it is

to be feared that he may take liberties

with it, and handle it as though it were
his own possession. Compare IV. 12.

!&quot;6yi . and come out of it : Gem.
40&quot;&quot;

says that if he got out alive he would

give a thank-offering to his gods; and
then the wine would have to be totally

prohibited and not partially, as the Wise
here decree. Accordingly it concludes that

i&quot;6y implies that he was taken out dead.

The verb i&quot;Oy is therefore usually trans

lated by a passive &quot;been brought up,&quot;
so

Maimonides ; Hoffmann, Strack (heraus-

gezogen warden) ;
but Krviger (wieder

herausgekommen). I suspect that the

( lemaia .s explanation is a later refinement

invented to meet the &quot; thank-otiei-ing
&quot;

objection, which was not taken into con

sideration by the authors of the Mishna ;

and the translation of n?y has been

forced to fit the Talmud. At least I can

lind no parallel for this passive sense of

!~6y. The Wise forbid the wine not en

tirely but partially, i.e. only for drinking,
because it was by an unintentional act

that the pagan touched it.

RDDJD. if he has slapped with his

hand: f!EG, 1 iel, &quot;to slap with palm
of hand.&quot; The wine-jars appear to have

been at lir.st left open in order to ferment,

and the opening was slapped to prevent

any los- when the liquid effervesced.
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Shim*en permittedit ;

i.e., even for drinking (see crit. note).
The Halakha does not support him.

ITKOni. they permitted the wine:

i.e., even for drinking.

Mishna (n).

prepares in accordance with
ritual purity : Wine owned by a heathen

must not be used by Jews, unless a Jew
saw it prepared in such fashion that no
idolater had been able either to handle it

or to pour a libation from it, cp. IV. 8,

note
&quot;]D3 P*

1
. Heathen wine, prepared

without being kept under Jewish obser-

vation, was not only forbidden for use

but was also levitically unclean (Gem.
3O

b
). Hence, in order to denote the

proper precautionary treatment of heathen
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that the wine is to be sold
;
Rabbi Shim on, however, permitted

it. If the pagan lifted up the jar in a passion and flung it into

the vat this has happened, and they permitted the wine.

(n) When a man prepares in accordance with ritual purity

wine belonging to a heathen and leaves it under his control in

a house opening on to a public place if this occurs in a city in

which dwell heathen and Israelites, it is permitted ;
but in a

city with a population exclusively heathen, it is forbidden until

he puts a watchman in charge. It is not necessary for the

watchman to sit watching it
;
even although he goes out and in,

the wine is permitted. Rabbi Shim on ben El azar holds that

heathen premises are to be deemed identical.

(12) When a man prepares in accordance with ritual purity

wine belonging to a pagan and leaves it under his control, and

the latter gives him a writing to the effect,
&quot;

I have received

from you the money,&quot; then the wine is allowed. But if the

Israelite desires to remove the wine and the pagan refuses to

let it go unless forehand money is given this once happened
at Beth-Shan and they prohibited the wine.

wine intended for Jewish use, the Mislmu
uses the word

&quot;iHDj
i.e., &quot;to keep

levitically clean
&quot;

see Hoffmann ad loc.

Even when this method has been followed,
further precaution, according to this

Mi.shna, is necessary in towns without

Jewish resident &amp;gt;.

FTinSn JV33. a house opening on

to : Although the Adj. has the Article,
the Noun is probably indefinite see

Segal, Grain, p. 19; and for U. H.

examples Ges.-Kaut/.sch 126* -*. The

Adj. i.s emphatic, limiting the range of

the substantive, and with the Art. is

equivalent to a qualifying rcl.uive clause.

~in?D. // is permitted: The heathen,
it is presumed, would not run the risk of

being seen to defile the wine. It is how
ever necessary that the jar be one which
\\ M closed and M-a u-d.

N*n nnX. arc deemed identical: The
(luestion at iue is the treatment of wine

(in a puiely p.igan town) which has been
storrd !))

its heathen owner in the premises
of some other heathen. K. Shim on holds
that in such a case it makes no difference

whose root n is under, and that a watch

man is always necessary. The Wise
differ, demanding a watchman only when
the wine is under its owner s control.

The Halakha agrees with R. Shim on.

Mishna (12).

/ have received: Notice
that in this legal phrase the older Ilith

pael form appears, and not the usual
M. H. Xithpael; cp. however crit. note.

1&quot;1DJO . they prohibited the wine : In
the former case, where the payment for

storage has been made and ac know I edged,
the wine naturally will be treated as

wholly the property of the Israelite; in

nd case, the heathen may regard
it as his own (since the Israelite is un

willing to pay the money) and may touch
the wine, thus making it libation-wine.

In this latter case the wine is, as it

were, in pledge with the heathen as

security until payment is made for its

: and its prohibition follows the

principle observed in the case of the
heathen standing beside the wine \. it,

IV. 10.



EXCURSUS i

ON THE WORSHIP OF D^1p-|D, Merqolis (IV. l)

The Talmud Babli does not seem to be acquainted with actual

Hermeion shrines, for it supposes the stones of the cairn to be the

Hermeion or Merqolis itself. No doubt by the D^lpID of the Mishna
was meant the square Hermes-image, around which the stones were

heaped up by its worshippers. This seems manifest from IV. 2, 3.

Compare further Sanh. 6ob and 64*.

On the worship of these wayside statues, the scholiast to Odyssey
1 6. 471 writes:

( Ep/xaios Ao&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;os.)
6 o-wpos r&v \i6uv eV rats 68015

ep/xatW ovofjid^fraL TO. yap cr^/xeta ruv Pto/xaiW ^uXian/ ep/xaiot&amp;gt;9
Ao&amp;lt;ou?

KaXovcnv oQev KOL TOVS
di&amp;gt;0pa&amp;gt;7rou? a^pi rov vvv ets TI/XT)V Ep/xoi; Kara

TOVS OOOT;?, Sta TO TOI^ Oeov eti/at rovrov
KaOrj-yefJLOva KOL tTTiTpOTrov r&amp;lt;Sv

7ri8r)fj.ovvT(i)v, &amp;lt;T&amp;lt;apov&amp;lt;s
TTOLCLV XtOw KOL Stayovras Trpoo-^aAAciv Xt^ou?, /cat

TOVTOVS KaXeu/ ep/xaiovs Xo^ous. For illustrations of a &quot;

Merqolis,&quot;

found in Palestine, and a reference to this passage, and to III. 7, see

the Palest. Exploration Fund Statement, 1885, PP- I0 I2
&amp;gt;

anc^ Conder,

Syrian Stone-lore, p. 265. On Dolmens etc. see Spoer in ZATW,
Heft 4, 1908.

EXCURSUS 2

ATTITUDE OF THE JEWS TOWARDS SCULPTURE

(IV. 5 note; cp. III. 13)

Modern Jewish historians are on the whole agreed that the law

(Exod. 2o4
,
Deut. 5

8

) against making images of living creatures was

not absolute (see Kaufmann, Gesammelte Schriften, I. 87 ff.)
1

. Josephus,

however, represents the making of such images as altogether contrary

1 See in general, for the ancient period, Benziner \nJ.E. II. 138 140 ; for later

times, Kohler mJ.E. II. 141 143, and Abrahams, fewish Life, 27 ff., 146, 147, 220.
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to Jewish principle e.g. Ant. 18. 3. i
&quot; ...whereas our Law forbids us

the very making of images
&quot;

; cp. Ant. 1 7. 6. 2 and this is supported for

the Roman period, when the worship of statues was so prevalent, by
the

absence of human figures on Jewish coins, and the fact that not a single

statue of a Jewish worthy has either been recorded in literature or

revealed by excavation. Ancient signet rings were often decorated with

the design of a human figure. A Baraitha (A.Z. 43
b
)
runs : &quot;A signet

ring with a figure in relief may be used for sealing but may not be

worn &quot;

(because the impression made by the seal would be sunk) ;

whilst for the contrary reason &quot;a signet ring with the figure sunk

in may not be used for sealing but may be worn.&quot;

This distinction between relievo and intaglio persisted throughout

Jewish history (Shulhan Arukh, Yore De a, cxli.). Consequently em

broideries, woven with figures, and wall-paintings were allowed even for

use in synagogues. It was specially wrong to fashion as a group the

creatures of Ezekiel s vision (Ezek. i.).
Nor might figures of the

Cherubim be copied ;
for their presence in the Temple was a reason

against imitating them, not a precedent to be followed (Mekhilta,

Yithro Xadfin
-).

Other figures of living creatures
1

excepting human beings might

be made even in relief, cp. Jewish coins. Moreover the prohibitions

applied, with a few exceptions, to whole and not to mutilated statues :

see the note 2
ruTN ?&o p. 66 ; and cp. III. 2, 3.

Whatever may have been the exact bearing of the law on this

subject, the importance of artistic representations, first in the service

of the pagan gods, and later in the worship of the mediaeval Christian

Church, made it natural that the Jews should be antagonistic to this

branch of human skill. Undoubtedly their attitude was based on

religious scruples, not on any natural inability to appreciate the beauty

of statues or paintings ;
and in modern times there has been a con

siderable development of these arts amongst the Jews. (See additional

note, Appendix III.)

1 Kmblems of objects neither animal nor human were frequently made from an

early period cp. the shekels of Simon, the first Jew to obtain minting rights. See,

regarding the ^hip-, depicted on his Mausoleum, I Mace- 13*9.

2 The st;itciiK-iit there made is supported by Shulhan Arukh, Yore De a, cxli.,

7-
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Mishna (i).

If aIf a man hires * i.e.

heathen hires an Israelite,&quot; Rashi.

&quot;inD 1&quot;O^. the wages are allowed:

According to Baraithas (Gem. 65
b
), this

rule is to be interpreted as follows : It

holds good (i) When the forbidden work
is done after the ordinary day s labour
is over,

(ii) When the labourer is paid
for each several jar transported ; for in

^^ case ^e can deduct from his pay the

amount given for such jars as contained
libation-wine.

But when he is hired for piece-work
(e.g. given so much for 100 jars), if even
one jar contained libation-wine, the wages
for the whole transaction must be utterly

prohibited.

s -j- T n &amp;lt;fr nding :Uten\\y &quot;to sit.

On the form, see note
&quot;pv

I. 4. It was
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(1) If a man hires a labourer to assist him in working with

libation-wine, the labourer s wages are prohibited ;
but if he hired

him to assist in some other piece of work, even although he

told him to transfer a jar of libation-wine from one place

to another, the wages are allowed. If a man hires an ass to

carry libation-wine, the hire of the ass is prohibited ;
but if he

hired it for riding, even although he should lay his wine-flask

upon it, the hire is allowed.

(2) If libation-wine has fallen upon grapes, one must wash

them and then they are allowed unless they were burst, in

which case they are forbidden. (If libation-wine has fallen on

figs or on dates, they are forbidden if a distinct flavour of the

wine is imparted to them.)

It happened in the case of Boethos son of Zonin that he

conveyed dried figs in a ship and a jar of libation-wine was

to be expected that the heathen would DJJD }ni33. If a distinct flavour of
take a supply of wine and food for the the icine is imported to than: &quot;The

journey ;
but the hire paid for the beast sentence is literally ; If there is in them

would be the same whether such pro- (wine) to the amount of (2) adding a

visions were taken or not. Obviously tin- flavour. The 3 is that ased in measures
II unlike that of hiring for the of

&amp;lt;ju;mtity, cp. Kelim 111. i

&quot;

thus

purpose of carrying wine vessels. Hoffmann. Hut Segal, p. 51, says it is

3 &amp;lt;:&amp;lt;M-n(i&amp;lt;it- and compares Ned. VI. 6 :

Mishna (2). i lullin VII. 4. Contrast the same pome
burst -.-ll the skins were

m * *hcrc
.

llu 3 * &amp;lt;-

broken, the libation-wine would penetrate ^V ,
&quot;. **/&quot;&quot;

J
*&quot;?

!
~

into the grapes. The Tj., ,/ /, ., forlu.U
[ hls l &quot; L tI &quot; s l * /&quot;&quot; &quot; was ^&quot;lently

also grapes which have been ton from
&quot; &quot;

,&quot;

IU &quot; l

1

t

,

hc Boethusian ^-ct a variety

the stalk, and are consequently in a mo,st
(

,
!

hc S l 1( l

7
;in i:irl

&amp;gt;

so
,

calle
r
d fr

?
m

condition (cp. P. 34 ).

11T &amp;gt;ncslly
t&amp;lt;)UI &quot; i

r
r 1^thos

;

^ this

^
r and other pa-a^es ihow him to have Ixren

HDM~~/B)f If it has fallen imparted a men h;mt disiinguished by his piety.
ttt them : These words, bracketed in the Compare I .ak Met;. V. 3; where he is

text, are probably a later addit.on, ie nu-niioned as one who in the conduct of
erit. note. On D^ND see Low, Aram. his business eon&amp;gt;ult&amp;gt; the Kabl-K u-arding
/y/nw;. p. .jo.o ff., and the note T\\V H133 doubtlul points and follows their decision.
I. 5- On D lOn Low, op. cit. pp. i ni&quot;lini. dried fas : See Low, op.

123. tit. p. 392. Why should these be allowed,
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and the figs mentioned in the preceding
sentence be forbidden? Gem. 65

b ex-

plains that the ruling turns on the question
whether the taste of the article to which
the flavour is added is thereby improved
or not see following note. The ordinary
figs were not harmed by the libation-

wine
;
but Boethos dried figs were made

insipid by it, and therefore were not

prohibited.

HT. The general rule is :-
formula is frequently used in Rabbinic

writings to introduce a general rule after
. ,

the citation of special instances. ;?3 ,

&quot;general,&quot;
is the opposite of BIB, &quot;par-

ticular.&quot;

Here the general rule is (i) to prohibit,
where the taste of the article to which
the flavour is added is not spoilt thereby,
or is even improved ; e.g. libation-wine

coming in contact with burst grapes.

(ii) to permit, where the taste is spoilt ;

e.g. vinegar on beans; or Boethos figs;
or honey, ^ITn II. 7.

tfWOrOP 7D. which receives any
advantage : It is difficult to be sure of
the exact construction in this formula.

Perhaps, &quot;Everything, which has any
part p&amp;gt;

o f its advantage (in^it) derived
from

( 3&amp;gt; instrument) its state of having
an added flavour (DVD JJIUJ.&quot; DJ?E jma
denotes here the particular class of things
io
,.
whlch a forbl^den flavour has been

ad^d
; 5

T

n
^are

P,

r
Yl?&quot;

s nOt
^:
DV
? l

n &quot;

in this Mishna. TflXan implies that the

flavour is a pleasant one.

B s reading 1DN3n&? is retained by
Goldschmidt in the text of his edition

of Tb.

fD^ia. pounded beans-. Compare
Pe a. VIII. 3 ; Low, op. cit. p. 312, ad

Jin. The Gemara says that the mashed
beans are allowed only if they were hot
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smashed and fell upon them. He referred the matter to the

Wise and they decided to permit the figs.

The general rule is : Everything, which receives any

advantage through coming into the category of &quot; the added

flavour,&quot; is forbidden
; everything, which receives no advantage

through coming into that category, is allowed for example

vinegar falling on pounded beans.

(3) Jars of wine, which a pagan was conveying from one

place to another in company with an Israelite, are allowed,

provided the wine can be assumed to have been kept in watch.

But if the Israelite notified the pagan of his intention to absent

himself, &amp;lt;the wine is forbidden&amp;gt; if sufficient time elapsed for the

pagan to bore a hole, stop it up again, and for the sealing clay

to become dry Rabban ShinYon ben Gamliel says,
&quot;

sufficient

time for the pagan to broach the jar, close it up again, and for

the jar to become
dry.&quot;

when the vinegar fell on them. Of course

the vinegar in question is vinegar which
has been made from libation-wine, II. 3.

Mishna (3).

H3. Jars: The 13 (/cdSoj, cadus}

was a vessel of the same shape as the

rP3n (IV. 9 note) but smaller. In I lab.

Kam. III. i 13 and JV3n appear to be
used synonymously.
IDHC En npTPQ. can be assumed to

have been kept in watch: HpTfl means

&quot;assumption,&quot; &quot;supposition.&quot;
Note the

passive sense of l^JRK^n, &quot;that which

has been guarded.&quot; Attention may be

called to the interesting examples of social

and commercial cooperation between Jews
and heathen, which are afforded by this

chapter. Certainly the antipathy on both

sides cannot have been so deep as has
often be -n supposed.
lymn DX . // the Israeli te notified :

When the period of absence is not stated,

the heathen has to (ear lest he be sur

prised by the return of the Jew. It is

therefore- presumed that he will fear to

touch the wine, which accordingly is al

lowed. The cases which follow (Mishnas
4, 5) are decided on the same principle.

I&quot; 13. if sufficient time elapsed \~
Notice how elliptical is the language of

this passage. We have to supply the
words &quot;the wine is only forbidden when

the period of absence was&quot; before

&quot;V H3, &quot;for so long as.&quot;

to bore a hole: Krengel,
hi dcr Misnah, p. 50, writes,

&quot;The closure was effected by means of
a lid (Deckel) which was sunk in on the

inside, and was convex on the top, like

our own lids. The same is true of the

clay lid (nBIJO) on the jars used for the

preservation of wine. This clay lid ended
at the top in a handle and was usually
made to adhere to the vessel with clay
or chalk

; whereby a perfect closure was
made.&quot;

and for the scaling clay to be-

:3l\l\ is Impf. Kal from 333,
a verb intransitive in Kal, &quot;to become

dry&quot;(Jastrow,I)alman). Itssubject there
for,- is not &amp;lt;l133n (the pagan), the subject

of the preceding verbs DlJ&quot;lC
M and D1HDV

but a phrase, not expressed in the text,
which would denote the material used
tor i Dealing the jar. I therefore supply
in the tiaiislation the words &quot;the sealing

clay&quot;
to represent the subject which the

Hebrew omits, but implies. Similarly
in the parallel case of 23 HI in the fol

lowing sentence, the subject is not that

of the verbs nnD and C^3\ but the
feminine noun rP3n!&quot;l (the jar).

101K pyB&amp;gt;. SKm o* says : K. Shi
m on and the Tanna, who is the author of
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the anonymous Mishna, differ as to the new cover for the jar. Mere patching
difficulty of fully concealing the hole was not enough.
pierced in the jar s cover, whether made (b] But with the chalk covering there

with clay or with chalk (see note DIJl^
1

* would be no visible difference between

p. 79). the new and old; for both were white.

Thus, (a) the mark made by piercing Still R. Shim on holds that the mark would

clay and filling the hole with new clay be seen on the under surface when the

shows clearly in the difference of colour jar was opened ;
so again he says that

between the old and new material. R. the wine is prohibited only if the heathen
Shim on holds that the heathen in this had time to substitute a new cover.

case needed time to substitute an entire The Wise agree with Shim on as regards
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(4) If a man leaves his wine on a waggon or a boat, and

himself has taken a short cut or entered the town and bathed,

the wine is allowed. But if he notified the pagan of his in

tention to absent himself, &amp;lt; the wine is forbidden &amp;gt; if sufficient

time elapsed for the pagan to bore a hole, stop it up again, and

for the sealing clay to become dry Rabban Shim on ben Gamliel

says, &quot;sufficient time for the pagan to broach the jar, close it up

again, and for the jar to become
dry.&quot;

If a man leaves a pagan in his shop, even although he is

going out and in, the wine is allowed. But if he has notified

the pagan of his intention to absent himself, &amp;lt; the wine is for

bidden &amp;gt; if sufficient time elapsed for the pagan to bore a hole,

stop it up again, and for the sealing clay to become dry
Rabban Shim on ben Gamliel says, &quot;sufficient time for the

pagan to broach the jar, close it, and for it to become
dry.&quot;

(5) If an Israelite was eating a meal at table along with

a pagan, and placed wine-flasks on the table and a wine-flask on

the side-table, and if he then left the pagan and went out, that

(#), but not as regards (b). In both cases,

however, the Halakha supports Shim on.

Mishna (4).

n^EDl IK
|1&quot;lp3-

on a waggon or a
boat : i.e., wine of an Israelite on a

waggon or boat managed by heathens.

Tim Mishna records further occasions

when heathen are left in charge of wine-

in the absence of the Jewish watchman
needed to guarantee its preservation from

contracting legal impurity. Compare the

notes on the previous Mishna.

Miskua (5).

IDy ?D1N. eating a meal with a

Opinion was very strong against
:i lew partaking food with a heathen.

Cp. KohK-r, j.E. iv. 600 ,
s.v. /&amp;gt;/,/;

Bonk ol Jubilees 22 6
; Acts 1 1 ; (Jal. i 13

.

leared that the close familiarity of

partaking meals in common might foster

intermarriage. This was the reason given
for the interdiction of heathen bread, oil,

etc. (I I.
(&amp;gt;).

It
i&amp;gt;, however, to U- inlerird

from this Mishna that these loinnion
meals must frequently have ocruned.

Several edicts were issued l.y the m-di-
a -v.d (,hurch councils forbidding common

meals bet ween Jews and Christians, e.g. by
the Synod of Elvira (305 A. D.), Canon 50,
&quot;Si quis clericus vel fidelis cum Judaeis
cibum sumpserit, placuit eum a communi-
catione abstineri, ut debeat emendari.&quot;

1*3*3^ . wine-flasks : The JA (Latin,

lagena) was an earthenware one-handled

jug, with swelling body and broad mouth
but long narrow neck. It was usually

employed for holding wine, and served

the purpose of the modern decanter. In

this connection cp. Horace, Sat. 2. s. 4 i

&quot;imi convivae lecti nihilum nocuere la-

genis.&quot; A sesterce in an empty lagena

says &quot;Kish-kish,&quot; according to Bab. Mec.

85**, i.e. &quot;empty vessels make most sound.&quot;

p3Vnn. the ^de-table\1^ Del-

phica nit-iisa
(*pD7VlJ

was a round table

supported by three legs, and used com

monly as a side-table lor holding extra

dishes and \sine
-Ma^&amp;lt; -us, or for the display

of plate. Illustrations are given in

Darembeig el Saglio, Diet. Anfiq. s.v.

M,-nsa (cp. Maitial 12. 66. 7 ; Cic. Verr.

.4.
:o. iji). A full description of the

ancients banquet is given in Becker,
Callus. The guests reclined on com IM ^

(t&amp;gt; illinium} around three sides i&amp;gt;t a nu
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tral table (the jrD6? of the Mishna) from himself from the extra provisions set out
which the food was partaken. Naturally on the side-table. The Mishna s decision
it would be unusual for a guest to help is based on this assumption.
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which is on the table is prohibited ;
and that which is on the

side-table is allowed. But if he said to the pagan
&quot; Mix the

wine and drink !
,&quot;

then also that which is on the side-table is

prohibited.

Open jars are prohibited ;
sealed ones &amp;lt; also are pro

hibited &amp;gt; if sufficient time elapsed for the pagan to broach

the cask, close it up again, and for the jar to become dry.

(6) When a foraging-troop of pagans has entered a town,

in time of peace open jars are prohibited but sealed ones are

allowed
;

in time of war both sorts are allowed, because there

is then no leisure to make the wine libation-wine.

(7) Jewish artisans, to whom a pagan has sent a jar of

libation-wine for their wages, are at liberty to say to him,
&quot; Give

us its value in cash
&quot;

;
but they may not do so, after it has

entered into their possession.
If in selling his wine to a pagan a man has specified the

price before measuring out the wine, the price paid is allowed
;

but it is prohibited, if he measured out the wine before specifying
the price. If he has taken a funnel and measured wine into

3T1D. mix the wine: The guests
mixed their wine with water to suit their
own taste. It was felt that after the free

invitation to partake, a guest might feel

himself at liberty to select a wine even
from the side-table. The ancients regu
larly diluted their wines with water before

drinking. To imbibe undiluted wine was
the mark of a drunkard ! Hence, although
3TD means literally &quot;mix,&quot; it implies
&quot;fill your cup,&quot;

&quot;drink.&quot; Cp. Lat.

miscere, and see further Becker, Gallits,

p. 128, n. 7.

Mishna (6).

~]D3 . to make libation-wine; i.e., to
turn the wine into libation- wine, either

through tin- formal pouring of a few
dn&amp;gt;p&amp;gt;,

in libation to a god, or through the mere
fact of its being touched by a heathen,
see note IV. S. In the haste of war time,
it is

j.
resumed that the soldiers, anxious

only to
&amp;lt;|iieiuh

their thirst, would drink
without stopping to desecrate the wim- in

the jars in either of the ways mentioned
above. What they left in the jars was
therefore permitted.

Mishna (7).

nD3Drj !9. after it has entered

into their possession : After they had ac

cepted the wine as payment, money taken
in exchange for it had to be reckoned as

the proceeds of selling libation-wine, and
was therefore rigidly forbidden.

&quot;IV pDQ. if a man has specified
the price before : If the Jewish vendor
named the price and it is accepted, the

sale is virtually complete. But if at this

moment the wine is in the Jew s vessels,

it is still allowed ; and payment for its

sale may therefore be accepted by him.

vb? &quot;iy 110. if he measured out thf

wine before : The converse of the pre
vious case. When once the wine has

been measured into the heathen s vessels,

it must be regarded as possibly libation-

wine. If, however, the price has not yet
been agreed upon, the sale cannot be said

to have taken place, since the heathen
can refuse to pay the amount for which
he may be asked. But the wine has

become forbidden by contact with the

heathen s vessels, and the Jew may no

longer accept money for selling it.

6 2
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nn G&quot;.
i pD3jnD^()K. i in^m M] ^n^ &quot;?3

CPKNAHGIO.

p fKcn N.
i ^ijon] I^D H.

1^] add p G&quot;.
|

I0

pD1N1 Bp
CPNAGio.] |^DK1 BK: T|DK

fe CPKNAHGio.
| ^inC^ (twice) H] in^ BBPM :

|nK&amp;gt;

CPKA: XIH^ here, but

below N.
|

a pagaris vessel; The
i m i

n-
a
t 5 ^ a ^Ving

a swelling body and narrow neck, cp.
II Kings 2 20 .

nnDy. a drop of wine-. HDSr, con-
. -*^M ,V , ft

struct
n5|I&amp;gt;,

means &quot;something left.

behind, &quot;dregs.&quot;
The variant reading

n?pr would also mean either (i) &quot;sedi-

merit&quot; (Jastrow), or (2) &quot;a trace&quot; (Tj.,

cp. Hosea 68
). The heathen s vessel, into

which the funnel was inserted, doubtless

contained traces of libation-wine from the

previous filling. Therefore, because the
unbroken stream of wine passing from the

upper to the lower vessel was regarded
as forming a connection between the two

(Gem. 72
a
), any drop left in the funnel

must be regarded as libation-wine. This

drop, mingling with the wine in the Jew s

vessel, contaminated its whole contents

(
^ notes d

. .

}

WDD JTW? OK. that from which he

poured-. It would seem unquestionable
fhat the wine in the upper vessel, which

belongs to the Jew, should be allowed;
but trouble is caused by the principle
that the unbroken falling stream estab-

lished a connection. This difficulty could

be overcome (so Gem. 72
b
) by a special

method of pouring. The liquid must
be poured into the lower vessel with a

jerking motion, so as to prevent the wine
from falling in a continuous stream. Thus
no connection would be made between
the clean and the unclean vessel.
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a pagan s vessel, and thereafter into that of an Israelite, the

wine of the latter is forbidden if in the funnel a drop of wine had

been left. When a man is emptying wine from one vessel into

another, that from which he poured is allowed, but that into

which he poured is forbidden.

(8) Libation-wine is prohibited and the slightest quantity

causes prohibition where wine is mixed with wine, or water

with water, the slightest quantity prohibits ;
where wine is mixed

with water, or water with wine, a distinct flavour must be im

parted to cause prohibition. This is the general rule : where

a species is mixed with the same species, the least quantity

causes prohibition : where a species is mixed with a different

species, a distinct flavour must be imparted to cause prohibition.

(9) The following are prohibited and the slightest quantity

of them causes prohibition : libation-wine; an idol
;
skins having

Mishna (8).

D2. the slightest quantity:
Literally, &quot;by any (amount) which it is&quot;;

by any (even the least) quantity. The

phrase below inJ Ol
(6One&amp;gt;,

HO, 3) lit.

&quot;by
whatever it be,&quot; has the same force.

p2 p*. wine mixed with wine : i.e.

libation-wine mixed with ordinary winr.

No matter how small the relative propor
tion, even I in 1000, of forbidden wine

in the mixture, all is prohibited. See,

however, the notes on V. 9, 10.

D*D* . or water: As a rule libation

was made with wine; but in certain cases

water and diluted honey were used,

i&amp;gt;7]&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;d\ioi
dvffiai. See Lex. s.v.

vrj&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;d\ios.

These latter libations were used by the

(irecks chiefly in the cult of the Kumeni-

des, and the deities of the Under-world ;

but also in that of the Nymphs and
Mu&amp;gt;e&amp;gt;. For the use of water in libation

(i) to evoke Shades, cp. Homer, od. u.
2.X ; (2) to the Kumenides, cp. Sophocles,
O. C. 481 ff. and 100, where see J ebb s

1 In- oldest form of libation appear-, to

have been m.ide with blood, cp. 1

50 , where the \\ine libatinn is

described as at/ia &amp;lt;rra#i&amp;gt;X7?5.
1 &amp;gt;a\ id

poured out the water drawn from the

well at Bethlehem as a libation, II Sam.

jni32 a distinct flavour must

lh imparted to cause prohibition : Con
trast the previous note V. 2. Here the

3 is best regarded as 3 iwtrumtnti ;

literally, &quot;(causes prohibition) by adding
a flavour.&quot; Note that the addition of 3
to the phrase DVD jm3 has not robbed

of its participial force.

3
6 - 7. (See further Spoor,/.-/ / //

, iuoX,
lelt 4, p. 2 7 8 f.)

^un nt. J his is the general rule:

The Halakha holds that this rule applies

(i) to wine or water into which libation-

wine, or libation-water has been poured,
however slight be the admixture, (z) simi

larly to ?3l?, produce requiring to pay

the tithe. (Note, the case of a jar of

libation-wine mixed with jars of ordinary
wine is differently treated, see note V. 9.)

But all other forbidden articles be the

mixture that of like with like species, or

of like with unlike -cause prohibition

only when they impart a distinct flavour

to that wherewith they are mixed. In

the case of like mixing with like, where

properly speaking a new flavour cannot

be imparted, it is reckoned that pro
hibition is incurred when the forbidden

element constitutes ,,
th of the total bulk.

In some instance-, however, an even
.smaller proportion suffices, see Orla II. i .

Mis/ina (9).

I
TIDX As. The following are pro-

hil ite,/: Thi^ li^t i- o-mposed of things
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rnujn. ^rnr
rnimn

nyb&amp;gt;i jTiftp nstf!

nn mnn ^n^tr p^ni n^Mtan
: / TT~;T -; ;

v \ :

-..-..-

0)

nns-?^ aftf

after 3^n3 MC&quot;.
| nQVI CG.ii, actually with scr. pi. niD^I BBP

:

NM: ns^i PA.
i -^] ny^i P.

I nSnt^Dn n^y^i] om. CPKNAHMGIO,

cancelled by first hand G.
|

2
|nD1Sl] jniDNI (!) M -

I

2ol?32 P] ^3 CKNAHGio.

Bp omits.
| -)3D*] &quot;O1D&quot;

P: IW NH.
| n33^] N omits: ^ CPAHK(ms.) :

K(punct.).
| Q&amp;gt; GIO] 12 J*&amp;gt;1^

CPK.

H3] BP . wnile not giving a consecutive quotation of this Mishna, records the Gemara

upon it, in which words from the Mishna are cited.
| nnDTC^j K points

CA.
i nnaao] rnpjmo N.

i

which were not only (a) prohibited for all

use, but which also (ti)
were of such a

nature that they were counted as separate
units (e.g. jars of wine) and not treated

in the mass (e.g. flour), cp. OtU, &amp;gt;W,

The repetition of the phrase JH1DX IPS
at the end of this Mishna is intended to

emphasise the fact that the list includes

only such things as combine both the

conditions above mentioned (Gem. 74
a
).

Things which are treated not as units but

in the mass cause prohibition only when

they impart an advantageous flavour.

Qiddush. II. 9, gives a similar list.

&quot;|D3 p. libation-wine : It follows

from what has been said in the previous
note that

&quot;]D3 \&quot;
here means &quot;a jar of

libation-wine,&quot; mixed with other jars

containing clean wine. It was felt, how
ever, that the absolute prohibition of

this Mishna conflicted with the principle

(&quot;let
him cast

the profit thereof into the Sea of
Salt&quot;)

see R. Shim on ben Gamliel s words V. 10;

and cp. Gem. 49
b
, 7i

b
, 74

a
. The problems

raised by this difficulty were complicated ;

and the final decision of the Halakha
seems to have been as follows : Rabbi
Yehuda ha-Nasi held that in the case of

a jar of libation-wine mixed with clean

jars R. Shim on ben Gamliel s view is

correct, i.e. one must deduct the value

of the forbidden jar, and throw that

&quot;into the Salt Sea&quot;; and the rest of

the wine may then be sold to heathen.

But in the case of libation-wine being

actually mingled with clean wine (the
case considered by V. 8), Rabbi Yehuda
held that R. Shim on was wrong in treat

ing the matter in the same manner. The
Halakha agrees with Rabbi Yehuda s

opinion except in regard to such

heathen wine as would generally not
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incisions at the animal s heart
;

the ox stoned to death
;
the

heifer whose neck is broken
;
the birds of a leper ;

the hair of

a Nazirite
;
the firstling of an ass

;
flesh seethed in milk

;
the

goat that is sent forth
;
and profane animals slaughtered in the

Temple-court behold! these are prohibited and the slightest

quantity of them causes prohibition.

(10) When libation-wine has fallen into the vat, the entire

contents are forbidden, and in such wise that no benefit may be

derived therefrom. Rabban Shim on ben Gamliel says,
&quot;

It may
all be sold to a pagan, excepting only the value of the libation-

wine which it contains.&quot;

(11) A stone wine-press, which a heathen has coated with

have libations poured from it (p** DJ&quot;ID) ;

in which case, the Halakha decides, one

may act according to R. Shim on s

principle (Gem. 74* adfin.}.
mi rnnjn. and an /&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;?/: In this

section
T&quot;y probably denotes an idol-

image. Maimonides says, &quot;an idolatrous

coin (denarius} mixed with other coins. ...&quot;

Compare III. 3, 9 passages treating of

questions about T&quot;y (idolatry), where
Rabbis Vose and Eli e/er hold it neces

sary merely to destroy the forbidden

proportion (as R. Shim on in V. 10), and
the Halakha follows their ruling.

P3137 rn~)iyi. skins having incisions

ut the animaTs heart : See note II. 3.

TpMfl &quot;MSn . the ox stoned to death :

See Exod. 2i 8
. The problem arises

when meat taken from such an animal
becomes mixed with ordinary meat.

nsny rtayi. the heifer whose neck
is broken : See Deut. 21 4.

y-ll IBVI . the birds of a leper :

Lev. 144-7, cp. Benzinger, Hebr. Archeol.

T &quot;W1 . the hair of a Nazirite :-
Numb. 6 8

,cp. Benzinger, op. cit. 361 f. and
Wellhausen, Arab. Ilcidentntnes, 122 ff.

llOn &quot;IBB . the firstling of an ass :

i.e., until it has been redeemed. Set
Exod.

13&quot;, .u- ; cp. Hen/.in^er, &amp;lt;&amp;gt;/.

fit.

384 f.

the separation of meat and milk foods.

Cp. Hullin VIII. i ;
and the (iemara

ad loc. Also Strack, Einl. 132 ff.

nbjTJ Cn nWl. the goat that is sent

fortli : The scape-goat, sent off to the

wilderness for Azazel on the Day of

Atonement, Lev. i622 . See the ritual

described in the Mishna-tractate Voma,
i.e. &quot;the Day&quot; of Atonement.

|vni . profane animals : Cp. Bab.
Kam. VII. 2, and the Minima-tractate

Hullin. The law is based on an inference

from Deut. i2 2off
-, which passage was

thought to permit the slaughter of animals

by private persons when at a distance

from the sanctuary, but to prohibit this

in Jerusalem itself.

Mishna (10).

&quot;II DN 1 ?3 . t)ie entire contents are for-
tnddcn : Cp. the note on ^D3 }&quot;

V. 8, 9.

Mishna
(

1 1 ).

Exod. 23-9, 34=6; Deut. i 4
-

. This thrice

repeated command of the Pentateuch is

the ba^U of all Rabbinic la\\ concerning

rmBTB&amp;gt; pKtr n: . A stone wine-press
which a heathen has coated: i.e., the

usual type of wine-press cut out of the

rock, see the note niDiy3 rU IV. 8.

The coating of pitch absorbed a little of

the forbidden wine, and consequently a

thorough cleansing was required to purify
it

;
in fact, a double cleansing by means

of water and ashes (Gem. 74**). This
second cleansing with ashes explains why
the- u-nu mJDO

(&quot;to scour,&quot; &quot;dry&quot;)
is

1. Finally some wine had to In-

poured into the vat to remove even the

odour of the pitch.
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|
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.

i

BpCPKNAGio. CPKNAGio; p Bp
.

G&quot;]

points

A wooden one . A wooden

press required more pitch and conse

quently absorbed more wine ; and this

took place to an even greater degree

when an earthen press (D&quot;in?^) was
used. The Halakha supports the Wise.

The wooden press was commonly used

in Egypt from the earliest age, but it

seems to have been rare in Palestine.

Probably it consisted of a large wooden

trough, raised above the ground, and
furnished with spouts through which the

grape juice flowed into jars placed be

neath to receive it.

An earthen press : The

prohibition here is due to the fact that

the wine penetrates the clay itself, cp.
the note ^&quot;Tin DIP! II. 3. Removal
of the pitch coating was therefore in

sufficient. These clay presses were usual

where rock presses could not be made,
and were formed by digging pits in the

soil, which were lined with cement and

finally coated with pitch. A fine specimen
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pitch, must be scoured and is then clean. A wooden one,

according to Rabbi s opinion, requires scouring, but the Wise

say that the pitch must be scraped off. An earthen press is

forbidden, even although the pitch has been scraped off.

(12) When a man buys utensils from heathen, those usually

cleansed by washing he must cleanse by washing ;
those cleansed

by hot water he must cleanse with hot water
;

those purified

by means of fire he must purify by fire. A spit or a gridiron

he must purify by fire
;

a knife, after he has polished it, is

then clean.

was found at Tell el Hesy by Bliss (A
Mound of runny Cities, 69 f.).

Mishna (\i).

L&quot;&quot;X *n vD. utensils: On this sub

ject, compare the Mishna-tractate Kelim ;

Lev. u32ff
; Numb, ^i

22
;
and Mark

74&quot;.

The articles in question in this Mishna
are articles of domestic use. On the

passage Mark 7, see Buchler in Expos.
Times, Oct. 1909 (criticised by Margo-
liouth, Expos. 7

//&amp;lt;.&amp;gt;,
March 1911).

T3DV he must cleanse by washing:
This treatment was to be applied to

of metal or glass not only af;er

they have been used by heathen for eating
or drinking, but also even when purchased
new. The immersion must take place in

not levs than 40 seahs of water (Gem. /5
b
).

7*yj\ he must cleanse T. &amp;gt;i(h hot 7. &amp;lt;ater :

This word denotes a process of immersion
in hot or boiling water. This process

removes any impure substances ingrained
in the vessels. It was required in the

case of such utensils as pots, pans, kettles,

etc. .

TIK3 pT1 he must purify byfire :

i.e., he must cleanse the utensils by the

use of intense
(&quot;

white
&quot; p

1

?) heat. This

method was required for those utensils

(other than pans and vessels for holding
fluids) which were used on the fire; e.g.

gridirons and spits. R. Mani says they
must be heated until the crust on them is

burnt away (Gem. 76
a
).

HDL&quot;, he has polished it : (a) If the

knife had no indentations in the blade,

by sticking it ten times into hard earth it

could be purified sufficiently to be used for

eating cold food. If needed for warm
food, it had to be whetted on a grindstone.

(If)
If the blade had indentations, it was

necessary to submit it to the proce^ of

cleansing by fire (Gem. 76
b
).





APPENDIX I

TERTULLIAN, &quot; DE IDOLOLATRIA&quot;

THE following is a summary of this treatise, written by Tertullian in

Carthage, circa 200 A.D.

CHAP. I : Wide scope of the word, Idolatry. Idolatry includes many

sins, such as fraud, adultery, drunkenness, vanity.

CHAP. II : Idolatry, regarded in a more limited sense, is specifically

the manifold methods of false worship.

CHAP. Ill : Origin and meaning of the name. &quot;The Devil introduced

into the world artificers of statues and images.&quot; Every
&quot; form &quot;

(cISos), every &quot;little form &quot;

(ciSwXov) is an idol. We must regard

all images, be they great or small, of man or of beast, as idols
;

and every act of service or attention paid to an image is con

sequently idolatry.

CHAP. IV : Idols may not be made, much less adored. The maker

of an idol is as sinful as he who worships it.

CHAP. V : The plea of the idol-maker that he must make idols for a

livelihood must be sternly rejected. No excuse will avail against

God s direct injunction, &quot;Thou shalt make no similitude.&quot;

(Exod. 2o 4

.)

CHAP. VI : Apart from Scripture, the confession made at baptism
makes the trade of idol-making impossible for a Christian.
&quot; For how have we renounced the devil and his angels, if we
make them?... The idol-maker is more to the idol than its

priest; since it is by his means that the idol exists to have

a
priest.&quot;

CHAP. VII : Lamentation over the scandal that idol-makers are actually

admitted into the Church ; nay ! even into the ministerial order !

CHAP. VIII : Arts which arc in any way connected with the further

ance of idolatry are to be condemned no less than idol-making.
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&quot;Let the builder find his living in erecting ordinary houses, and

let him refuse to build temple or shrine. Let a man confine

himself to the common task of gilding shoes and slippers, and

let him shun the gilding of Mercury and
Serapis.&quot;

CHAP. IX : All professions which are allied to idolatry (esp. astrology)

are forbidden. Magic and astrology are allies, and no casuistical

quotations from Scripture can alter the fact.
&quot; He cannot hope

for the kingdom of heaven, whose finger or wand makes a sinful

use of the heavens.&quot;

CHAP. X : The schoolmaster s profession is inevitably connected with

idolatrous customs. The first payment made by a pupil must

be consecrated to Minerva. He cannot dispense with New-Year s-

gifts, and must observe certain other heathen festivals. The

school must be wreathed with flowers. The literature, which

must be taught, is filled with the stories of polytheism. There

fore the profession must be renounced by Christians.

CHAP. XI : Covetousness and Idolatry are closely connected. Trades

which assist idolatry must be given up, however profitable; e.g.

the selling of frankincense.

CHAP. XII: The plea, &quot;How am I to live?&quot; is further discussed.

&quot; Faith fears not famine.&quot;
&quot;

Every breath of idolatry must be

avoided as the breath of pestilence.&quot;

CHAP. XIII : The sin involved in attending heathen shows in the

amphitheatres has been denounced elsewhere (in the work De

Spectaculis], Here Tertullian points out that it is wrong to

observe the heathen festivals as holidays.

CHAP. XIV : The hollowness of various subterfuges, drawn from

Scripture texts (e.g. St Paul s &quot;I please all in all
things&quot;),

is

exposed. Are Christians, who shun the observance of Jewish

ritual, to join in the din and revelry of the Saturnalia, the

New-Year s feast, the Matronalia, etc. ?

CHAP. XV : The true Christian must also avoid all idolatrous rites

which are observed to honour the emperor.
&quot; Render to Caesar

the things that are Caesar s, but to God the things which are

God s.&quot; Beware, for example, of such practices as wreathing

gates and doors with garlands the Romans have gods even

of doors and entrances. &quot;Their so-called gods are of course
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mere names, hut we know that, when names are misused for

superstitious ends, demons and all unclean spirits through the

hond of consecration lay hold upon them for themselves
&quot;--cp.

Excursus i, p. 42. Remember therefore the constancy of

Daniel and the three children !

CHAP. XVI : Certain private festivals, such as marriage and coming-of-

age ceremonies, a Christian may attend, since they are primarily

natural functions. One must not, however, actively participate in

the idolatrous rites, performed by the heathen on such occasions.

CHAP. XVII : What about servants and officials whose duties involve

attendance at idolatrous functions ? Whatever theory may say,

it is practically impossible for a Christian to hold such positions.

CHAP. XVIII : The apparel of office is but &quot;the devil s pomp,&quot;
which

you renounced at baptism.

CHAP. XIX : Likewise military service is impossible for a Christian.

The soldier in the Roman legions is necessarily involved in

many idolatrous actions.

CHAP. XX : What about the use of words connected with idolatry ?

Common-sense must teach you how to act. There is no harm

in saying
&quot;

I live in the street of Isis,&quot; or in calling a man by his

name &quot;Saturnus&quot;; but you must avoid uttering such half-oaths

as Mehercule, Medius Fidins.

CHAP. XXI : Silent acquiescence in heathen formulas is a subterfuge

of which the Christian must not avail himself.

CHAP. XXII : You must not allow anyone to bless you in the name of

a heathen god without protest. If a beggar, to whom you give

an alms, bK-sses you in the name of the Genius of the Colony,

your act becomes an honour to the false god unless you protest

and say that you gave it in the name of the Christi.m s ( iod.

CHAT. XX III : Contracts are often written out in the name of an idol.

It is no excuse, if you append your signature to such a deed, to

ar^ue,
&quot;

I wrote but I said nothing.&quot; You are none the less

guilty of idolatry.

CHAP. XXIV: -Conclusion. &quot;Amid these reefs and inlets, these

shallows and straits of idolatry, Fuith, her sails filled by the

Spirit of ( iod, navigates; safe if cautious, safe if intently

watchful. Better death, than any trifling with idolatry !

&quot;
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THE RABBIS MENTIONED IN ABODA ZARA 1

(a) Rabbi Aqiba (&O pJJ
&quot;&quot;)).

(b) ben Bethera (NTm p).

(c) Rabbi Eli ezer ben Hyrqanos (&quot;W^K &quot;&quot;).

(d) Rabban Gamliel (ta^DJ pi).

(e) Rabbi Meir (*VKD &quot;1).

(/) Rabbi Shim on ben El azar
(&quot;iTjAtf p jiyotr &quot;&quot;).

() Rabban Shim on beri Gamliel (iwtajl p pyB&amp;gt; pi).

(/) Rabbi Shim on ben Yohai (pyot? &quot;)).

(i) Rabbi Yehoshua ben Hananya (y&nrp &quot;i).

( Rabbi Yehuda ben El ai (min &quot;l).

(^) Rabbi Yehuda ha-Nasi (^l).

(/) Rabbi Yehuda II (vn, II. 6).

(w) Rabbi Yishma el ben Elisha (xK9O& &quot;&quot;i).

() Rabbi Yose ben Halaphta (&amp;gt;DV &quot;&quot;)).

(0) Rabbi Yose the Galilean (^ah *DV
&quot;&quot;i).

General Note.

An outline of the manner in which the Mishna assumed its present
form through the labours of the Tannaim, the Rabbis of the first two

centuries of the Christian era, has been given in the Introduction,

pages xv xix.

Although much of the material, out of which the Mishna ultimately

grew, was subject of debate as early as the times of Shammai and Hillel

(died circa 10 A.D.), it is customary to regard the Tannaitic period proper

1 The names are given in English alphabetical order ; and the term used in the

Mishna to denote the Rabbi follows each name in brackets.
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as beginning after the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. and con

tinuing to the time of R. Yehuda ha-Nasi, circa 200 A.D. After 70 A.D.

the Sanhedrin or Great Council was established at Jamnia, a town some

fifteen miles south of Joppa and about five miles from the coast.

Accordingly this place continued the centre of Jewish learning until

in 135 A.D. the Council moved to Galilee and schools were founded

at Tiberias, Usha, and Sepphoris in addition to the famous school in

Judaea at Lydda.
This period may be divided into four generations

1
.

First Generation, 70 100 A.D. (Typical representative, R. Yohanan

ben Zakkai.)

Second Generation, 100 130 A.D. (R. Aqiba, see below.)

Third Generation, 130 160 A.D. (R. Meir, see page 99.)

Fourth Generation, 160 200 A.D. (R. Yehuda ha-Nasi, see page

104 105.)

(a) Rabbi l

Aqiba (II. 3, III. 5, 6).

With the exception of Rabbi Yehuda ha-Nasi, Rabbi Aqiba (born

circa 50 A.D.) must be regarded as the greatest of the Tannaim.

His Life : The unique service which, as will be shown, he rendered

to Judaism at a most critical period of its history, induced a grateful

posterity so to colour the narrative of his career that it is difficult to

distinguish fact from fiction in the details which have been recorded.

Tradition has it that he was forty years old before beginning his study

of the Law, that he made a romantic marriage with his wealthy em

ployer s daughter, who despite all adversity continued devoted to her

husband, and that he met a martyr s death on account of his determined

advocacy of Judaism in defiance of the Emperor Hadrian. The accuracy

of these statements is questioned see Ginzberg in J. E. s.v. &quot;Akiba.&quot;

It is certain, however, that he looked upon the leader of the great

Jewish revolt, Bar Kokhba, as the Messiah. His principal teachers in

the Law were Yehoshua* ben Hananya, and Eli ezer ben Hyrqanos ;

and under their guidance he quickly acquired marvellous proficiency.

Although Aqiba was a strong supporter of Gamliel II, who held the

office of Patriarch in the Jamnia synod, he was perfectly frank in stating

his opinion, whenever he differed from the Patriarch. His own school

was held at Bene Baraq, and he numbered amongst his pupils many of

those who became the foremost Tannaim of the following generation,

e.g.
Rabbis Meir, Yose ben Halaphta, and Shim on ben Yohai.

1 See Abrahams, Short History ofJewish Literature, pp. 14.
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His work : (i) The Old Testament : To Aqiba must be ascribed the

final decision regarding the Canon of the Old Testament. By him the

Apocryphal books were finally excluded doubtless on account of the

polemical use made of them by the Christian apologists. Aqiba un

questionably inspired and guided the new translation of the Old

Testament into Greek, which was made by Aquila. But his fame in

this part of rabbinic study rests principally on the fanciful but most

ingenious system of exegesis, which he elaborated and applied to the

Pentateuch. He taught that not only every precept in the Torah but

also every letter of every word was of divine origin ; nay ! even the

exact form of each letter was inspired, and had a special significance,

which might legitimately be used as a basis for new Halakhoth. He
held that the Torah was not, as R. Yishma el believed (see page 105),

written in the language of every-day life. To him it was a mysterious

supra-mundane work, in which not a dot was superfluous. Every

particle, every sign, had its hidden meaning. Aqiba s view is in fact

a logical but extreme extension of the theory of verbal inspiration.

His fame was extolled in mediaeval Judaism ;
for his theory succeeded

in maintaining the unalterable nature of the Torah, whilst it also

afforded endless opportunity for the exercise of Jewish religious thought

and research. This method of exegesis, moreover, was sometimes

merely an ingenious use of Scripture to explain ideas otherwise

arrived at.

(ii) The Oral Tradition : It was in this field that Aqiba won his

greatest renown. Persecution, dispersion, and the fall of Jerusalem,

were fast disintegrating the Jewish people. In place of their fallen

capital Aqiba gave them a new centre for religious hope and aspiration.

This centre was the Law, the great Tradition based upon the Torah.

But to create this position for the Law, it was imperative that the rules

of the Tradition should be so ordered that they could be grasped by the

ordinary man and applied to daily life. Aqiba accordingly devised

a system which accomplished this object, and which yet left it possible

for the Tradition to expand without losing coherence. His system and

arrangement were retained in the works of his followers, Meir and

Yehuda ha-Nasi, and is in fact the system of the Mishna as we now
have it. Similarly the arrangement of the halakhic Midrashim and

of the Tosephta in their inception (Introd. 2 3 4
)

is the work of Aqiba.
His character: Great in intellect, Aqiba was no less great in-

character. His high estimate of the worth of learning, and his own

surpassing knowledge have -sometimes earned him a reputation for
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pride and self-confidence. But such a view is mistaken. He must

have been at heart a modest man witness his own dictum,
&quot; He who

esteems himself highly because of his learning is like a corpse lying

by the roadside !

&quot; His benevolence and his ready sympathy for the

distressed are referred to in several passages, e.g. Ned. 40% Lev. R. 34
l6

.

In especial he seems to have been conscious of the majesty of God,

and of His supreme justice a justice which he declared must yet be

consistent with goodness and mercy.
&quot; Whatever God doeth He doeth

for the best,&quot; was his favourite saying. &quot;That absolute submission to

the will of God, which can perceive in suffering only an expression

of God s fatherly love and mercy that was the ideal of Aqiba&quot;

(Schechter, Studies [1896], 238).

(b) ben Bethera (I. 6).

Several Rabbis were called Bethera (Bethyra), which is also the

name of a place. Consequently their histories and relations to each

other have become extremely obscure (see Krauss in J. E. II. 598).

The allusion here is perhaps to Yehuda ben Bethera, a distinguished

scholar of the second generation of Tannaim (90 130 A.D.). Mai-

monides, on the strength of one passage (Ta anith 3
a

), thinks that the

reference is to Yehoslnur hen Bethera, whose name occurs several times

in the Mishna.

(c) Rabbi Eli ezer ben Hyrqanos (I. 8, III. 9).

R. Eli ezer ben Hyrqanos (circa 90130 A.D.) was also known by

the title
** R. Eli ezer the Great,&quot; and in the Mishna is often termed

simply &quot;R. Eli ezer.&quot; His life-story contains several dramatic incidents.

As a youth he resolved, contrary to the wishes of his father, to devote

himself to Rabbinical studies, and accordingly made his way to the

famous school held by R. Yohanan ben Zakkai at Jerusalem. There

he quickly became distinguished for his ability and marvellous memory.

His father, however, remained obdurate, and at last determined to

disinherit him. He therefore journeyed to Jerusalem in order to

renounce his son in the presence of R. Yohanan himself. But the

wit and kindness of this great Rabbi brought about an unexpected

denouement. R. Yohanan arranged that Kli e/.er should conduct the

lecture on the day of his father s arrival, with the happy result that the

father, amazed and delighted by the spectacle of his son s success,

completely changed his mind so much so that he now offered t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

disinherit all his other sons in favour of Kliv/er ! The young scholar

one is glad to know, refused to accept more than his fair share.

E. 1
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At the great siege of Jerusalem Rabbis Eli ezer and Yehoshua ben

Hananya contrived to effect the escape of their master Yohanan from

the doomed city. To the famous problem set by Yohanan (Aboth II. 9)

to his five leading pupils
&quot; Go forth and see which is the good way

that a man should cleave unto &quot;

Eli ezer answered,
&quot; A bountiful eye

&quot;

(nilD |% Prov. 22 9
),

i.e. generosity.

Eli ezer set up his own college at Lydda (where the great Aqiba

was one of his pupils), but he was also a member of the Synod at

Jamnia under R. Gamliel II s presidency. He won unparalleled fame

for his exact knowledge of the traditional law; and he made it his

avowed ambition to transmit it precisely in the form in which he

himself had received it. Yohanan called him &quot; a plastered cistern which

loseth not a drop,&quot; Aboth, II. 8. Eli ezer therefore was a typical

conservative scholar. His unbending opposition to innovations led

to a sore disappointment in old age ;
for his colleagues, seeing the

necessity for a development of the law adequate to meet the changing

needs of their times, were forced at last to exclude him from the Synod

debates; cp. MGWJ, 1898, pp. 49 57. It is related that towards

the end of his life he was much distressed at having to stand his trial

before a Roman tribunal on the quite unwarranted suspicion of being

a Christian. This curious incident is related in Tb., A.Z. i6b . It is a

remarkable fact that, despite his excommunication from the Synod, the

views of Eli ezer are more often cited in the Mishna than those of any

of his colleagues. See Strack, Einl. p. 87.

(tt)
Rabban Gamliel (III. 4).

This Rabbi was grandson of R. Gamliel I, leader of the Sanhedrin

at Jerusalem referred to in Acts 5
34

. He is called Gamliel II, or

Gamliel of Jamnia from his position as Patriarch of the Rabbinic

Synod in that place. Belonging to the second generation of Tannaim

(90 130 A.D.), he lived long enough to feel the oppression which at

last led to the great Jewish revolt; cp. Aboth R. N. 28, a passage where

Gamliel laments the evils of his times. He was chief speaker in the

debates held by the Elders in Rome on the occasion of their journey

to that city in order to intercede for the Palestinian Jews (cp. A. Z. IV. 7).

As to his work, we may note that one prayer in the Jewish Prayer-book

owes its origin and place to him, and, further, that he influenced the

ritual of Passover. His haggadic work took the form of debates with

fellow-scholars (Bab. Bath. iob
).

In the Mishna his views, which are

often quoted, show a moderate attitude on matters of Halakha
; and it
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wa&amp;gt; his constant de-sire to see the rival followers of Hillel and Shanmiai

reconciled. His policy of aggrandising his own office of Patriarch has

often been ascribed to motives of pride, but more probably his action

in this matter was the outcome of his unifying tendency, and due

to a belief that to secure unity in Judaism one supreme authority

wafl a nee.-x.sity. In seeking to attain this end, he went the length of

humiliating Rabbis Eli ezer and Yehoshua
,
his superiors in learning.

In consequence he himself was deposed from office, although by the

charity of Yehoshua he was later reinstated along with a colleague,

El azar ben Azarya. When we remember the known facts, that lie-

was merciful &quot;So long as thou art merciful God will show thee mercy&quot;

Tj., Bab. Kam. IX. 30 and, apart from questions affecting the

Patriarchal office, tolerant in his views, and above all that in the hour

of his defeat he was content to sit as a humble member of the Academy
which he had ruled so long; surely we must conclude that he may have

been domineering and self-willed, but was not vainglorious nor self-

seeking. As Bach^r says (J. E. V. 560), his aims were the abolition

of old dissensions, the prevention of new quarrels, and the restoration

of unity within Israel.

(e) Rabbi Mar
v
l. 3, 5 ,

v

8, II. 2, 4, III. i )

For a full account of this most remarkable scholar, the student

must consult Broyde s article in J. E. vol. 8. Meir was the most

distinguished pupil of the famous R. Aqiba. His period therefore

is 130160 A.D., the third generation of the Tannaim. Judaism was

indebted to him for continuing the efforts of his master to sift and

arrange the mass of oral tradition, thus paving the way for R. Yehuda s

authoritative edition. In the deduction of new Halakhoth from Scripture

he followed more cautious and less artificial methods than Aqiba; and

in general he laid stress on the authority of reason in testing the

validity of legal decisions. The command which he had over his

wide knowledge was displayed both in the subtilty of his dialectical

arguments and in the variety of illustrations which gave point to his

haggadic discourse, lie was an expert in the knowledge and use

of fables and indeed was no less distinguished in Haggada than in

Halakha. He had sympathy for every branch of learning ; for, although

he held that &quot;everything men can know belonged to the Torah,&quot; he

interpreted the savin- U meaning that the Torah required for it&amp;gt; right

appreciation all the aids which the branch- &amp;gt; o\ secular knowledge could

72
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supply
1

. Indeed his sane and healthy view of the relation between

theology and secular learning has influenced the whole course of

Jewish literature. As to his personal life, he was, like R. Yehuda

ben El ai, a sufferer in the persecution under Hadrian, and like

Yehuda he also helped to re-establish the Rabbinic council at Usha.

There he held the office of Hakham until late in his life, when a

dispute with the Patriarch Shim on ben Gamliel II, who wished to

exalt the powers of that office, forced him to leave the council. In

character Meir was renowned for the manifest sincerity of his faith in

God, for his great humility, and for startling generosity. He had a

vigorous hatred of ignorance. Ever a lover of peace, he showed

wonderful charity towards opponents of his views, in proof of which

we may allude to his famous friendship with Elisha ben Abuya which

continued after the latter s secession (as some hold) to Christianity. In

Aboth IV. 10 is recorded his maxim,
&quot; Have little business, and be

busied in the Torah; and be lowly in spirit unto every man.&quot;

(/) Rabbi Shim 1on ben El azar (IV. n).

R. Shim on ben El azar, a contemporary of Yehuda ha-Nasi, was

one of the chief Rabbis in the latter part of the second century. He
was a pupil of R. Meir, shared his master s views, and transmitted his

teaching. He seems to have followed Meir s example in disputing

with the Samaritans regarding the Old Testament doctrine of immortality

(Siphre, on Numb. 112). In the Mishna his views are as a rule contrary

to those of R. Yehuda. It was in haggadic fields that this Rabbi s best

work was accomplished, and we possess from him several excellent

parables (e.g. Aboth R. Nathan, I. 6) and not a few good sayings ;
for

example, &quot;When the old people say Tear down, and the young people

say Build, listen to the old and not to the young; for the old people s

tearing down is building, and the young people s building is tearing

down.&quot; His readiness to receive a rebuke, when merited, is illustrated

in the article upon him by Lauterbach iny. . XI. 349.

(g) Rabban Shim lon ben Gamliel (II. 3, III. i, 3, V. 3, 4, 10).

This R. Shim on (circa 130 160 A.D.) was the son of a distinguished

man and the father of one who became the most famous of all the

Tannaim. His father, Gamliel II, was the successor of Yohanan ben

Zakkai as Patriarch of the synod of Jamnia. His son was R. Yehuda

ha-Nasi, compiler of the authoritative Mishna. Whilst still a youth,

1 See Abrahams, Short History ofjeivish Literature, p. 17.
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Shirn on passed safely through the perils which attended the suppression

of Bar Kokhba s revolt. After the death of the Emperor Hadrian, he

returned to Jamnia, and was elected Patriarch of the Academy not only

on account of his distinguished ancestors of whom the great Hillel

was one but also because of his personal merit. He was a man of

wide learning, being acquainted with Greek philosophy and science.

His Rabbinic knowledge was, apparently, rather sound than deep, but

his strong common sense always made him a wise interpreter of the

I^w. At any rate his decisions, when recorded in the Mishna, have

won a favourable verdict. As far as possible he followed equity rather

than the letter of the law in his judgments. His kindly nature appeared
in his constant efforts to promote the interests of women and children.

Yet he was a strict disciplinarian, and for the sake of order often upheld
the verdicts of the courts even where the sentence seemed to him over-

severe. Frequently his views record the traditions held by his own
renowned family, and consequently they are of value as reflecting the

customs of an earlier period. One event in his career as Patriarch

of the Synod is noteworthy namely, his quarrel with R. Meir and

R. Nathan, which arose from his policy of enhancing in all possible

ways the dignity of his own office, the Patriarchate. During his regime
the Jews suffered much persecution, but Shim on succeeded not only
in holding together but in strengthening the internal organisation of

Judaism. Although by his means the patriarchal office &quot;attained a

ree of honour not previously known,&quot; Shim on is said to have been

a man of humble spirit. Finally mention must be made of the noble

saying ascribed to him in Aboth I. 18: &quot;On three things the world

is established
;

on Judgment, on Truth, and on Peace.&quot;

(//) Rabin S/n ui on ben Yohai (III. 9, IV. 10).

R. Shim on ben Yohai, a prominent Rabbi (circa 130160 A.D.),

is known in the Mishna simply as &quot; R. Shim on.&quot; He and R. Meir

were the only two of Aqiba s pupils whom Aqiba honoured with

ordination. Later R. Yehuda ben Baba ordained him for the second

time along with three others, contrary to Roman edicts (Sanh. 140).
In consequence lie was in peril of his life and until the death of

Hadrian was obliged to remain in hiding. This experience, and also

the memory of his revered teacher, Aqiba, who was imprisoned and

put to death by the Romans, made him very bitter against their rule.

Incautious words, uttered by him in the Synod of Usha, brought on
him a death sentence from the Roman governor, and Shim on once
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again had to save himself by flight. For thirteen years he is said to

have lived concealed in a cave, a part of his life concerning which many

legendary stories are related (e.g. Tj. Sabb. IX. 38
a

; 33
b
)-

When at

length he was able to leave his place of concealment, he set up a school

at Meron or perhaps at Teqoa in Galilee, where, for a time, Yehuda

ha-Nasi was one of his pupils. It is also narrated that in later life he

made a successful embassy to Rome accompanied by R. Eli ezer ben

Yose. Despite the fact that he was vividly conscious of his own

excellence, it cannot be denied that R. Shim on was a man of wonderful

devotion to the Torah, and of real piety. In Sanh. 97
b he remarks,

that if only two were admitted into heaven, he and his son would surely

be of that number ! We must not let our Western literalness wrong
him by drawing any conclusion from that statement, except that he was

a man of confident and independent mind. These are the qualities

which his work displayed. Great as was his reverence for Aqiba, he

adopted a more natural manner of exegesis than his master, refusing

to lay stress on the minutiae of writing, and seeking to follow the

principle of his text rather than the letter of its law. His name is

specially connected with the enunciation of general rules
( &amp;lt;?-!!).

Further he is associated in the tradition with the compilation of Siphre

(the halakhic Midrash to Numbers and Deuteronomy) and of Mekhilta

(the halakhic Midrash to Exodus). Ardently as he praised Torah-

study, he yet insisted that such study was praiseworthy only if it issued

in good works. Thus in Aboth IV. 13 he says &quot;There are three

crowns; the first the crown of the Torah... but the crown of a good
name is above them all.&quot; His severest rebukes are directed against

pride and the proneness of woman to superstition. This Rabbi became

the ideal of the Kabbalists, the mystics of mediaeval Judaism, and the

Zohar, the great book of Kabbalistic lore, was actually published in the

thirteenth century as his work. The reason for this uncritical ascription

appears to be that in his haggadic discourses R. Shim on used not a

little material of a mystical type.

(z) Rabbi Yehoshua ben Hananya (II. 5).

R. Yehoshua ben Hananya was perhaps the best-known Rabbi of

the second generation of Tannaim (80 120 A.D.). He was one of

R. Yohanan ben Zakkai s five favourite pupils, and assisted R. Eli ezer

in the rescue of their master from Jerusalem during the siege. Yehoshua

was a member of the Jamnia Synod under Yohanan s presidency, and

later supported the new president Gamliel II in his efforts to reconcile
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the Shammai and Hillel factions. Despite this, Gamliel later on twice

publicly affronted R. Yehoshua ,
actions which caused Gamliel s own

deposition from office
;
nor was he restored until Yehoshua used his

great influence on his behalf. After Gamliel s death, Yehoshua was

regarded as the leading Rabbinic scholar. He was a faithful observer

of the Law and opposed to extravagant developments. Yet he also

avoided the extreme conservatism of R. Eli ezer, his contemporary as

is manifest from the hundred and thirty opinions of his which are cited

in the Mishna. Frequently he appears in controversy with Aqiba, since

he stands for an exegesis which follows the plain meaning of the text

The debt, which early Judaism owed him, was mainly due to his

political wisdom in dealing with Rome. He was one of those Rabbis

who made the famous journey to Rome in 95 A.D. (cp. A. Z. IV. 7),

and perhaps his experience of the imperial city convinced him of the

futility of resisting its might. During all his life and especially at the

beginning of Hadrian s reign, when permission was given to rebuild

the Temple at Jerusalem and many Jews dreamt of revolt, R. Yehoshua ,

exercised a wise restraining influence on his people. It is significant

that the revolt of Bar Kokhba broke out shortly after his death. The

narratives of his encounters with the philosophers of Greece and Rome,

with Jewish Christians (M. Giidemann, Rel. Stud. 131 144), and with

the Emperor Hadrian himself, show Yehoshua to have been a man of

bright and ready wit. He specially condemned that false piety, which

is so full of hypocrisy ;
and his arguments saved the Jews from giving

way to excesses of asceticism as a token of their grief at the destruction

of the Temple. His moral sense was clear and deep. He knew how to

forgive an insult witness his treatment of Gamliel II. In Aboth II.

u, his attitude to life is summed up in a sentence which expresses

scorn of all cynicism, and praise of true friendship. See further Bacher

in /. E. VII. 290 ff.

( Rabbi Yehuda ben EPai (I. i, 5, 6, 8, III. 5).

1\. Yehuda ben El ai was one of the leading Tannaim in the middle

of the second century. His education was received partly from his

father and from R. Tarphon, but chiefly from the famous R. Aqiba.

After the Hadrianic persecution, during which period his life was in

,it peril, he became the foremost authority amongst Aqiba s pupils

in the council at t sha, where In- was honoured with the title &quot;Chief

Speaker,
1 D &quot;)?T9n fan. He adopted Aqiba s rules for scriptural

exegesis, and in general followed his doctrines. Most of Siphra, the
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halakhic Midrash on Leviticus, is the production of R. Yehuda. As a

rule his halakhic opinions were set forth in the form of Midrashim.

When they do appear in the Mishna great weight is attached to them.

Yehuda was highly esteemed by the aged Patriarch, Shim on ben

Gamliel II, and indeed gained universal respect by the saintliness,

simplicity, and wisdom, which his life displayed. Two sayings of his

may be noted : &quot;He who teaches his son no trade, teaches him robbery&quot;;
&quot; Great is toil, for it honoureth the toiler.&quot;

(k) Rabbi Yehuda ha-Nasi
(&quot;Rabbi,&quot;

IV. 5, V. n).

Rabbi Yehuda ha-Nasi (N|n, &quot;the Prince&quot;) is alluded to in the

Mishna simply as
&quot;

Rabbi,&quot; and the brevity of this title witnesses to

the pre-eminence of his fame. He belonged to the distinguished house

of Hillel, and his father was the Patriarch Shim on ben Gamliel II.

Yehuda is said to have been born on the day of Aqiba s martyrdom
in 132 A.D. He was educated at Usha, and trained not only in Hebrew
but also in Greek learning. His education in the Law was imparted
to him by most of the leading Rabbis of the period, with the notable

exception of R. Meir, whom Shim on his father had sorely offended.

When thirty years of age Yehuda was made Patriarch, and transferred

the Rabbinic Academy to Beth She arim, where most of his life-work

was accomplished. During his last seventeen years, however, he resided

at Sepphoris, and died there in 210 A.D.

Yehuda s fame rests on his accomplishment of the task of compiling
that code of the Mishna which won universal acceptance in Jewish
ranks and thus became the authoritative version of the Halakha (see

Introd. p. xviii). He thoroughly understood and appreciated the excellent

system for arranging the material, which had been initiated by R. Aqiba ;

his own knowledge of Halakha was of the first rank
;

his outlook was

unprejudiced by extreme views either liberal or conservative
;
and his

eminence as a man lent his scholarly attainments that weight which

was required to win general consent for his compilation. This out

standing position was due to several causes. He belonged to a great

family ;
he held the office of Patriarch

;
he had received as a permanent

dignity the title &quot;ha-Nasi&quot;; he possessed great wealth; he enjoyed the

friendship of certain members of the imperial house of the Antonine

Caesars 1
. We are also assured that Yehuda was as noble in character

1

Perhaps Marcus Aurelius and Septimius Severus (see Bacher \r\J. E. VII. 335).
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as in birth, as virtuous as he was wise. Despite the allowance we must

make for the natural tendency to canonize a great man, it cannot be

doubted that he was a man of deep religious feeling ;
humble notwith

standing his honours, generous with his riches, averse to luxury, merciful

and just. &quot;It is on Justice,&quot;
he says, &quot;that the order of the world

depends.&quot; Yehuda was the author of many fine sayings, of which the

following will serve as examples.
&quot; Consider three things and thou

wilt not fall into the power of sin : know that there is above thee an

eye which sees, an ear which hears, and that all thy deeds are written

in a book,&quot; Aboth II. i. On hearing the story of the sufferings and

the triumph of certain martyrs, he exclaimed :

&quot; One man earns his

World (Future bliss) in an hour, whilst another requires many years!&quot;

Again, &quot;I have learnt much from my masters,&quot; said he, &quot;more from my
colleagues than from my masters, and more from my pupils than from

all the rest&quot; (Makk. ioa
).

(/) Rabbi Yehuda II
(&quot; Rabbi,&quot; II. 6).

The reference in this passage is to R. Yehuda II, grandson of

R. Yehuda ha-Nasi, and Patriarch of the first generation of Amoraim

in Palestine. This Rabbi is nowhere else mentioned in the Mishna,

but in the Tj. (Gitt. 48
d

; 46
b
)
we have record of two enactments made

by him and his academy. Yehuda, although not the equal in learning

of the chief Amoraim of his time, Rabbis Hosha ya and Yohanan, was

a man of no small ability. R. Shim on ben Laqish has handed down

to us several of his halakhic sayings. Bacher (J. E. VII. 338) suggests

that the lovXo? (? Iov8a?) Trarpiupx^, wno conversed with Origen at

area, may have been this Yehuda.

(m) Rabin Yishma d ben Eliska 1

(I. 2, II. 5, IV. i).

l\. Yishma el ben Elisha
,
a famous Tanna of the early part of the

ml (vniury, had a romantic career. Born of a priestly family in

Upper (lalilee, and perhaps a grandson of the High Priest Yishma el

whom Titus slew, lie was in early youth carried captive to Rome.

Thence he was redeemed by R. Yehoshua* ben Hananya, and a famous

friendship sprang up between these Rabbis (cf. II. 5). Yishma el

became prominent in the I\al&amp;gt;l&amp;gt;inic council first at Jamnia and later

at Usha. He and his pupils probably formed much of the halakhic

Midrash whirh is found in the works Mekhilta and Siphre (Introd. 2 4
).

He is chiefly famous however for the thirteen rules, elaborated by him
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for the exegesis of the Torah. His system, which was utterly opposed
to Aqiba s arbitrary method, rested on the view that the Torah is

written in ordinary language (mK &quot;02 jlK^ min Him), and may there

fore be correctly interpreted by following the plain meaning and spirit

of its words.

() Rabbi Yose ben Halaphta (I. 8, II. 7, III. 3, 8).

R. Yose ben Halaphta belongs to the fourth generation of Tannaim

(160 200A.D.). Little is known of his life. He was one of Aqiba s

five chief disciples, was ordained in defiance of a Roman edict, and had

to seek safety in flight. Later he was one of the Rabbis at Usha, but was

expelled by the Romans for a trifling offence against the Government,
and was obliged to return to his native town Sepphoris. Yose followed

the artificial system of exegesis, which Aqiba brought into vogue and

which R. Yishma el opposed. In the Mishna his view prevails over

the opinions of his contemporaries. In haggadic work also he won

distinction, and to him is attributed the chronicle of history from

Creation to the Emperor Hadrian s days which is known as Seder

Olam. Dislike of controversy and love of toleration were always

prominent features in his character. His zeal for the cause of religious

learning is attested by his maxim, recorded in Aboth IV. 6 : &quot;Whoso

ever honoureth the Torah is himself held in honour by men; and

whosoever honoureth not the Torah is himself dishonoured by men.&quot;

(o) Rabbi Yose the Galilean (III. 5).

R. Yose the Galilean was a contemporary of Rabbi Aqiba, but

history affords little information regarding his career. It is said that

he was obliged to divorce his wife, and displayed the tenderness and

generosity of his nature by the assistance which he afterwards gave to

her and to her second husband, at a time when they fell into dire

poverty. Nothing is known of his early life and training; but this

unknown scholar quickly made a great reputation for himself when

he appeared at the Rabbinic school in Jamnia. He actually worsted

Rabbi Tarphon and the redoubtable Aqiba in argument, and indeed

he alone could claim frequent success in persuading Aqiba to change
his opinion. As a rule he followed closely Aqiba s artificial system of

exegesis, but cases (e.g. A. Z. 45*) are found where Yose favoured the

plain and natural meaning of the text.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES

Page ii. The sale of animals to tfie heathen (I. 6). I am indebted

to Dr Schechter for the following reference to his work, Documents of

the Jewish Sectaries, I. p. 50 (Chapter XIV., verse 16),
&quot; No man shall

sell an animal or a bird that is clean to the Gentiles in order that they

sacrifice them not.&quot;

Pages 19, 20. The feast of the Kalends. Many idolatrous

customs, referred to in Aboda Zara, are frequently mentioned in

( Ihristian literature. Even when officially conquered by Christianity,

inism continued for many centuries amongst the uneducated classes,

cially in country districts; and in some parts of Europe the old

polytheistic worship of Greece and Rome survives to this day under the

thinnest veneer of Christianity.

When it proved impossible to suppress some popular heathen

practice, the efforts of the Church were directed to eliminating immoral

or specially pagan features of the custom.

We have a typical example in the feast of New Year s Day (The

Kalends), which the Church made a determined but futile attempt to

suppress. Eventually the festival was Christianised as the Feast of the

Circumcision, and the evil features of the heathen celebration done

away with. Lawson, Modern Greek Folklore^ p. 223, quoting the

Martyrdom of St Dasius (? loth century), writes &quot; On the Kalends of

January foolish men, following the custom of the pagan Greeks, though

they call thcmsrhvs Christians, hold a great procession, changing their

own appr.iram r and character, and assuming the guise of the devil;

in ;j,oat skins and with thrir laces disguised.&quot; The student
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should consult, besides the most interesting remarks in Lawson, op. cit.

pp. 221 223, the article by Browne, in Smith and Cheetham, Diet, of
Christian Antiquities, s. v. New Year s Day. Reference may also be

made to (i) Libanius, Kalendarum expositio (ed. Morello, Paris), who

writes of the Kalends as the one great Feast kept by all who lived

under the Roman dominion, (ii) Chrysostom, In Kalendas (ed. Mont-

faucon, I. 852865), where we read of Christians keeping the feast by

setting up lamps in the market-place, wreathing garlands on their doors,

making divinations of their future, and becoming drunken.

In general on the survival of Paganism, see Lawson, Modern Greek

Folklore and the following articles in Smith and Cheetham s Dictionary;

(i) Survival of Paganism, esp. pp. 1542 1546, (ii) Heathen (esp. 5,

social intercourse between Christians and pagans; cp. A. Z. V. 5),

(iii) Idolatry (tree and stone worship ;
A. Z. III. 7 10 : idolatry

= sacri

fice to devils ; Excursus, p. 42 : meat offered to idols
;
A. Z. II. 4).

Page 25. An interesting and graphic summary of the customary

procedure in the manumission of slaves, as illustrated by the new

papyri and inscriptions, will be found in Deissmann, Light from the

Ancient East, p. 326 ff. (trans. Strachan, 1910). He shows how

intimately the whole process of manumission was connected with the

heathen temples. The slave first paid the money necessary to purchase
his freedom into the treasury of a temple. Afterwards, accompanied

by his master, he visited the temple, where the ransom-money was paid
out to the master who thereupon acknowledged his slave as free. The
slave became nominally the property of the God of the temple, but

actually &quot;for freedom,&quot; i.e. to be a free man : cp. Gal. 5
1

.

Page 42. Idols associated with Demons. Add a reference to

Charles, Book of Jubilees i
11

,
22 17

,
with notes ad loc.; also Tertullian,

De Idololatria XV., for which see Appendix I. pp. 92 93. Conybeare,
in the nth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, s. v. Image-

worship^
fin

-, writes: &quot;Similarly Augustine (De Civ. Dei, VIII. 23)

relates how, according to Hermes, the spirits entered by invitation

(spiritus mvitatos), so that the images became bodies of the gods

(corpora deoruni}. Thus the invisible spirits by a certain art are so

joined unto the visible objects of corporeal matter that the latter

become as it were animated bodies, images dedicated to those spirits

and controlled by them.&quot;
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Contrast with this the following passage illustrative of the Rabbinical

position : Pesiqta Rabbathi XL (ed. Friedmann, p. 46
a
),

where it is

declared that the golden calf had no reality, c,&quot;OO 12 ;\S.

Page 48. Conder, Syrian Stone-lore, p. 266, remarks that the Bath

of Aphrodite in Akko still survives in the sacred fish-pond of that city.

Page 50. p-jJO I^IN, critical note. Add the variant ;3K irriK,

from Midrash Tanmiim zum Dent. (ed. Hoffmann, p. 47).

Pages 50, 51. The subject-note
&quot; And for what reason.&quot; The

duty of destroying the idols of the heathen (Deut. 7
s
,

1 2
2

) applies in the

land of Palestine but not outside its border see Midrash Tanmiim

zum Deut. (ed. Hoffmann, p. 48, line 5).

Page 54, cp. 67. DIE S, a pedestal (u&amp;gt;/nos).
Dr Schechter gives

me a reference to his edition of Aboth de R. Nathan, p. 66 (2nd text,

last paragraph) :

&quot; Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai used to say Do not over

throw their Bamoth lest thou build them by thy hand.
&quot;

We might expect the word to be spelt Dion (so C and K see crit.

note p. 54 ; cp. Syr. t^mmora). Perhaps the spelling with \ DIO 3,

which predominates, may have arisen by confusion with nON3 =
/?w&quot;i,

a platform, tribunal.

Page 64. Subject-note, &quot;a garden or bathhouse Mr A. B. Cook,

of Queens College, Cambridge, to whom I am indebted for the refer

ence to the ham-shaped coins of Nemausos, brings to my notice a

further reference to these coins in G. F. Hill, A Handbook of Greek and

Roman Coins, p. 4, fig. 2 (London 1899).

Pages 74, 75. Jewish attitude towards Sculpture.

(i) The complete lack of reliable portraits or statues of Jewish

worthies applies not only to the ancient and the classical eras but also

to mediaeval times; the famous portrait of Maimonides being really

unauthenticated (see Yellin and Abrahams, Maimonides, Frontispiece

and p. xi).

(ii) Although the lion was one of the creatures in Ezekiel s vision,

carved lions early in the Middle Ages were sometimes used in the

decoration of synagogues; for the rule against fashioning an imitation

of the cr -aturrs described by the prophet was n garded as applying

to an imitation of the whole group, not of the individual animals

composing it.
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(iii) In support of the statement that the early Rabbis were not

lacking in artistic appreciation we may refer to certain passages in which

statues are used as illustrations with anything but a derogatory im

plication : e.g. Lev. R. LXXXIV., where Hillel compares the duty of

keeping the human body clean to that of washing the statues of kings
erected in the theatres and circuses. In Tanhuma, Yithro (ed. Buber,

p. 40), God himself is compared to a wonderful figure (pip K) having
faces on all sides.

ERRATA.

Page ii. For Pirke Aboth read Pirqe Aboth.

Page 14. For pediments read pedestals.

Page 113. For JV3 read HJ3.

Page 113. For C.P.K. read CPK.

Page 114. For M\ read 50|,

Page 114. For ^ read
\&amp;gt;\

Page 120. For ff$} read nn&

Page 1 20. For and Aramaic read and Bibl. Aramaic.
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N.B. A few words which are very common in Biblical Hebrew and which bear the

same meaning in Mishnaic are not included in the Vocabulary.

\Yrl arc given under their root forms, e.g.

Nouns are given in alphabetical order.

K

: (B.H.) Kal, to perish.

Pie/, to destroy, IV. 7.

: but, I. 3, 8
;

II. 2, and

passim.

P&quot;1K : see under p. .

raix : see under T?.

Bithynian, II. 4; and Ex

cursus, p. 43.

V&amp;gt;: (B.H. e.g. Is.
50&quot;) flame,

fire, V. 12.

&quot;n: (B.H.) after, later, I. i, 2.

(See !!.)

*N
: see note III. 4, p. 49.

TN
: heathen festival, I. i, 3; and

ursus, p. 18.

(/Vv;/. inasc.)\ ir
(////.):

who? what? III. 7.

: (I .il.l. Aram., Dan. 4
7

) tree,

III. 7-

(see

1 under NV\

note I. 7 ; and on the form

Krauss II. 119).

(B.H. only I. Kgs. i 9
8

)

eating, food, II. 7.

\ : pi. rtrt^fj : Deity, Divinity,

IV. 7.

: (After negative) except, but,

only, I. 3 ;
III. i.

(late B.H., Esth. Qoh.) if,

IV. 7.

(B.H. n^K) these, the fol

lowing, I. 3. 1^\ A : both,

I. 8.

: (IJ.H. e.g. Gen. 6 5

) //.

niEN; cubit, III. 6.

: (B.H. IK only Cant. 7 ) //.

PEN, workman, V. 7. [Cp.

Syr.

10K: (B.H.) to say, relate, think.

/;//. TC I. 8, V. 7 ;

Pcrf. ION?;:
5

, as it is
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said, i.e. as the Scripture

says, I. 9, and passim.

: (x/TDK B.H.) interdict, pro-

hibition. See note II. 3.

K
(eVxa/oa, so Krauss II. 88

;

but Jastrow, p. 94, from

feo=1D) gridiron, grill, V. 12.

S; (B.H.) to bind, to prohibit.

Ftcp. act. IpiN, make for

bidden, V. 8, 9 : Ptcp. pass,

(a) sg.
&quot;V1DK

(impers.) it is

forbidden, cp. note I. i. (b)

pi. ri
&quot;

10^ prisoners I. 3, see

TV3. rvn-ID^ forbidden I. 4.

(B.H.) also, I. 9.

^ hy ?1N although, even if.

(See note I. i.)

|ta + *)K, Jastrow) even,

III. 10.

DN: (B.H.) to bake, III. 9.

$: (B.H.) finger, toe, IV. 5;

spur (of cock), I. 5.

(rrpoi\os) : (a) pine-

cones, I. 5. (b) ^ni-mN,
the lower mill-stone (Bab.
Bath. IV. 5).

$: (B.H.) to weave, III. 9.

S: (B.H.)//- ?*?: Hon, I. 7.

$: (B.H.) land. H^n, 7%&amp;lt;?

land, i.e. Palestine, I. 8.

(B.H.) Ashera, a sacred

tree; see notes III. 5, 7,

and Excursus, p. 60.

Accusative sign, as in B.H.,

Ill.y. ^^ ${/%*: anticipating

noun, Di*n iniN that same

day, that particular day, I.

3, 4. Introducing a clause,

wn^rnK, that which, III. 4;

IV. i.

(B.H.) garment, piece of

cloth, III. 9.

: (cp. Syr. JD...O) examine,

investigate, III. 7.

: cattle, I. 6, II. i.

(B.H.) Kal, to come, go,

II. 3; enter, III. 4. /ft/^.

Per/, bring, I. 9 ;
V. 2. /;//.

convey, carry, V. i.

(Aram. 65^3, to seek)

foraging-party, V. 6.

&quot;112: (B.H.) pit, cistern (of wine

press), IV. 8, V. 10.

nj3 : (B.H., in Kal, Niph. Hiph.}.

Pual Ptcp. !^T3D, despised,

common, ordinary, III. 3.

^3 : (B.H., only Ecc. 12^; Bibl.

Aram. e.g. Ezra 4
24

) Kal, to

be annulled, be desecrated,

be void, III. 10. Piel, to

abolish, desecrate, make void,

IV. 4, 5-

^2 : gutter, canal, III. 4.

ilEi Q : (Prjfia, so Krauss II. 150;

against this Jastrow, 162) the

tribunal, the judge s platform.

(See note I. 7.)

Dto3: (/^o s, Krauss II. 150)

altar, III. 7. // n
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pedestals for statues, IV. 6

(cp. p. 109).

i
3

: (B.H.) Hiph. raiK I will ex

plain, interpret (on the form,

see note III. 5).

i
3 : (B.H.) among, I. 5 : wJ? U\3

tete-a-tete, II. 2.

n&amp;gt;3

; (B.H.)//. D flS house, I. 8:

l*&quot;tiDfctn
&quot;3

gaol, prison, I. 3 :

H &quot;3 court, II. 6: niNVqi^ &quot;3

private bath-house, I. 7.
&quot;3

ly^- dwelling-house, I. 9.

iP;
n&amp;gt;3

: Beth-Shan, Scythopolis,

I. 4.

: (B.H., only, I. 3.

a
: (Perhaps a new formation

from Latin galerus soKrauss

II. 157. Cp. Syr. l&amp;gt;o\n)

lock of hair, I. 3.

: (B.H.) to build. Kal Per/.

in. 7; // ?i. 7; in. 6.

. arrf. jtf III. 6; //.

: (H.H., to kick, e.g. I. Sam.

2 s9
)

to kick, trample. /V#.
. ni3W3 IV. 8 (see also

&quot;V3: see under IV.

1V3: (B.H, e.g. Jer. 49 ) to cut

off, gather (of grape-gathering),
IV. 9.

VPS; (15.H., e.g. Josh. ./)tocK-a\. .

rtcp. pttal, split, hurst, V. 2.

: (B.H.) flesh, meat, II. 3.

E.

(B.H.) anything convex, esp.

the back. 33^
, upon, IV.

2
;
V. 2.

. (B.H.) high, exalted,

HI. 5-

: (B.H.) boundary, territory;

domain, III. 4.

| : (B.H., Job io
) cheese,

II. 4-

: (B.H.) //. niyaj, hills,

HI. 5-

: (B.H., e.g. Deut. 7*)

hew, lop, III. 7.

to

PTI

: (B.H.) Gentile, heathen jy.

II. 6; //. I. i. (See note

I. i.)

colour, resemblance. 1^3 ,

like, for example, V. 2.

: to close up, cork, bung. Kal

Imp/. |:,V. 3, 4, 5. [C.P.K.

point ^IV, as if Imp/, from^ ,

see crit. note
;
but \^J5J = to

strike, push.)

(B.H.) to rob. Kal Ptcp.

fyTia = harm, interfere with,

III. 8.

(B.H., e.g. Gen. 3i
46

) a heap

(of stones), III. 7.

see Krauss II.

175) a large round cake of

I dead. fnNpDvJ *JVTj olive-

cakes, II. 7.

8
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: (B.H., e.g. Pilpel in Jer. 5i
25

)

to roll. Polpal Ptcp. pi.

P^P, rolled, II. 7.

33 : (B.H., e.g. Esth. i
s

,
Cant. 6

11

)

a garden, IV. 3.

(
Ta yewta). ^W DV,

birthday, I. 3. (See Excursus

p. 22.)

Adj. fern. HDS, large, I. 6.

(B.H., to loathe) Hiph. Impf.

and Inf., to cleanse by im

mersion in hot water, V. 12.

(Latin, gradum) the seats

of an amphitheatre, I. 7 (see

note ad loc.).

//. rinjnji, dried figs.

V. 2, cp. Nazir II. i, Teru-

moth XI. i. .

: (B.H., kna, groats)//, ppnj,

pounded beans, V. 2, cp.

Ma asr. V. 8.

TO: (B.H., e.g. Hab. i
s
)

to drag

about, IV. 5.

D&amp;gt;}: (B.H.) rain. DnpBJfn nto3,
in the rainy season, III. 8.

na
: (B.H.) wine-press, IV. 9; V.

io. ntp-IV? n|, a press in

which the grapes have been

trodden out, IV. 8.

(B.H.) pi. PS^, bears, I. 7.

n^n, overripe grapes, II. 7.

(See note ad loc.) [Jastrow

276
b

, &quot;lumps of dripping

grapes,&quot; from vM*l.]

nn

(B.H.) to cleave to, cling,

III. 3.

: (B.H.) honey, II. 7.

(B.H.) fish, fishes, II. 6, 7.

(Generally with collective

meaning.)

(B.H.), loved one, beloved.

pi.
tnn, II. 5.

^ . (B.H.) unwell. ^M.,
nn (In quotation from Is.

3o
22

) perhaps = nn v^, un

clean cloth, III. 6.

rVH: (B.H., e.g. Is. 4
4
) ZT^. to

wash, cleanse. Hiph. Impf.

with Suffix,
DPI T, V. 2.

*i?3?n : (SeXc^iK)}; see Krauss II.

214, *pah) a side-table, V. 5

(see note ad loc.).

p.: (B.H.) Kal Impf. fnN to

judge, decide, III. 5. Niph.

Perf. |iT3, adjudicated III. 6.

(On the form, see Introd.

page xiv and the note page

53-)

&quot;I: II. 6, see JV3.

: I. 9, see JV3.

: (cp. B.H. HOT to be like)

an equivalent, value, price,

V. 7, io.

: (B.H., understanding) know

ledge, temperament. IRVIW

nB^ of good physical con

dition, not fastidious (euphe

mistically), II. 5.

Adj. (B.H.) fern. ^. small,

I. 6.
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*?$/[ : palm-tree. 3p PI : a species

of date called &quot;Deqd Tab,&quot;

I- 5-

TO: (B.H., e.g. Is. 63*) to tread,

trample, IV. 9.

TO- - (B-H.) way, road, 1.4; II. 5.

manner, method, II. 6; V. 12.

nin

i/, cp. Syr.

dragon, III. 3.

Adriatic, II. 3 (see note

ad loc.).

: (conjunction] he-cause, since,

III. 7. [^ n
&amp;gt;

I{iPh of t?N&amp;gt;

&quot;it
helps.&quot; Cp. B.H.,

: see HT.

JH : (rarely in B.H. for usual rvn,

e.g. Gen. 27^, Ecc. 2
W

)
to be,

become, III. 8. Kal Imper.

l&V.s.

n
: (=T!7) how? II. 5.

(Prefix 0n = B.H. IP, PP,

from, of). ll ith ft-m. suffix,

from it (the Ashera), III. 9.

Tj ;an
: Noun from Iliphil; con

struct, %&quot;-n, fitness to be

come unclean, II. 7.

n?n : (Traditional pronunciation

iipD) this one, the prison

concerned, IV. 12.

^n : (B.I I.; AW, to
LM&amp;gt;,

walk.

////. tt /M X T|W?, i. 4 . yy,/..

//.
D aVmn, II. 3. y/////. t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

H5

cast, throw. Impf. V^, III.

3. /W/. //. P9vto, bringing,

carrying, IV. 9.

: enjoyment, benefit, use,

II. 3 (see note ad loc.);

III. 9 ;
and passim.

(Deriv. from n^?H) Niph. to

enjoy, derive pleasure, profit,

from (IP). Niph. Ptcp. pi.

p:n3, II. 5 ;
IV. 3.

: III. 9. See under P03.

pnsn : (uVo^T/Kr/, Krauss II. 102,

^niDS) a shop, II. 7.

H3in
: Hiph. Inf. of nan (used as

Adv. with verbs and adjs. in

B.H., greatly). Used as an

adj. with P9j rnuch, abun

dant, III. 4.

in : Interjection (= B.H., M, nan)

behold, lo! II. 6; and pas
sim.

T

nat. : (B.H.) sacrifice. Construct

PL Wt, II. 3.

^3J. : manure, III. 3, 8.

pat : (B.H., Numb 6\ see Oxf.

I.i \. j6oa

) grape-skins, II. 4

(note ad loc.).

nt
: (Pron. masc. B.H.), it

(fern.,

rare in B.H., e.g. Hos. 7
6
,

lor usual HKT) this, that, III.

j

IT &quot;IV3
IT, side by side,

IV. i.

3HT; (B.H.) gold, III. 5.
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|?J:

\\&amp;gt;\
:

&quot;l

p&quot;)t

(B.H.) to be a stranger. Kal

Ptcp. fern., used as adj., nnj

strange, I. 4.

: (B.H.)//. DW., olives, II. 7.

: (late B.H., e.g. Neh. 2
6

)

appointed time, time, occasion.

&amp;gt;

}PJ2 }
in the case of, when,

I. 4. \K\ Tl^, later, after

wards, I. i.

: (B.H., e.g. Exod. 2 3
) pitch,

V. ii.

: (/&/ denom. of riBT) to cover

with pitch, V. ii.

(B.H.) the beard, I. 3.

(B.H.) old man, elder, scholar.

//. EMi?J, the Elders, IV. 7.

: (/&/ denom. of I
1

!)}, vigour,

B^lt, young shoots) to lop

or trim off young shoots (in

order to promote stronger

growth), III. 10.

: (B.H. to winnow, scatter, e.g.

Exod. 32
20

)
to scatter. Kal

Ptcp. act. rniT, HI. 3. Imp/.,

with 3 pi. suffix, Dnjn, HI. 6.

: Adj. fern. See under &quot;M .

: (B.H.) to sow. ^/ /fr/.

//. no&quot; in. s.

: (B.H., e.g. Job 2
12

)
to throw,

cast, IV. 5, 10.

n
: (Noun fern.) a jar, sg. IV.

10
;
V. i, 7. //. nvoq, IV.

9 (see note ad loc.) ; V. 2,

6.

: (B.H.) /%/, to unite, join.

Pual Ptcp. pass. W$&amp;gt; 1|n,
united to the soil, rooted in

the soil, I. 8.

: (B.H.) companion, neigh

bour, partner, IV. 4. i&quot;i3q,

its neighbour (i.e. the parallel

verse), II. 5.

: (B.H., e.g. Lev. n 22

) locust,

grasshopper, II. 7.

.

(B.H.) Pie!, to renew, III. 7.

: (B.H.) ^ . new, III. 9.

: (B.H.) vinegar, II. 3 ;
V. 2.

followed by IP (late B.H.,

e.g. Ecc. 2 2S
) apart from, ex

cept, V. 10. With n_ locale

added, and followed by X

*? nyin (B.H.) outside of,

I. 4-

(B.H.) Piel Ptcp. pi TPfOp,

to strengthen, IV. 5.

: Noun, construct nptn
,

as

sumption, presumption, V. 3.

to do again, return, repeat,

V. 7.

: //. P.tH, lettuces, III. 8.

(Cp. B.H., Dpn, Is. 48
9
) the

nose. With fern. sg. suffix

aotpn, iv. 5.

Adj. (B.H., e.g. Lev. i3
10

)

fern, rvn, living, raw, II. 5.

; (Latin, //&amp;lt;?r)
brine made

from a small fish, the &quot;

allec,

II. 6 (see note ad loc.).
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the plant &quot;asafoetida,&quot;

II. 6 (see note ad loc.).

(B.H.) wise man, scholar.

pi D paq, the Wise, I. 2 (see

note ad loc.).

: (B.H.) milk, II. 6, 7.

: (Denom. from a?n) to milk,

II. 6, 7.

: (B.H., e.g. Job 14 ) Hiph.,

to put forth new shoots, to

sprout again, III. 7.

: (B.H.) to desire, take pleasure

in, III. 5.

: (B.H., e.g. Is. 24
2
3) the sun,

III. 3; IV. 7; npnn nio a jn

summer time, III. 8.

n?n : (B.H.) heat, anger, IV. 10.

: (B.H.) ass, V. i. [Some

times, as here, feminine in

M.H.-B.H.

nun

heavy, important,

severe, few., n
7^n&amp;gt; subject

to a more stringent prohi

bition, II. 5 (cp. note n&wn,

II- 3).

: (B.H., cells, Jer. 37 ) a

shop. sg. V. 4. //.
ni pn,

1.4-

: (B.H., e.g. Ps. 86
) Piel, to

lessen, to diminish, IV. 5.

(B.H.) Adj. wanting, de-
j

frctive, maimed, I. 5.

: (B.H.) to hew out, cleave,

III. 7.

a species of date, called

&quot;Hagab,&quot;
I. 5.

BTi
: (B.H.) devoted thing, ban,

accursed thing, III. 3.

DTI: (=B.H., iTjn, e.g. Is. 4 5 9
)

earthenware, II. 3; V. n.

(B.H., Numb. 64. See

Oxf. Lex., p. 359
a

) grape-

stones, II. 4 (note ad loc.).

: to suspect. Kal Ptcp. pass.,

PI-VJTl, II. i.

(B.H., Kal to dip) Hiph.

Impf. and /;//!, to immerse,

wash, V. 12.

(B.H., e.g. Numb. 3150)

//. niyap, finger-rings, I. 8.

On the form see Gesenius-

Kautzsch 26
, 95^.

; (B.H.) Adj., clean, pure

(esp. in ritual sense), III. 8;

V. 12.

naio

; (B.H.) AW, be clean.

Ptcp.
IlPP, cleansing, pre

paring (wine) so that it is

(ritually) pure, IV. n, 12.

[Opposite
HND-1D2

npiy.]

: (B.H., welfare, benefit)

rnioa &quot;as a favour&quot; (Jastrow),

or &quot;

with expression of thanks,&quot;

IV. 3-

(B.H.) //////. to throw, cast;

/ /,/ *PP, III. 3- (Also

pointed PP, i.e. Hiph. from

vO), to hurl, cast.)
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; (B.H.) uncleanness (esp.

in ritual sense).
&quot;B3 nfiy,

i.e. not observing the laws of

ritual purity, e.g. in the pre

paration of wine, IV. 9.

9 : (B.H.) Piel ptcp. pi. l^PPD,

sg.fem. PP?, polluting (/.
in ritual sense), III. 6.

P: (B.H.) taste, V. 2. See

under ID.

: (B.H., to spread, extend,

e.g. Is. 48*3) Piel, to strike

with the hand, to slap, IV. 10.

t3 :

(? Bpirra.) a small fish used

for pickling, II. 6 (see note

ad loc.).

B: (B.H.) to tear, rend. Kal

Ptcp. pass. na-nip, pounded,

chopped, II. 6.

see

(B.H., e.g. Numb. 6s).

3?, withered, II. 4.

see

T:

see *I.

(B.H.) hand, III. i. 1JP,

instantly (i.e.
on completion.

Cp. &quot;off-hand&quot;),
IV. 3.

(B.H.) Hiph. &quot;in, praise,

approve, II. 5.

(B.H.) Kal Imper. W, know,

III. 5. .#/&amp;gt;/z. /V# ze;///*

in, inform, V. 3.

DV (B.H.) day, I. i. KJpUl Di
,

birthday, I. 3. Construct pL

fito*, (cp. Deut. 327) time^

season, III. 8.

(B.H., AW and Piel, to

unite, e.g. Gen. 49
6
) Nithpael

Impf. be alone with, II. i.

Aa/ Ptcp. sg. fern, nnmp,
be especial, particular, unique,

I. 4.

(B.H., sg. only) wine, II. 3.

pi. riu^J, jars, etc., of wine

(as votive offerings), IV. 2.

(B.H., e.g. Exod. i
l6

) Piel,

to tend as midwife, to deliver,

II. -i.

(B.H.) Hiph. Impf. p^n,
and /p

/^&amp;gt;. np;^p }
to suckle,

II. i. [CPNAO read P 3n

from N/P-13, cp. Exod. 29

inp^fll : in which case we

must point P 3Fl and n
R^P.]

: (B.H.) Kal, to come forth,

go forth. Imper. V, III. 6.

./V#. N^*L IL 3 ;
also in the

phrase
13 NXV3, like that

which passes with it, similar,

III. 2; IV. 2. Hiph. Inf.

with $
d m. sg. suffix, ifcOVin,

to bring forth, take out, IV.

12.

see under p.V.

(B.H., ^. only). //. nipT,

herbs, vegetables, III. 8.

: (B.H.) an Israelite, II. 4,

6, 7; IV. 4, 9; V. 3, 7. //.

D^lf?, IV. ii. ^^\ m
an Israelitish woman, II. i.
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-
J

,
an Israelitish woman,

II. i. &quot;-

*

PS3, in the land

of Israel, I. 8.

(B.H.) there is, there are,

I. 3 ; and passim.

(B.H.) to sit, Kal, III. 8;

IV. ii. Kal Inf. with ^,

3^, V. i. Hip/i. Imp/.
3 VT, to set, to station, IV.

1 1.

(B.H.) Adj. old, in. 9.

see under )*H3.

133 : (B.H.) PualPtcp. /&amp;gt;/.

M
f3

honoured, important, orna

mental, III. 3.

: (B.H., only II. Chr. 9
?

footstool) (a) SL press. () an

ascent, csp. the slope leading

up to the altar, Yoma II. i.

(
f
) pi. DT33, edibles pre

served by pressing or soaking,

II. 6.

(B.H. Gk. and I .at.

cadus) .i vi-,M.-l, jar.

struct pi. ^3, V. 3.

Con

( ? i;.n. r, rhaps ts. 22-8,

but see Oxf. I .&amp;lt; &amp;lt;ind

1 89 )
a ball, globe, orb, III. i.

-
: rid T.3, to put on ti

1

el, III. 7 (see not- ,id loc.).

ti I; .II.)//.
D 3Di2, stars, IV. 7.

r
; ,1; II., &quot;,92)

;m arch, vault,

I. ;.

: (from nv+N3) how? in what

manner? III. 6, 10; IV. 5.

(B.H.) all. W.TJ ;

(?3, ever so

little, V. 8 (see notes ad loc.).

i
n? ^?, V. 9.

3
: a small fish, II. 6 (see

note ad loc., and add ref. to

Krauss, II. 290, 291, who

regards T3?3 i.e. \a.\Ki^ \d\-

Ki 8o5, as the correct form).

(B.H.) vessel, utensil, sg. V.

7. //. 0^3, III. 3 ;
IV. 2;

V. 12.

n-iD3

the general rule (as

/^ 13^?, the particular instance),

V. 2/8.

(B.H., to gather) Kal, to

collect. Ptcp. pass.

stored, II. 4. Ptcp. act.

Vfl/,
&quot; he must withdraw (sc.

the
wall),&quot;

III. 6. A////, be

brought in, II. 3. enter,

III. 4; IV. ii
;

V. 4, 6.

in-Vjh
1

? HDP??, come into pO6

session of, V. 7. ////&amp;gt;//.,
to

bring in, I. 9; IV. 7.

B.H., e.g. Gen. 2o 6
)

overing, clothing, IV. 2.

|D3 : (B.H.) silver, III. 5.

373 :

(K/&amp;gt;Kt s, KtfiKLfx,^. See

II. 298, H212; a shuttle. [11.9,

C3 (t^3 I5.H.

whilst, II. 5; III. 4.
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: (late B.H., e.g. Esth. 8s)

Hiph. Perf. m^ri, pronounce
fit p^3), i.e. to permit, IV. 10.

(B.H., e.g. Numb. 63) Adj.

fresh, new, II. 4.

fl3: (B.H.) Kal Ptcp. pass.

written, recorded, III. 4.

S

/: Denom.from 3^? (B.H., only
in Niph., Piel to encourage).

Kal Ptcp. pass. pi. T?^,
having a hole at the heart,

II. 3; V. 9.

(B.H., e.g. Exod. 3034)

incense [so called from its

white (p?) colour].

J2?: Piel (B.H., AT*/ be white,

Hiph. whiten) to whiten, to

cleanse, V. 12.

]$: (B.H.) Adj. white, I. 5.

n^; (poet, in B.H., e.g. Is. 24
23

)

the moon
(&quot;

the white one
&quot;),

IV. 7.

r?? : (Xaywos ; Latin, lagena. See

Krauss II. 305) a wine-bottle,

decanter, V. i, 5.

: (B.H., e.g. Prov. 227)

Inf. nfapj to borrow, I. i.

Hiph. Inf. ni^n, to lend,

I. i. (On the distinction

between 7NB&amp;gt; and HP see

note I. i.)

(B.H., e.g. Gen. i86
) to

knead. Kal Ptcp. pi. r&6,

IV. 9.

from (cp. B.H.,

nw, II. Kgs. 193, for regu

lar
rv$&amp;gt;) birth, I. 3.

: (B.H.) A^/, to learn. Piel,

to teach, instruct, II. 5.

(B.H.) to take, receive. A^/

P/&amp;lt;^.
&amp;lt;;/. purchase, acquire,

IV. 8; V. 12.

: (B.H.) to measure out, IV.

10
;
V. 7.

: (B.H., and Aramaic, pro

vince) ; province ;
to also

town, V. 4.

(B.H.) what? which?

cjN-HD, as even so, III. 6.

inp:
(
=

in, no) how? what

of? I. 4.

f n
: that which, III. 5.

(= Nin^ no
} 3) by

whatever it be, V. 8.

: (Latin, wr/. ? Gk. dX-

See Krauss II. 329)

fish-brine, pickle, II. 4.

: (B.H.) altar, IV. 2.

(B.H., only 3JO, Cant. 73) to

mix wine with water, V. 5.

//. nfrrp, signs of the Zodiac,

planets, IV. 7.

: strife, controversy, I. 6.
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IP:

: (B.H., rarely, e.g. Numb. &quot;TfTO: (B.H., deed, work) affair,

3136) the half. nynotynyriD: occurrence, I. 4-

half and half, equally divided,
X&amp;gt;

D
: (B.H.) AW, to find. Kal

Ptcp. X&amp;gt;isn, in.
2&amp;gt; 5 . Aty/i.,

be found, IV. 10.

P : see under &quot;ny.

S?P: (B.H.) rod, staff, III. i, 10.

(Noun, masc. and fern.}

, B.H.) a bath, bath

house, I. 9; III. 4. /Y.

nixyrno, i. 7 .

(Latin, Mercurius) a

III. 6.

^ PP: see under ^.

PP: (B.H., e.g. Gen.
i&quot;) kind,

sort, V. 8.

: death, I. 3.

: (B.H.) to sell, I. 5; IV. 5.

: (B.H.) work, task, V. i.

: (from m, B.H.) a lien,

IV. 10.

: (B.H.) salt.

sal conditurn, II. 6. rron D^
the Sea of salt, the Dead

Sea, III. 3. [Cp. Gen. 143,

ntan D
T\]

: wealth, money, substance,

II. 2; III. 4.

(B.H.) from. V!?P, see D?B.
&quot;

P, from the time that,

after //?/&
//;//&amp;gt;/!

I. 8
;

IV.

4 : # ///* Perf. V. 7.

: (B. H., portion) portion, agree

ment. ? Hip 71;, on condition

that, I. 8. (On the form, see

Gesenius-Kautzsch 26
, 95 n.)

: PL niVO (? B.H., Is. 48 9,

but see Oxf. Lex.
589&quot;)

small

coins, money, IV. 2, 12.

: (B.H.) to defraud.

Merqolis, i.e. a statue of

Mercury (Hermes), a Her-

meion, IV. i.

: Noun. (B.H.) carrying,

bearing, III. 6.

: see under no.

Q-VJ
;

P: see under D^.

: (B.H.) Kal Ptcp. pass.

extended in straight line,

lengthwise, II. 3.

: to pawn, to pledge, IV. 5.

? : see under KiDC?.

: funnel, V. 7 ; cp. Aboth,

V. 15.

?: (B.H., e.g. Gen.
29&quot;)

a

banquet, wedding-feast, I. 3.

see under &quot;1^3.

technically, to transgress the n
?? : foliage, sproutings, III. 8

law concerning sacred pro- (see crit. note ad loc.).

pcrty,
rA rp. Ptcp. pi. I^O, ^ : (B.H.) corpse, carcass, II. 5

II. 5. (see note ad loc.).

E. 9
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DT3

P

333
: AW(intrans.) be dry, become

dry; Impf. 3ty, v.L 31!, V. 3,

4. Pie/, to dry ; Ptcp. sg.

33JB, v. 10.

V3?: (B.H.) ^^. Win, reach,

arrive at, I. 7.

TO: (B.H., e.g. Lam. i
J

7) men

struation, /^#&amp;lt;:&amp;lt;? (with fw.3

understood) menstmant, III. 6.

3H3
: (B.H., to drive; but cp. Ecc.

23, Jn: 37^ my heart be

haves...), (i) to lead, to

conduct oneself. (2) ^L!?,

they are accustomed, I. 6.

(3 )
D-te p te ana, acting to

wards it as though, III. 4.

P^C!? : see under nan.

&quot;lia : (B.H., &quot;JNa, e.g. Ps. 569) PI.

nnw, bottles, ii. 4 .

n-ia
: (B.H.) 77^. to leave, aban

don, IV. 6, 7. to place, set

down, V. i, 5. Hiph. Ptcp.

and suffixWW , permit, allow,

IV. 12 (cp. Judg. i6 25
).

*

M; v.l.
&quot;, (cp. B.H. N/nSa) an

ornament, beauty, III. 4.

(B.H., e.g. Gen. 24^) nose

ring, ear-ring, I. 8.

(B.H, only Esth. 7
4

) harm,

injury, I. 7.

: baker, IV. 9.

fej: (rare in B.H., e.g. Lam. 3
28

)

to take away, take, III. 7 ;

IV. 8.

ypj : (B.H.) to plant, III. 7.

,pa : (B.H., in Kal and .#&quot;#&).

/fe/, to drop, drip, exude

moisture; Ptcp. pi. fern.

niDt23?D TT 7
:

-
: J

*
/

ITO
: see under p.

p3 : (B.H.) alien, Gentile, pagan,

IV. 4 and passim. 1&quot;|&amp;lt;I

&quot;P3

(fern.) pagan woman, II. i.

^W.; (B.H., drink-offering.) r*(P)

&quot;H??., libation-wine, IV. 8 ;

V. i, 2, 8, 10.

^ : (B.H.) to pour out. PieI Inf.

^Bp., to make wine libation-

wine (technical), V. 6.

PP3: (? B.H., e.g. Is. 44
1S

;
see

Oxf. Lex. s. v. P/^). Hiph. to

kindle, to heat; Perf. P pn,

III. 9. [Perhaps from P^D -]

^5?: (B.H.) //.
n^ea, soul,

person, II. 2.

Dn7p3 }
Nicolaus. A species of

date so-called, I. 5.

K&: (B.H.) to lift. ^z/ //.

fgv, to transact

business with (D^), I. i
; II. 3.

[i.e.
to receive goods (N^)

and to give an equivalent in

exchange (I)-] ^V/^. Ptcp.

fern,
nx^:, high, lifted up,

III. 5. Hiph. Perf. Wt& n

1HN
lyi/, he directed his

attention to another matter,

II. 5-

W
: to drop, fall off. Kal Ptcp.

fern. JVTfto, HI. 8.
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HJ: in Piel Hiph. Hoph. (B.H., njb : (B.H., only sg.) pi. ninjp,

Hiph. only Is. i8 5
Tfin, ? from

Ttn.) Hiph. Perf. ran, to

flick out, fling out, IV. 10.

(B.H.) to give. Kal Inf.

nn, see under M?3. Ptep.,

Diftp jntoj imparting a flavour,

V. 2, 8 (see notes ad loc.).

: (B.H., e.g. Lev. n) Hoph.

Impf. I

fi
,
be taken to pieces,

III. 9.

: (B.H., in Hiph. e.g. &quot;V?n Is.

58* to set free) Hiph. to allow,

I. 6; II. 6; III. 7; V. 2.

Hoph. Ptcp. (impersonal) &quot;WJ,

it is permitted, I. 2 and pas
sim.

D

3: Syria, I. 8.

Saturnalia, I. 3 (see

Excursus, p. 21).

(B.H., Tb, chalk) /X de-

nom. from Tp
f
to whitewash,

in. 7 .

rvp : pi.
D

rrp, colt (foal) of an

ass, I. 6. [For the form, see

D.ineth, Pesahim IV. 3, on

r?P: /*///. (B.H., rat&quot;, only Prov.

23=) a knife, V. 12.

nW?p : (dnnin. from ^P, B.H.) a

small basket, II. 7.

pSp: (B.H., only Ps. I39
8
,
Kal

Impf. PPK) Piel, to n-niovc,

III. 7. [Cp. Syi

fine flour, meal, IV. 2.

: (B.H.) Kal Ptcp. pass.

;, resting on, contiguous to,

III. 6.

rn Bp : (B.H., only Jonah i
5
) a

ship, boat, V. 2, 4.

&quot;iSp: (B.H., to count, relate; but

not in Hithpael.) Nithpael

Ptcp. ppnpp, to get the hair

cut, II. 2. [Cp. Syr. fr&amp;gt;Aflo|.]
7 V

S^9: (B.H., e.g. Exod. 21*) to

stone. Niph. Ptcp. stoned

to death, V. 9.

: (B.H.) to close, stop up,

niD-inp, closed, sealed, V. 5.

: (Noun tnasc.) something

closed up, unknown ; kencc^ in

definite, undefinedness; 19^9&amp;gt;

see note I. 5. [The contrary

of

(B-H., to work, serve) Kal,

to serve, worship, III. 5, 7 ;

IV. 6. Niph. be worshipped,

III. i, 2; IV. 4.

(B.H.) labour, service,

worship. rnr rnny (ry)

idolatry, I. 3; an idol, III. 4.

(B.H.) AW, to cross, pass

by, III. 8.
////Vfr. Imper.

&quot;i?.LTJ, move, shift, V. i.

(B.H., e.g. I. Kgs. 7&quot;)

round, circular, II. 3.

92
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(B.H.) calf. //. DTO, I. 6;
II. 5.

: (B.H.) heifer, V. 9.

(B.H.) until. && iy, before,

V. 7 (cp. Eccles. 12
).

: (B.H.) whole burnt-offering,

IL 5 .

: (B.H., eternity) world, IV. 7.

(B.H.)//. nhiy, skins, hides,

ii. 3; v. 9 .

: (B.H., e.g. II. Chron. 4
9
)

the temple-court, V. 9.

to crown, wreathe. Pual

Ptcp. nhElrtp, wreathed, gar

landed, I. 4.

\\ (B.H.) a wreath, IV. 2.

: construct ^131^, sediment,

dregs, V. 7 (see note ad loc.

and Jastrow, 1078).

the town of Akko, III. 4.

V: now, for the time being,

I. i.
(&quot;Perhaps a contraction

of -in&amp;gt; to? nnr, Jastrow.

Levy derives it from nifi^ &quot;U?

: (B.H.) to go up, arrive; to

come up, IV. 10. D*D fp rby
to land from a voyage, I. 3.

: (B.H., cp. Gen. 3?. Sing,
noun often with collective

meaning) a leaf, II. 7; HI.
10.

: (B.H.) ^/, to stand, III. 4.

Ptcp. to erect, I. 7,

IV. 6; to curdle (of milk),

II. 5-

(B.H.) Noun fern., sometimes

masc. &1W. grapes, IV. 2;

V. 2.

(B.H.) dust, debris, III. 6.

(B.H.) tree, wood, III. 5;

V. n. //.
D Vtf wood, logs,

timber, III. 6, 9.

(B.H.) bone; substance,

self. toyu \3f9, by itself,

alone, I. 5.

(B.H., AW, to be surety for
;

Hithpael, to mix with, e.g. Ps.

io6 3S
) Nithpael, be mingled

with, III. 9.

^^/(B.H., lay bare) to pour,

to mingle, V. 7.

: (B.H., only sg.) pi. nini?

lewdness, unchastity, II. i.

: bare, naked, III. 4.

(B.H., to arrange, array) to

set in order
; to roll (dough),

IV. 9.

Kal Ptcp. pass. HWII?, V. 9.

: (B.H.) A^/, to do, make,
I. 8. Niph. to be made, to

become; Perf. fto, III. 4 .

,
HI. 3. iv. 8.

: (B.H., e.g. Exod. 2i 3
)

ransom, III. 9.

(B.H.) sg. construct 3
; ^ ^,

because, I. 5.
&amp;gt; *3 ^y t)N al-
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though, even if, I. i
;

II. 7 ;

IV. 5, 8; V. 1,4, ii. Bto,
on the edge of, III. 4; on

the mouth of, IV. 10.

pi. niN|5_.

cp. Peshitta, Luke lo34

]&L&amp;lt;~L2). See Krauss, II.

428) an inn, hostelry, II. i.

Vis : (cp. B.H., bl B) hired

labourer, V. i.

DHS
: to batter, pound, IV. 5.

nhpiu? : /y. stems (of figs), I. 5.

^S: (B.H., to split, A7

////, and

J iel] Hiph. to separate from,

leave. Ptcp. J^?, V. 3, 4.

: (Trparijp, n-paTijpioi ;
so

Dalman, Worterbuch) baker,

baker s-shop, IV. 9. [TO^B,

7ru&amp;gt;A.77T&amp;gt;7p
so Strack, A.Z.

1909. &quot;*P/3, 7ni)\r)njpiov SO

Hoffmann. See further Krauss,

ii. 458.]

S : v.l. :S; free time, leisure,

V. 6.

. /y (B.H.) r^, before, I. i.

L&quot; *:sp, because, I. i, 9; II.

3, 5; III. i. no \:sp,

wherefore? why? III. 4, 5;
IV. 7. ioyy MP3, alone,

I. 5 (see DW).

(U.H., AW only) to

trim, lop, prune, III. 7.

PPS : to settle, specify ; es/&amp;gt;.,
to

fix a price, V. 7.

: directness, distinctness, ex-

plicitness. Ip^B, see note

I. 5. [The contrary is E^P.]

?1? : cluster, bunch
;
D 3$ &quot;IB,

i.e. grapes attached to the

stalk, bunches of grapes.

[&quot; Possibly from Latin per-

gula, or from
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;payt\\ioi

(Strabo). The latter how
ever occurs in a Midrash

with the meaning scourge.

The word may perhaps come
from Aram. &quot;P& to bind

&quot;

Hoffmann.]

s ; A a/, with accusative ofperson,

to discharge a debt to, to re

pay, I. i. Niph., to take

repayment (IP) from, I. i.

\Rern. It is difficult to trans

late the Niph. The word

covers both the negative

aspect of receiving money
offered in payment, &quot;accept

ng repayment and tin-

positive aspect of demand

ing money, collecting the

debt, &quot;exacting repayment.&quot;]

ns
: (B.H., e.g. Ruth 2 4

) bread,

a morsel of bread, II. 6
;

III.

9; IV. 9.

nns
: (B.H.) to open. Kal Ptcp.

pass. rnn-iriB, open, unsealed,

IV. ii
; V/3, 5.

IV: (B.H.) side, border. 1&amp;gt; 3,

beside, IV. i, 10. it iy? ir,

side by side, together, IV. i.

See also 1^3.
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: (B.H., e.g. Is. 36
12

) filth,

ordure, excrement, IV, 5.

: (? B.H. Ez.
43&quot;,

but see

Oxf. Lex. 849) shape, like

ness, form, III. 3, 7.

: (B.H., only II. Chron. 2 5

)

need, necessity, III. 10; IV. 7.

: Sidon, III. 7.

V: fish-brine, pickle, II. 6.

*: (B.H.) shadow, III. 8.

nfty : (B.H., only II. Kgs. 2
20

)

vessel, jar, V. 7.

^f: (B.H.) an image, III. i.

P_y : (B.H., only ASw nay, cool

ness, Prov. 25
13
) Kal, to be

cold. Hiph. Impf. IW, allow

to cool, III. 9.

: (B.H.) a bird, III. i. //.

construct, ^3?, V. 9.

y: needed, needing, required,

&quot;he must,&quot; IV. n. -qnv P

IP&quot;, needless to say, of

course, I. 8.

n*: (B.H., e.g. Exod. 2 3
28

)

hornet, IV. 10.

: (B.H., I Tiy; e.g. I. Kgs.

8 37
) Hiph. Ptcp. -iP, cause

distress, vex, I. i.

E: (B.H., e.g. Deut. i8 3
)
ren

net, II. 5.

: (Pie!, B.H.). Nithpael

(Hithpael), to receive, IV. 12.

: (Latin catelld) necklace,

chain (I. 8). [The form

&6&P, niN^p is preferable;

see Krauss II. 525.]

: (from root O&quot;ip
= PP, to

break, cut) a particle, piece,

drop. nv&n^ ISTip, the

exuding sap of the plant

Asafoetida, II. 6.

: (cp. Syr. M^Q) to cut off,

mutilate, I. 5 ;
IV. 5.

i2: (Latin, Kalcndae). The

Kalends, I. 3. [See Excursus

page 19, and Krauss II. 546.]

A fl/ (;. /. *(&. Piel} to scrape,

rub off, V. ii.

(B.H.) reed, stalk, measuring-

rod, IV. 10.

: //. ri^i?, vessel, jar, II. 4.

^2 : (Latin, compendiaria (sc.)

via) a short-cut, V. 4. [Cp.

Berakh. IX. 5, and Syr.

: (B.H., e.g. Judg. i
7

)
to cut

off, cut down ; Kal Inf. fip,

I. 8. Piellmpf. r-5PK, I. 8.

: (B.H.) Afc/, to read, pro

nounce, II. 5. Niph.) be

named, I. 9.

: (B.H.) Kal, be near, be

offered, IV. 2. ZT#& /V^.

//. P^PP, offering as a sacri

fice, I. 5.

: (Latin, carrus or carrum.

See Krauss II. 565) a wagon,
V. 4.
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lp: (PJura/from dk.

the festivals called &quot;Kratesis&quot;;

Dies Imperii. [See Excursus

page 21, and Krauss II. 568.]

IP: (-B.H. ni,7. B.H. ^^op
position) accident, chance.

njj^a, III. 4, cp. Deut.
23&quot;.

DPI?: Piel quadriliteral (=B.H.

DD-13, only Ps. 8ou . On the

form see Gesenius-Kautzsch
26

,

56) to cut off, trim, III. 10.

inp : (B.H., e.g. I. Kgs. n 30
)

a

rent, tear, II. 3.

VP7P: (B.H., the floor, e.g. Amos

9
3
) ground, bottom, soil, I. 8.

*H: (B.H.) AW, to see, observe,

II. 6. Niph. PUp. pi. fern.

rnN~U, be seen, appear, IV. i.

: (B.H.) head, top, IV. 2;

tip, extremity, IV. 5.

3-): (B.H.) Adj. great. //

the many, tin- public, I. 7 ;

III. 8; IV. ii. [See also

under n-Vjn.|

31
: Rabbi, i.e. teacher, leader.

When used without a proper

name following,
31 as a rule

denotes Rabbi Yehuda ha-

Nasi,A.Z. IV. 5; V. ii
;
but

in II. 6 (where see note)

2H- R. Yehuda II.

|3T: Rabban a title in the

Tannaitic period applied

to the Patriarch of the

Palestinian school (see note

II. 3), but later used of other

distinguished ti a&amp;lt; her-. The

Kxilurch, the chief Baby
lonian scholar, was termed

W3-I.
[&quot;R&quot;)

is itself a

nominal form and is not to

be regarded with Geiger,

Was hat Mohammed p. 51,

as 31 with the suffix of the

ist pers. plur., which would

be 13V De Sola Pool,

Kaddish, p. 92.]

: carnal connection with

animals, II. i.

Rome, IV. 7.

p-n : (B.H., x/PP^, only Lev. 15*)

to spit. KalPerf. P?, IV. 5

\_v.l. Pi?J.]

1
nv (B.H., e.g. Exod. 2 s

)
to

wash, bathe, III. 4; V. 4.

nn
: (quoted from Cant, i

2

) scent,

smell, II. 5.

: Adj. (B.H.) green, luxuriant,

III. 5-

: (B.H., e.g. II. Kgs. 8&quot;)
to

heal Nithpud rtcp. pi.

;\sannp, with Cognate Accu

sative
V
1S&quot;),

to get oneself

cured, to let OIKSI l! bo healed,

II. 2.

) : a healing. liO
&quot;&quot;&amp;gt;, healing

in respect of one s posses

sions, i.e. cattle or slaves ;

nil ;

p? &quot;&quot;i, healing in respect

of one s body ;
II. 2.

n&amp;gt;&quot;v (B.H., be pleased with) to
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desire, be willing. Kal Impf.

nyv, IV. 12.

: (B.H.) desire, will, good
will, IV. 7.

: [Traditional pronunciation

^&quot;),
so pointed to distin

guish from JWT, &quot;power,&quot;

&quot;

authority.&quot;] (
i
) permission,

(2) domain, dominion, sphere
of influence

;
and hence con

trol. aniBha, under her

control, in her house, II. i
;

cp. IV. n, 12.
in-IET)

1

? r\DW
}

entered into their possession,

V. 7.
D inn niBh, a public

place, II. 2; D?ii n-IBn IV.

ii. [See also 3
1

?.]

nrn
: (B.H., /X Pua/, Hiph.,

e.g. Job 3o
27

)
to boil, be hot.

Pual Ptcp. nnrnp, fermenting,

effervescing, IV. 10.

fe

: see under

: (B.H.) //.

land-property, I. 8.

: (B.H., but not in Hip/t.)

Kal, to hire, V. i. Hiph.

Inf. &quot;V3KTI, to lease, let, I.

8, 9.

&: (B.H.) hire, wages, V. i, 7.

b; (Latin, sal condition.

? dXo? xovSpoi, see Krauss II.

396) &quot;7P n.^D, II. 6.

: (B.H.) rejoice, be pleased,
I. i.

II : (its relation to I

-B.H. jTb, &quot;to
burn,&quot; is un

certain) to absorb, consume,

quaff, II. 5.

p : (from^ I, to burn
; B.H.)

a burning, Apotheosis, I. 3.

[See Excursus, page 22, s. v.

(B.H., usually ^, but rarely

^ e.g. Judg. 7
12

) who, which,
that. ^ (=B.H., T.^3), as,

II. 5; III. 4. ^ ^(=B.H.
s

^?2?) ze;/M // so as not to,

not to, I. 6. [See also under

HS and
5f?.]

: (B.H, e.g. Judg. 4
20

) AW,
to ask, enquire, II. 5 ;

IV. 6
;

to borrow, ask a loan, I. i.

Hiph. to make inquiry, e.g.

Berakh. 6b
; // ^fffc, to

lend, I. I.

: (B.H.) remainder, rest, I. 5 ;

IV. 8.

: pi. D (B.H.) ears of

corn, corn, IV. 2.

-. (B.H.) Kal Ptcp. pass.

n-T-13^, broken, maimed, I. 6.

NithpaelPerf. $f. sg. n^nipi,
was broken, V. 2.

: (B.H.) //. construct n?^,

fragments, pieces, III. 2.

&amp;gt;//. (B.H, e.g. Job i 3
22

)

to return answer, reply. Ptcp.

pi. J^P, IIJ. 4-
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I, a species of white

fig, I. 5 ;
Shebi it V. i.

n?te
j

: //. D pi^, fools, madmen,
IV. 7.

E-lt-&quot;: (= B.H. DP) name, estimate.

D1LMp : because of, as coming
under the category of, II. 7.

Disrp J.TO, to treat after

the manner of, III. 4.

*\K : (? B.H. Gen. 3
5
, Job 9

17
)

to

sharpen, polish, rub. Kal

Perf. with 3 f. sg. suffix

V. 12.

: (B.H.) bullock, ox, V. 9.

(B.H.) ^V/&amp;gt;//. ^np^ be

slaughtered, V. 9.

pntr
;

: (B.H., e.g. Exod. so
36

) to

pound, pulverize, III. 3.

*?: (B.H. regularly
&quot;

but rarely and late ? ;

, e.g.

Cant. 3
7
) of, belonging to,

I. 3; III. 4; and passim.

[Circumlocution for the (leni

tive, frequently used with

anticipatory suffix, e.g. ty

y, iv. 12.]

: pi. r 1
.
1/^ (v.i. rn-i^j i.e.

Kal Ptcp. pass, with act.

meaning,from H?K^ &quot;to
send&quot;)

pressed olives, i.e. olives

rendered so soft by pressure-

that the stone falls out

at a touch, II. 7.

: (B.H.) table, V. 5.

: (B.H.) Adj., perfect, sound,

complete, I. 6.

-L&quot;
: pi nipfo? (from \by to boil)

edibles preserved by boiling,

II. 6.

tt?&amp;gt;: (B.H.) name. T T DJ^, for

the sake of idolatry, III. 7.

: (B.H.) oil, II. 6; //.

II. 5 (in quotation of Cant, i
2

);

offerings of oil, IV. 2.

: (B.H.) to watch. Kal Ptcp.

&quot;ipl^ n, the watchman, IV. n.

Pid Ptcp. (B.H., only Jonah
2 9

)
1C P, keeping continuous

watch, IV. ii. Nithpael

Ptcp. with pass, meaning,

ipnp pn, that which has been

kept under observation, V. 3.

: Piel (Bibl. Aram., Dan.
7&quot;)

to serve ; Ptcp. pi. with 3 f.

pL suffix, ?^WP, the things

which serve it (the idol), its

appurtenances, IV. 4.

: (B.H.) Kal, to repeat. Piel

Imp/, to vary, alter, I. 6.

j hour, moment; time, fW

0^, time of peace, IV. 6;

V. 6.

(B.H., &quot;sweep bare&quot;;

Niph. Is. 13 ; Pua/Job 33&quot;)

TV;/ 7f//// 3 / s. suffix,
nsi ;

,

to plane, trim, lop, III. 10.

,
or niE^ :

(Cp. Syr.

a spit, V. 12.
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tf: (cp. T|BP B.H.) a pouring

out, shedding. &W
&quot;BB&amp;gt;,

bloodshedding, murder, II. i.

: /%/ &amp;lt;/&amp;lt;?&amp;lt;. (B.H.) to detest,

III. 6.

(B.H., only in Esth. e.g.

5
2

) rod, sceptre; branch,

shoot, III. 10. (On form see

Gesenius-Kautzsch
26

85 w.)

Collective noun (B.H., see

Oxf. Lex. io56
b
) swarming

things, vermin, III. 6.

: (?B.H., Numb. 24
3 - IS

13|D

l?Jjn Dn^ ;
but see Oxf. Lex.

1060) to open, pierce hole,

unseal (of wine-jar), V. 3, 4.

(B.H.) Hiph. r^n, make

water, III. 4; IV. 5.

: (B.H.)//. D^K^J, fig-tree,

figs, V. 2.

n
: Nounfern,from An32(B.H.

&quot;pattern,&quot;
&quot;idolatrous image&quot;

Deut. 4
l6~l8

) figure, likeness,

image, III. 2.

nr6an : (from vrfca) shearing,

hair-cutting, I. 3.

rainn
: (B.H.) an abomination, an

idol, I. 9.

rnin : (from Vnr. B.H., e.g.

Deut. i 5
) (i) teaching, law. (2)

rninn, the Law (i.e. of Moses),

the Pentateuch
;

the Jewish

Law; Eprnin?, in your Law,

III. 4.

: (from III &amp;gt;n. B.H. e.g.

Gen. 13*) beginning, com

mencement, II. 3.

l; see under P3\

pi pp^pri (from

ornaments, decorations,

I. 8.

: (B.H.)//.

dates, V. 2.

palm-tree,

&quot;TIDfl
: (? from Assyr. tinuru, see

Oxf. Lex. 1072. B.H., e.g.

Gen. i5
17

) fire-pot, oven (for

baking), III. 9.

: (B.H., &quot;apple,&quot; e.g. Cant.

7
9
) (i) apple, (2) heap, pile,

IV. 8: cp. Tamid II. 2

raTDn y&a rvn
&quot;n,

&quot; there

was a heap (of ashes) in the

middle of the altar.&quot; [The
derivation is uncertain. Oxf.

Lex. 656, derives it from HS3

&quot;to blow&quot; i.e. of the aro

matic scent, breath, of the

apple. Jastrow and Levy are

against this view, as not being

consistent with the meaning

&quot;heap,&quot; &quot;pile.&quot; They derive

from nsn a Tafel of nD3,

meaning &quot;to swell,&quot; &quot;to

be inflated
&quot;

Levy compares
from 11.

J: (cp. B.H., ^an &quot;to
seize&quot;)

grasp.
D* n? np BJH, mani

pulation by man, III. 5.

(from B.H., e.g.
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Lev. 7
U
) the heave-offering,

II. 7.

: cock, I. 5.

(from vTO) (i) vile-

ness, obscenity, lewdness, (2)

A derisive term for certain

markets with which special

idolatrous customs were as

sociated see note

11.3-

(from vB&amp;gt;OB&amp;gt;) handling,

use. K*p^
;n 7^ utensils

(esp. for eating and cooking

food), V. 12.

flPl
: see under \^\ and
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II. SUBJECT INDEX

Adriatic earthenware, 31
Allec, 39
Amoraim, xix, 105

Amphitheatre (theatre), 8, 12, 13, 26,

27, 44, no
Animals, n, 12, 28, 87, 107
Aphrodite, 45, 48, 49, 66

Apotheosis, 23

Asafoetida, 39, 41

Ashera, 51, 54-61

Baker, 59, 71

Baraitha, xx, xxi, 70, 75, 76
Bar Kokhba, 95, xor

Bartinoro, 3, 11, 13, 39
Basilica, 12, 13
Bath-houses, 12-15, 17, 48, 49, 64-66
Beans, 78, 79
Beard, 7, 23, 24
Beth-Din (Rabbinical Court), 39
Beth-Shan, 8, 73
Boethos son of Zonin, 77
Bread, 38, 59, 71, 81

Buildings, regulations concerning, 12-14
Business, 2-8, 33

Caesar (King), 5, 22, 67, 104
Cairn, 56, 62, 63, 74
Cheese, 35, 36
Christian Church

;
its edicts against Jews,

29, 81; struggle with Paganism, 107;
use of images, 75

Circus, 12, 26-27, no
City (town), 81 ; festival in, 6, 7; images

in, 45 ;
without Jewish inhabitants, 73

Cock, 9
Coins, 47, 63, 75, 109
Common (non-sacred, Hullin), 41, 87
Condiments, see mtiries, fish-brine, allec

Controversy, u, 103
Cover, of wine-jar, 79, 80

Cures, by heathen physicians, 29, 30 ; at

heathen temples, 43, 45
Custom, 1 1

Dates, 10, n
Desecration, see Profanation

Dies Imperil, 5, 22

Doctors, 29, 30
Dolmen (trilithon), 62, 63, 74

Dragon, 46, 47

Elders, journey of, 67, 98, 103
Euphemisms, 36, 45, 51

Exegesis, Aqiba s system of, 96, 103

cp. 99, 102, 106 ; Rabbinic exegesis
of Cant, i

2
, 37; of Deut. f, 15; of

Deut. i22
, 50, 51

Feasts, heathen, 2-8, 18-25, 92 &amp;gt; 93 5

named DTN, 2, 18

Fields, see Land
Figs, dried, 62, 77; white, 9
Fir-cones, 8-9
Fish-brine, 39, 41

Flavour, 39, 40, 77, 78, 85, 86

Flour, dealt with by mass, 59, 86
; fine,

63

Foraging-troop, 83
Frankincense, 9, 92
Funeral-rites, 23

Gaol, 7, 24, 25
Garden, owned by an idol, 64, 65
Garlands, 7, 63, 92
Garments, 59, 63
Gemara, meaning of the term, xx
General Rule, 78, 85, 102

Genesia, 5, 22-23
Grammar, see Introd. xi-xiv

Art. with Adj. only, 73; DVO }nU3,
77&amp;gt; 85; Construct before Rel. Clause,

5; Hithpael in place of Nithpael, 73;

Infin. with h, 6; in&OrQK
i&amp;gt;3, 78;

use of indefinite plural, 4

Grapes, see Prohibitions

Gridiron, 89

Hadrian, 31, 95, 100, 101, 103
Haggada ; haggadic elements in Baraithas,

xxi; in Midrashim, xxii
; in Talmuds,

xx ; haggadic Mishna, 67, 68; meaning
of the word, xvii

Hair, dedication of, 6, 24 ;
of Nazirite, 87
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Hairdresser, 30, 31
Halakha, meaning of the word, xvii

Harran, statue of Sin at gate of, 45, 67
Heathen, immorality of, xxiv, 5, 28, 29 ;

Jewish attitude towards, xxiii, xxiv, 4,

12, 29, 79; meals with, 81 cp. 108

Hermes, 45 ;
see also Merqolis

Herod, 11, 12, 44, 65
Hills, objects of worship on, 50, 51

Honey, 40, 78, 85
Hornet, 71

Houses, 15, 17, 53, 92; see also Bath
houses

Idol, abandoned, 65; appurtenances of,

55&amp;gt; 65; demons behind, 42, 43, 93,
to*; how desecrated, 59, 65, 66; is

lifeless, 32; ornaments for, 15; pollu
tion caused by, 37, 58, 87; property of

Israelite, 65. See also Feasts and

Images
Idolatry, survival of, 107, 108; Tertullian

on, 91-93
Images, 14, 15, 42, 44 , 45, 66, 74, 75,

91, 108, no
Infants, 29
Inns, 28, 29

Josephus, 8, 12, 13, 16, 22, 38, 44. 47,

74

Kabbala, 102

Kakophemism, 18, 32
Kalends, 5, 19-20, 107, 108

Kilbith, 39
Knife, 31, 89
Kratesim, 5, 21-22

Lagrange, Kttides Rel. Sew.-; quoted, 5,

10, 45, 46, 57, 61

Land, selling produce of, 15; selling or

letting fields, 15; The Land = Pales

tine, 15

Lettuces, 57
Libation, S,Y Prohibition^

Locusts, 41

Maimonides, xxvi, 7, u, 12, 13, 39, 4o,

46, 55. 06, 71, 87, 109
Markets, 6, 7. 32, 3;,

Marriage, 7, 25, 26, 93; fear of inter

marriage. 3-K, 39, Si

Meals, common, between Jews and
Christians, 3*, Si

Meat (Flesh), sacrificed to idols, 31, 32;
^eethed in mil:

Me ila, trespass of, 36
Mekhilta, \\ii, 102, 105
Menhir, 56; see also Merqolis
Merqolis (Mercurius= Hermes), 62, 63,

74

Midrash, meaning of, xxi, xxii ; halakhic

Midrash, xxii, 47, 06, 102, 104
Milk, 38, 39
Mishna, additions by redactors of R.
Yehuda s Mishna, 10, 34, 36, 39, 76;
freedom from demonology, 42 ; hag-
gadic section, 68, 69 ; history, language,
etc., see Introd.

;
in form of halakhic

Midrash, 47; older stratum of, 55, 69,

70

Mithraism, 20, 31
Mnemonic aids, 71

Monotheism, xxiv, 65
Moon, 46, 47, 69
Mitries, 34, 35, 39

N bela (carcase of animal not ritually

slaughtered), 35
New-Year, 10, 92; see also Kalends

Nicolaus-dates, u

Oil, 38, 63
Olive-cakes, 41

Ovens, 58, 59

Palestine (Holy Land), xix, 3, 15, 70,

88, 109
Paul, xxiv

Peace (War), distinction based on, 67,
83

Pedestal, 55, 67
Pitch, 88

Planets, 69
Plants, 47, 51, 57

Precautionary rule
(!&quot;nt$), u, 15, 36

Precedent, 8, 55, 56, 71, 73
Preserves, 38, 39
Press, 68-71, 87-89
Presumption (Probability), 40, 41, 7^,

7V&amp;lt; 83
Profanation, 55, 65
Prohibitions, kinds of, 30 cp. 35, 71;

spirit of, xxiii, 4, 12, :u

Prohibitions respecting : Adriatic earth
enware, 31; ,///,-,, ; n , 4I ; animals, n,
12, 13, 29; asafoetida, 39, 4 i ; Asheras,
51, 54-61: bakers, 71; l.alh-hou-&amp;gt;e-,

13, 14, 17, 64, 65 ; beans, 78, 79;
birds of leper, 87; Bithynian cheese,
35 : bread, 3X5 buildings, 13, 14 :

cheese, 35, 37; cock (white), 9; coins,

63; corn-wreaths, 63: dates, 10, 11:
festivals, 2 8, 19-26; fields in Palestine,
etc., 15, 16; figs (dried), 77-79, (white)
9; fircones, s, 9; firstling of an ass,

*7; fish-brine, 39, 4 i ; ilesh seethed in

milk, 87; flour, 63; frankincense, 9 :

garments , 59, 63; garden, 64. (5;
goat sent forth, 87 ; grapes (overripe),
40, 41 ; grapes (with skin broken), 77;
grape-clusters, 63 ; grape-gathering, 70,
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71 ; grape-stones and -skins, 33 ;

gridiron, 89: hairdressers, 29, 30; hair
of Nazirite, 87 ; heifer whose neck is

broken, 87; honey, 40, 41; houses

(adjoining an idol s shrine), 53, (in

Palestine, Syria, etc.) 15, 16, (= shrines)
53 : idols, 65-67, 85, 89, (on hills) 50,
51; images, 44,45, cp. 74, 75; infants,

29: lettuces, 57; libation-water, 85;
libation-wine, 69-73, 77, 83, 85-88 ;

locusts, 41: market, 6, 32, 33; meals
(in company with pagans), 81 ; meat
(sacrificial), 31, 32; medicinal treat

ment by pagans, 29, 30 ; Merqolis, 62,

63, 74; milk, 37, 39; muries, 34, 35 :

oil, 38, 63 ; olive-cakes, 41 ; ornaments
for an idol, 15; ovens, 58, 59; ox
stoned to death, 87 : pedestals (for

images of idols), 67 ; preserves, 39, 41 ;

produce of soil of Palestine, 15 ; profane
animals slaughtered in the Temple-
court, 87; sal-conditum,^\ skin-bottles

(and flagons), 33 ; skins of animals
with incision at the heart, 31, 87 ; spit,

89 ; stones (for idolatrous purposes),
53: Terith, 39, 41 ; Trees (

= Asheras),
55&amp;gt; 59 : utensils, 47, 63, 89: vegetables,
57; vinegar, 30, 31, 79: wine, 30, 31,

^3 7 2 &amp;gt;

73&amp;gt; 81, 8$ ; wine-flask, 81 ;

wine-jars, 79, 80, 83 ; winepress,
68-71, 87-89

Proklos, 47

Pruning, 55, 59
Public-road or place, 31, 57, 73

Rabban, 31, 98, 100

Rashi, 7, 39, 52, 53, 54, 76

Redemption-money, 59
Rennet, 35, 36
Robertson-Smith, Religion ofthe Semites-,

32, 42, 57, 64
Rome, 6, 19, 45, 48, 67, 98, 102, 103

Sacrifice, 31, 32, 36
Sal-conditum^ 39
Saturnalia, 5, 10, 20

Scripture, formula introducing quotation
of, 17; ingenious use of, 96. See also

Index I

Sculpture, 66, 74, 75
Sea (of Salt) = Dead Sea, 47, 59, 86

Shade, of Ashera, 57

Ship (Boat), 77, 81

Shop, 81; adorned with garlands, 7;
baker s, 71 ; barber s, 30 ; locust-
seller s, 41 ; wineseller s, 81

Shrines, 43, 45, 53, 54, 61, 62, 92
Sidon, 45, 55

Siphra, xxii, 100, 102, 105
Siphre, xxii, 100, 102, 105
Skins, with incisions at the animal s

heart, 31, 87
Soil, 15, 51, 55, 60 cp. 70
Spit, 89
Stadium, 13

Stars, 69
Stone-heap, see Cairn

Stream, of wine, 84
Summer (Winter), 57
Sun, 47, 69
Surety, 71, 73

Syria, 3, 16, 17, 45, 47

Table, 81, 82

Talmud, demonology of, 42 ; described,
xix, xx ; the dragon in, 46

Tanna, Tannaim, xvii, 79, 94-106
Terith, 39, 41

Tertullian, xxiv, 3, 7, 9, 13-15, 20, 27,
28, 44, 91-93, 108

Torah, xvi, 67, 96, 99, 102, 106

Tosephta, associated with Aqiba, 96 ;

meaning of, xxi ; quoted, 21, 27, 39,

54, 61, 67; referred to, 3, 18, 20

Tree, Sacred-trees, 55-61, 64, 108

Tribunal, 13

Uncleanness, 34-37, 39-4 1
* 57 59, 7&amp;gt;

7i, 77, 85-87
Usha, 95, 100, 101, 104, 105, 106

Utensils, 47, 63, 89

Vegetables, 57
Vessels, 33, 70, 71, 79, 81, 83-85
Vinegar, 30, 31, 38, 39, 41, 79

Wages, 77, 83
Waggon, 8 1

Watch, Watchman, 73, 79, 81

Wine, see Prohibitions, s.v. Libation-

wine, Wine
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